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ABSTRACT

The AAOIFI SharÊÑah standards (17, 21, 13, 12, and 5) highlighted and reiterated two
technical issues pertaining to equity-based ØukËk in its February 2008 pronouncement;
referred to in this thesis as purchase undertaking (PU) at nominal value (WaÑd mulzim
bish-ShirÉ´) and liquidity facility (LF) in equity-based ØukËk (both asset based and
asset backed) conducted by the sharÊk, muÌÉrib, and wakÊl bil-IstithmÉr. The key
research questions that this study tackled are the applied SharÊÑah challenges
associated with the PU and LF in selected muÌÉrabah and mushÉrakah ØukËk case
studies in Malaysia and GCC capital markets, and to answer whether the WaÑd to
purchase (at nominal value) is SharÊÑah compliant in different equity-based ØukËk
issuances. This thesis proposes a pricing model for Asset backed ØukËk. We utilized
two main methodologies to answer the research question: a detailed term-sheet
analysis, and interviews with Islamic capital market decision makers. We investigated
a total of 20 cases before and after 2008 AAOIFI pronouncement. Two waÑd
parameters were targeted: price and maturity date of equity-based ØukËk. With regards
to price, the PUs and LFs are priced not only at principal but also include KLIBOR
based profit. Some PUs and LFs, such as Binladin group (KSA) did not use a
conditional PU and LF priced at nominal value while Tanjung (Malaysia) used a PU
priced at market value or value to be agreed in future. Besides the case studies, we also
conducted interviews with different ØukËk stakeholders (practitioners, lawyers, rating
agencies, regulators and SharÊÑah scholars). We interviewed 50 participants in all. The
final used respondents were 30 persons. The main question covered in the analysis
section is about the function of PU and LF in equity-based ØukËk structures . The
identified functions of PU and LF are capital preservation and recourse to the issuer
(obligor).Further SharÊÑah analysis can be conducted to equity-based ØukËk default
cases to examine how PU and LF can influence future issuances of equity-based ØukËk.
The study emphasized also the critical need to implement an asset backed pricing
model that should work well the MaqÉÎid Al-SharÊÑah and the spirit of SharÊÑah.
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ملخص البحث

،17األرقام(AAOIFIللمؤسسات المالیة اإلسالمیة والمراجعةالمحاسبةھیئةمعاییرأبرزت
األصول و المدعمة ببالصكوك القائمة تطبیقیتین تتعلقان(أداتین) مسألتین،) 21،13،12،5

"شراءبالتعھدبال"في ھذه الرسالةماوالُمشار إلیھ؛2008عاممن خالل تصریح الھیئة في فبرایر
یجریھا التيعلى األصولفي إصدارات الصكوك القائمة " السیولةعامل "واالسمیةبالقیمة

الجانب التطبیقي تناولتالرئیسیةثالبحأسئلةب أو الوكیل باإلستثمار.الشریك أو المضارِ 
من خالل دراسات مختارة لحاالت بصكوك المشاركة والمضاربةالمرتبطةالتحدیاتالشرعي و

علىاإلجابةقد حاولنا و،ودول الخلیج العربيمالیزیامن أسواق رأس المال فيتطبیقیة معاصرة
ھیاكل الإلصدارات ق مع الشریعة اإلسالمیةمتوافاالسمیةالقیمةبشراءبالالتعھدكانإذاما
.وأثر تصریح الھیئة في إصداراتھامدّعمة باألصولالقائمة أو ال

من خالل الصكوك المدّعمة باألصولتسعیرریاضي مقترح لنموذجأبالرسالةكما تقدمت
استخدمنا في ھذه الدراسة طریقیتین . 2008عام بنود المذكورة في تصریحھا األخیرمراعاة ال

النشرات المفصلة لبعض إصدارات تحلیلاألولى، : البحثأسئلةعلىلإلجابة) منھجیتین(
األطراف المؤثرة في معمقابالتمن خالل القیام بالثانیة و،الصكوك القائمة على األصول

وبعدقبلحالة20تعرضنا لدراسةلقد . العالقة بإصدارات الصكوكصناعة القرارات ذات
المحاسبةھیئةالصادر عن وبخصوص الصكوك المدعمة باألصول األخیر الھیئة تصریح 

. بالبحرینوالمراجعة
االستحقاقوتاریخرعْ السّ : مؤشرین في دراسة األداة األولى (التعھد بالشراء) وھما لقد استھدفنا
على القیمة قد وجدنا أنھا تقومفتسعیرھاأما بالنسبة ل. للصكوك القائمة على األصول(اإلطفاء) 

على لصكوك مالیزیاKLIBORالفائدةمؤشرباعتبارمضاف إلیھا الربحیة المحسوبة اإلسمیة
الصكوكلم تشترط التعھد بشراء) السعودیة(الدنبنصكوك مجموعةفقد تبین أن. سبیل المثال

یتمقیمةأي أوالسوقیةاستعملت أداة التعھد بشراء القیمة) مالیزیا(تانجونغبینمااالسمیةبقیمتھا
وكاالتممثلي ،محامین،بنكیین(شرائح مختلفةمعمقابالتأجرینا وقد. علیھا مستقبالاالتفاق

50عدد المشاركینبلغ حیث ، )شریعةعلماءوفي البنوك المركزیة شرفینوالم،التصنیف
السؤالوكان . مشاركا30لدراسةللتحلیل واالمستخلصة العینةوكانت. من جمیع الشرائحمشاركا
في الھیاكل القائمة على ھو الكشف عن دور شرط "التعھد بالشراء" و"عامل السیولة"الرئیس

المالرأسعلىالحفاظھو أن دور التعھد بالشراءوقد كانت نتیجة المشاركات. األصول
مزیدالإجراءوأوصت الدراسة ب. في حال اإلخفاق)الملتزم(رصدِ المُ إلىوالرجوع في تحصیلھ

مستقبلعلى في مدى تأثیر ھاتین األداتینلبحثالشرعي التطبیقي المعاصر لالتحلیلمن
جنموذطبیق لتالماسةالحاجةإلى كما شددت الدراسة . إصدرات الصكوك القائمة على  األصول

والتي تتوافق شكال ومضمونا مع مقاصد الشریعة في ألصولخاص للصكوك المدعمة باتسعیر
المعامالت المالیة.
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ABSTRAK

SharÊÑah Standard AAOIFI (21, 17, 13, 12 dan 5) telah mengumumkan dua isu
teknikal berkenaan ØukËk berasaskan ekuiti pada Februari 2008. Isu-isu tersebut
adalah berkaitan janji untuk membeli pada harga nominal dan kemudahan kecairan
(liquidity) dalam ØukËk berasaskan ekuiti (untuk kedua-dua ØukËk berasaskan aset dan
ØukËk yang disandarkan kepada aset) yang dijalankan oleh salah seorang ahli
perkongsian dalam MushÉrakah, pengusaha MuÌarabah dan ejen untuk pelaburan.
Persoalan utama kajian adalah untuk mengupas isu-isu SharÊÑah berkaitan janji untuk
membeli dan kemudahan kecairan pada kajian kes ØukËk berasaskan MuÌarabah dan
MushÉrakah yang terdapat di pasaran modal Malaysia dan GCC. Kajian juga
bertujuan untuk mengenalpasti adakah janji untuk membeli pada harga nominal di
dalam penerbitan ØukËk berasaskan ekuiti selari dengan SharÊÑah. Kajian ini
membentangkan model penetapan harga untuk ØukËk yang disandarkan kepada asset.
Dua kaedah utama yang akan digunapakai adalah analisa lembaran terma dan
temubual bersama penggubal undang-undang pasaran modal Islam. 20 kes sebelum
dan selepas pengumuman pada Februari 2008 telah diselidik. Dalam isu janji, dua
aspek menjadi topic utama iaitu harga dan tempoh matang sukuk berasaskan ekuiti.
Dalam isu harga, penetapan harga bagi janji untuk menjual dan kemudahan kecairan
bukan berdasarkan harga pokok semata-mata bahkan termasuk juga keuntungan
berasaskan KLIBOR. Sebahagian janji untuk menjual dan kemudahan kecairan seperti
Kumpulan Bin Ladin (Arab Saudi) tidak memasukkan syarat janji untuk menjual dan
kemudahan kecairan pada harga nominal sementara Tanjung (Malaysia) menggunakan
janji untuk menjual pada harga pasaran atau harga yang tetap untuk masa hadapan.
Selain daripada kajian kes, temubual juga diadakan dengan mereka yang terlibat
dengan ØukËk iaitu pengamal, peguam, lembaga pemeringkat,  penguasa dan ÑulamÉ´
SharÊÑah. 50 individu telah ditemubual dan hanya 30 responden telah diambilkira.
Persoalan utama temubual adalah berkaitan janji untuk menjual dan kemudahan
kecairan di dalam struktur ØukËk berasaskan ekuiti. Fungsi janji untuk menjual dan
kemudahan kecairan yang dikenalpasti bertujuan untuk menjaga modal dan
memberikan kepastian kepada penerbit. Analisa SharÊÑah yang lebih lanjut boleh
dijalankan ke atas kes-kes ØukËk gagal bagi menyelidiki bagaimana janji untuk
menjual dan kemudahan kecairan boleh mempengaruhi penerbitan ØukËk berasaskan
ekuiti pada masa akan datang. Kajian juga menekankan keperluan yang kritikal untuk
melaksanakan model penetapan harga bagi ØukËk yang disandarkan kepada aset.
Model berkenaan perlulah selari dengan objektif-objektif SharÊÑah dan memenuhi ruh
SharÊÑah itu sendiri.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The ultimate goal of capitalist economic theory is to maximize profit and increase capital

by all possible means. It is because of this that the main focus of this type of economy is

the excessive usage of financial derivatives products; trade in debts, rights, and currency

trading, none of which, in reality, achieve any real economic growth.1 The result of this

philosophy is that the world-wide volume of trading contracts and agreements are worth

nearly 600 trillion dollars annually,2 however, the proportion of contracts whose subjects

are real goods and services that translate into real production is in the range of 5% of the

total volume. This means that almost 95% of contracts are related to derivatives, formal

and simulated contracts and complex contracts which revolve around themselves, without

any resultant development or production of goods and services. The impact of the current

financial crisis has resulted in an unstoppable disaster. Major financial institutions

collapsed one by one because there were no real commodity or usufruct assets backing

them.

1 Real economic growth is economic growth minus inflation. Economic growth is usually brought about by
technological innovation and positive external forces
2 J.R. Corsi, “Cities, states, universities could sink from monster derivatives meltdown”.
<http://forum.concen.org/showthread.php?tid=32596> (accessed June 19th, 2010)
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Under the canopy of this ideology, a variety of bonds were introduced.  The most

important amongst them was securitization (tawrÊq) which has become widespread since

the 1980s. In fact, it became so famous during that time that it was described as the

“Frenzy of the Eighties”3

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a comprehensive framework of rulings and

criteria derived from the Islamic principles, Islamic values governing the economy and

financial activities, and anchored in the SharÊÑah objectives (MaqÉÎid al-SharÊÑah) that

should govern the different types of ØukËk (known to many as Islamic Bonds)4 and

structure them both from the legal (SharÊÑah) and economical perspective. The study will

examine murÉbaÍah, muÌÉrabah, and IjÉrah-based ØukËk, while the former offering a

fixed return, and the latter, the most popular form of ØukËk, and a variable return. The

potential for other more novel ØukËk structures based on MushÉrakah partnership

contracts is also being investigated, and ØukËk pricing issues are explored using

alternative benchmarks to London Inter-Bank Offer Rate (LIBOR).

The unprecedented advances in information technology and communications and

the shift to intensive knowledge economy have left their impact on the financing

instruments and methodologies of governments, financial institutions and corporations;

which had depended and replicated conventional (RibÉ based) banking and finance

approach for a very long time. In today’s market which was accompanied with not only

the evolvement of multinational corporations, mutual funds, treasury stocks, credit cards,

3 N. Schulman, “Feeding Frenzy” <http://books.google.com.my/books?id=VucCAAAAM> (accessed July
9th, 2010)
4 ØukËk are frequently referred to as “Islamic Bonds”. This term may mislead people to assume that sukuk
are just like bonds, however the two are diametrically opposed in nature.
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financial markets, commodity markets, and precious metals markets; but also with the

newly developed tools, instruments, and formulas of multi-applied transactions

conducted in those markets.

The commercial reality of the market can be judged from an Islamic law view

point without negatively influencing the public interest and within the spirit of SharÊÑah.

The SharÊÑah provides us with the necessary tools (maÎlaÍah being one of them) to reach

an acceptable formula for both practitioners and regulators and in line with the public

interest.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The dilemma between fulfilling Fiqhi and MaqÉsid5 al-SharÊÑah requirements in today’s

sophisticated ØukËk structures (in Malaysia and GCC) pertaining to ownership of assets

can be referred generally to two major classifications:

- Asset based ØukËk: uses SharÊÑah compliant assets / business ventures to facilitate

issuance of ØukËk. Investors do not have interest in assets. Assets remain on the

balance sheet of the obligor (originator or debtor or borrower).6

- Asset backed ØukËk: Asset backing SharÊÑah compliant asset / business venture

which form primary sources of income / return to investors, issued in various

5 MaqÉÎid are defined as the end sought behind the enactment of each of the ruling of Shari’ah and the
secrets involved. The end includes development of the world, system of coexistence and the secrets refer to
partial goals intended by the lawgiver (Allah almighty). The main objectives of Shari’ah are securing the
benefits for the people and protecting them against corruption and evil. See: Alfasi , MaqÉÎid al-sharÊÑah
al-IslÉmiyyah wa makÉrimuha. (Rabat: MatbaÑat al-RisÉlah,1979).

6 RAM Rating Service Berhad. (n.d.). Malaysian ØukËk market handbook, your guide to the Malaysian
Islamic Capital Market. Kuala Lumpur: 2010. 1:17.
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SharÊÑah principles. Asset is separated from obligor’s book and no claw back for

the asset if the originator goes bankrupt and only has recourse to the assets.

Many misconceptions, lack of knowledge relevant to the SharÊÑah parameters,

standards, and objectives pertaining to the practices and applicability of ØukËk in today’s

market. The gap is getting wider between SharÊÑah scholars in different SharÊÑah boards,

and practitioners in terms of SharÊÑah compliance factors, pricing of the financial

transactions, instruments, strategies, risk transfer and risk mitigation in the Islamic

financial institutions in both GCC and Malaysia.

There is an urgent and serious need to evaluate the implication of key SharÊÑah

parameters in modeling today’s most popular equity-based ØukËk structures and assessing

different types of risk associated with today’s volatile market.

The need to formulate flow charts and diagrams reflecting these SharÊÑah

parameters to illustrate the different innovative structural models, associated SharÊÑah

standards, risk transfers and the rights and obligations of ØukËk investors as well as the

beneficiaries of the funding as indicated by SharÊÑah standards of the Accounting and

Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI7) and the Islamic

Financial Services Board (IFSB8). Historical data need to be investigated to assess impact

on Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and the overall economy.

7 AAOIFI is an independent international organization supported by central banks, Islamic financial
institutions, and other participants from the international Islamic banking and finance industry worldwide
and based in Manama, Bahrain.
8 IFSB is an international standard-setting organization based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia that promotes
and enhances the soundness and stability of the Islamic financial services industry by issuing global
prudential standards and guiding principles for the industry, broadly defined to include banking, capital
markets and insurance sectors. For more detail, see: <http://www.ifsb.org/>. (Accessed January 26th, 2011).
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The most important of those instruments that have dominated Islamic financial

markets are ØukËk which continue to remain the topic that researchers hardly keep up

with its diversified and multifaceted structures. Despite the fact that many have referred

to ØukËk in the context of conventional bonds, debt securities, non SharÊÑah compliant

ØukËk,9 innovations in SharÊÑah compliant ØukËk structure will continue to be the motive

force in real expansion of the Islamic Financial Industry.

To bring new and significantly different products to the market will require the

introduction of new financing techniques, the opening up of new markets.10 The industry

products have become commodities that are increasingly both less profitable and more

expensive to sell. Islamic Financial services industry will have to reinvent itself if it is to

continue to prosper in the 21st century.

Innovative ØharÊÑah compliant ØukËk structures and their relative SharÊÑah rulings

and objectives are continuously needed due to the changing applicability and objectives

of these contracts; which also needs to be formulated in light of the operative procedure

and contemporary applications of Islamic Capital Markets.11 Multiple ØukËk structures

are conducted by trained professionals in a highly centralized and controlled market. In

addition the contract specifications and its related procedures are such that the prospects

of uncertainty and risk (gharar) are virtually eliminated. Adequate understanding of the

mechanisms of ØukËk pricing and profiles and the relevant market procedures will enable

9 Sheik Taqi Usmani declared early in the first quarter of 2008 that the bulk of the ØukËk (MushÉrakah and
MuÌÉrabah) issued in the market defied Islamic norms. See: Harbhajan Singh, “Sukuk debate rages-
Shariah compliance questioned, News Analysis,” The Malaysian Reserve, February 11, 2008, 5
10 Peter Drucker, “Drucker on financial services, Innovate or die,” The Economist, (1999)
11 Ali Abd Al-Qadir, Encyclopedia of Islamic Banks. (2006)
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us to determine the nature of the issues before us in each case and specify the purpose of

our inquiry and its hypotheses.12

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. What are the different ØukËk base structures, terminologies, types, underlying

contracts, and their associated fiqh rulings in today’s Islamic finance (Malaysia

and GCC capital markets)? (Chapter 2)

2. What are the SharÊÑah issues, SharÊÑah standards, Islamic securitization

associated with equity-based ØukËk in Malaysia and GCC? (Chapter 3)

3. What are SharÊÑah risk factors associated with pricing of Asset Backed ØukËk?

How ØukËk pricing can be modeled to conform to MaqÉÎid al- SharÊÑah?

(Chapter 4)

4. What are the challenges in realizing AAOIFI SharÊÑah standards associated with

the Purchase undertaking (PU) and Liquidity facility (LF) in equity-based ØukËk

structures (assets based and asset backed ØukËk) in contemporary case studies

applications in Islamic finance (Malaysia and GCC capital markets)? (Chapter 5)

1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

In order to achieve the core objectives of this thesis and provide a practical approach and

answer to the research questions listed above; we need:

1. To investigate the SharÊÑah parameters (standards),13 that have to be adhered to by

equity ØukËk structure, its applicability and challenges.

12 Mohammad H. Kamala, Islamic Commercial Law: An analysis of futures and Options. (Cambridge:
Islamic Texts Society, 2001), 13.
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2. To investigate possible harmonization which can be achieved among different

SharÊÑah rulings set by International Fiqh Academy in its resolution No. 30

(1/3)14 as well as standard No. 17 on investment ØukËk issued by the Accounting

and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI).15

3. To analyze the SharÊÑah factors which best suit the most commonly issued ØukËk

structures (GCC and Malaysia). How risk can be assessed and valued from

Islamic SharÊÑah perspective?

4. To investigate the capital preservation mechanisms used in modern equity-based

ØukËk applications (i.e. Purchase undertaking and liquidity facility) that are

currently being employed in modern Islamic investment and financing

instruments.

1.5 JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM

The Islamic capital market is an important component of the overall Islamic financial

system. It facilitates the transfer of investible funds from economic agents possessing

financial surplus to those requiring funds.16 This element of liquidity is achieved by

selling SharÊÑah compliant securities to bond-like structures through the issuance of

ØukËk.

13 Several international institutions issued the standards such AAOIFI and Fiqh Academy of OIC. On the
other hand, National SharÊÑah Boards in some countries also issued the same, for example Dewan Syariah
Nasional of Majelis Ulama Indonesia (National SharÊÑah Board of Indonesian Ulama’s Council) and
SharÊÑah Advisory Council (SAC) of Central Bank of Malaysia.
14 For more detail see: http://www.fiqhacademy.org.sa (accessed July 9th, 2010)
15 For more detail see: http://www.aaoifi.com (accessed July 9th, 2010)
16 A. Abbas, “Helping to build an Islamic capital market,” Banker Middle East, October 1st, 2005, 15-17.
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The conventional debt instrument (interest based) and gharar17 in ØukËk is

evidently a persistent concept that permeates the whole spectrum of contracts and

transactions in Islamic law.  It is also a broad concept in that it comprises uncertainty and

risk-taking as well as excessive speculation, gambling and ignorance of the material

aspects of contracts. The basic tools of evaluation and analysis that Islamic law has

provided are comprehensive enough to relate to all these concerns and especially to the

overriding one, namely to ensure, fairness and prevent excessive uncertainty and abuse in

commercial transactions and contracts.18

To determine the correct procedure for the resolution of ikhtilÉf in Muslim

societies today, one should refer to the constitutions and laws of the countries concerned.

Resolutions of differences must be made in a maÎlaÍah oriented manner in the interests

of the people and by accommodating their views. Once a selection has been made by the

ruling authorities, everyone must comply with it and disagreements must be laid to rest.19

Of course, there is no single formula for resolving ikhtilÉf (dispute). Often the SharÊÑah,

or the applied law of a country, provide only general guidelines and leave specific

decisions to be made by the experts or those in charge of community affairs.

This thesis seeks to streamline Islamic laws through a number of fiqhÊ schools and

various conceptions of SharÊÑah. Upon completion we should be able to explain the

current developments process in Islamic legal thought within our socio historical

17 Gharar is coming from the Arabic root verb gharara/gharra, meaning to expose someone and his
property to damage/harm without being aware of it.
18 Christos, A. Islamic Finance: regulatory framework - Challenges lying ahead. International journal of
Islamic and Middle Eastern finance and management, Vol. 2, Emerald Group Publishing Limited, (2009).
pp. 90-104.
19 See: Al-Qur’Én, an-NisÉ: 59 that ordered us to obey the Islamic authority in accordance to QurÉn and
Sunnah.
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contexts, and identify key debates among Muslim scholars using modern equity-based

ØukËk case studies20 in Malaysia and GCC.

1.6 METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

This thesis will employ in depth analytical, descriptive, and comparative methodology to

all relevant literature (classical books, maqÉÎid al- SharÊÑah in modern financial

transactions, contemporary Islamic financing tools and contracts, SharÊÑah rulings,

regulating standards, and fatÉwÉ) associated with equity-based ØukËk. The analysis of the

SharÊÑah issues relevant to ØukËk issuance is based on detailed term sheet analysis

(detailed description of the ØukËk issuance technical details and conditions) from a

sample of over 50 ØukËk deals (Asset based and asset backed). The sample will be

selected and collected from the Islamic Finance Information Service (IFIS21) ØukËk

database, which had listed 1201 ØukËk as of January 15, 2010. To further support the

findings, the study will also be conducted based on semi-structured interviews with

regulators, bankers, legal counsels, rating bodies and SharÊÑah scholars.

In other words I aim to conduct a hybrid (Quantitative / Qualitative)

contemporary PhD research thesis on SharÊÑah directive rulings (al-QawÉÑid al-

´UsËliyyah,22 QawÉÑid al-MaqÉÎid,23 and al-QawÉÑid al-Fiqhiyyah24), SharÊÑah

objectives, and SharÊÑah standards pertaining to ØukËk Issuances (i.e. Islamic Securitized

20 Based on ØukËk database provided by Islamic Finance Information Service (IFIS), a UK based company
at: http://www.securities.com/ifis/ (accessed February 25th, 2011)
21 http://www.securities.com/ifis/ (accessed February 25th, 2011)
22 al-QawÉÑid al-´UsËliyyah is simply referring to the basic principles of fiqh rulings.
23 QawÉÑid al-MaqÉÎid is referring to the basic principles of SharÊÑah objectives.
24 al-QawÉÑid al-Fiqhiyyah is referring to the collective efforts of jurist to form a common based for fiqh
rulings on issues of similar cause and impact.
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Bonds), hybrid ØukËk structures outside the conventional laws of muÑÉmalÉt and under

the guidance of the Qur’an, Sunnah, and MaqÉÎid Al-SharÊÑah (Objectives of Islamic

law).  The thesis seeks to expand the knowledge, clear misconceptions, standardize

SharÊÑah parameters, standards, and practices, bridge the gap in the contemporary

financial transactions and securitization market, and highlight the risk mitigation tools

among scholars, jurists, practitioners, SharÊÑah boards, and financial institutions in the

Middle East (i.e. Dubai) and Malaysia.  The central feature of this research is to offer a

different interpretation of the source material of the SharÊÑah towards a vital, important,

and viable economic structure for the Muslim corporate and banking commercial

communities.

I will employ many tools among of which a specially designed questionnaire

(English and translated to Arabic in some cases) to collect data from major players (over

one hundred of copies) in local and international industry (Malaysia and GCC). Such

questionnaire will consist of multiple choice questions based on the hypothesis as well as

open spaces to get the participant open responses.

Moreover, the supportive methodology that will be used is few case-studies where

extrapolation of data is required to confirm results.

The instruments will be administered by the researcher, SharÊÑah scholars,

research supervisors, as well as two research assistants. Methods of data interpretation

includes but not limited: regression and multiple regression analysis of the data collected.

1.7 SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY
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Little has been written previously on the use of MushÉrakah partnership25 as underlying

contracts for ØukËk and SharÊÑah, MaqÉÎid standards issues associated with them have

not hitherto been systematically investigated. The study is expected to cover the period

from 2000 to 2010 (for data analysis) and till date for literacy review.26 Also the study

will cover Malaysia and GCC Islamic Capital Market available data.

The data analyses were restricted to those two countries, but this could be

extended when necessary to some ØukËk structures. Alternative Islamic pricing

benchmarks were suggested for some famous ØukËk structures. In each of the foregoing it

is clear that there are diverse opinions, enough dynamism and latitude within the SharÊÑah

to reform and/or reinterpret the fiqh rules to be better reflective of modern transactions,

circumstances, and cultural outlook.

1.8 LITERATURE REVIEW

We aim in this literature review to answer the following questions:

1. What are the key sources for Equity ØukËk Issuances?

2. What are the key concepts, theories and ideas associated and interlinked to

equity ØukËk?

3. What are the epistemological27 and ontological28 grounds for modern equity

ØukËk?

25 For example: Ali Arsalan Tariq, “Managing financial risks of sukuk structures,” (Master of Science
dissertation, Loughborough University, UK. 2004) and also Muhammad Al-Bashir Muhammad Al-Amine,
Sukuk market innovations and challenges, Islamic Economic Studies Vol. 15, No. 2, January 2008.

26 This time span represents the major changes in modern ØukËk issuances as explained further in the next
sections.
27 Epistemology – the branch of philosophy that concerned with the nature, origin and scope of knowledge
See: Paul Edwards, Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Vol. 3. (London: Macmillan, Inc. 1967)
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4. What are the main questions and problems that have been addressed to equity

ØukËk to date?

5. How is knowledge on equity ØukËk structured and organized?

6. What are the origins and definitions of different types of equity ØukËk?

7. What are the political, SharÊÑah rulings and legal standpoints of equity ØukËk

issuances in modern Islamic Finance?

8. What are the major issues and debates about equity ØukËk issuance in Malaysia

and GCC?

How do we approach the above questions to increase our understanding and

knowledge? The existing literature in the equity ØukËk area relevant to our study can be

classified into three main groups:

First group: involves theoretical work which principally deals with the possible

alternatives of issuing financial instruments that can be acceptable within the statutory

Islamic legal framework. Significant ideas are covered in Ariff and Mannan,29 and

Ahmad and Khan.30 In addition to prohibiting interest, the Islamic law also prohibits

trading under conditions that exhibit excessive uncertainty and ambiguous outcomes

(gharar). Keeping in view this injunction, one feels a lack of studies on decision under

uncertainty from an Islamic perspective. Al-Suwailem,31 attempts to deal with this

28 Ontology – is the philosophical study of the nature of being existence or reality as such, as well as the
basic categories of being and their relations. Traditionally listed as a part of the major branch of
philosophy, known as metaphysics. See: <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontology>. (accessed: January 27th,
2010)
29 Mohamed Ariff & M.A. Mannan, Developing A System of Islamic Financial Instruments, (Jeddah:
Islamic Research and Training Institute, 1990)
30 A. Ahmad & T. Khan, Islamic Financial Instruments for Public sector resource mobilization, (Jeddah:
IDB, IRTI, 1997), 100
31 Sami Al-Suwailem, “Towards an Objective Measure of Gharar in Exchange”, Islamic Economic Studies
Vol. 7, Nos.1 & 2 (October 1999, April 2000): 61-102
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problem by putting a suggestive study addressing the need to differentiate between

“gambles”, and “decision under uncertainty”. It is argued that decisions under

uncertainty, as opposed to gambles, imply evaluating the market value of causality such

that the value of these causes will offset any potential losses. Also, any extension of

financial instruments in an Islamic framework will invariably require a discussion of the

Islamic legal requirements. The work of the Accounting and Auditing Organization for

Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI32) provides premises for possible testing of such

financial instruments to conform to the relevant legal requirements.

The second group of literature: comprises of the actual equity ØukËk issuance

prospectuses of various corporations namely Tabreed33 and Gutheri34 and sovereigns

namely: Malaysia35 and Qatar36 as well as the Islamic Development Bank37. They

include summary of the offerings, investment considerations, and terms and conditions of

the certificates. As the ØukËk are securitized structures, they also provide a framework for

the risk management. These considerations and information form the basis of the research

in evaluating the modus operandi of ØukËk structures and its impact on the regulating

SharÊÑah standards relative to the underlying contracts.

32 See: foot note no. 6
33 Tabreed. USD 166 million East Cameron sukËk mushÉrakah offering circular (2004), via IFIS SukËk
Database, <http://www.securities.com/ifis/>.
34 Brian Kettell, $ US 150 million First Global Sukuk: Kumpulan Guthrie Bhd. (case study), (n.d.), via
Islamic banking courses, < http://www.islamicbankingcourses.com/>.
35 Nathif J. Adam & Abdulkader Thomas, Islamic Bonds: Your Guide to Issuing, Structuring and Investing
in Sukuk (London: Euromoney book, 2005), 10-11
36 Ibid, 13.
37 Islamic Development Bank. USD 166 million East Cameron sukËk mushÉrakah offering circular (2004),
via IFIS SukËk Database, <http://www.securities.com/ifis/>.
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The third group of literature: deals with alternative forms of fixed income

securities and asset management issues. Such literature is pertinent for analyzing the

competitiveness of the equity ØukËk framework.

Few research studies were conducted in exploring the SharÊÑah standards and

guidelines pertaining to the application and impact of equity ØukËk in today’s Islamic

capital markets. For example, Mesh'al38 viewed the SharÊÑah rulings relevant to

application of Islamic ØukËk and provided an interpretation to “bayÑ al-dayn” and “bayÑ

al-taqsÊÏ” in trading ØukËk in today’s financial market. The study lacks consideration to

the Malaysian experience and does not provide a real practical example to its implication

on the industry.39

On the other hand, Al-QurrahdÉghÊ,40 presented his view to the practical SharÊÑah

compliant steps to utilize Islamic securitization in today’s sukuk issuance. The study

lacks focus on equity based ØukËk; which is the basis (in our view) to the real sectors of

the economy.

Moreover, MeshÑal,41 presented SharÊÑah objectives frame work to modem ØukËk

by exploring the associated “maÎÉliÍ” and “mafÉsid” and its impacts to modern Islamic

finance applications. The study lacks focus on equity based ØukËk as an important

financing product which impacts the overall economy and within the framework of

38 AB. Mesh'al, “Islamic Sukuk (Securitization) and its modern trading applications”. The Ninth- Fiqh
Academy Conference. Sharjah: Organization of Islamic Countries, (2009): 25-60
39 Ahamed Kameel Mydin Meera, D. A. Islamic home financing through mushÉrakah mutanaqisah and al-
bay’ bithaman Ñajil contracts: a comparative analysis. Selangor: International Islamic University Malaysia,
(2005): 39-54.

40 Ali Mohyiddin Al-QurahdÉghi, Islamic ÎukËk (tawrÊq) and its modern applications: fiqhi and economical
perspective. The ninth fiqh circular, (2009): 54-84.
41 A.B. Mesh'al, “Islamic Sukuk: Maqasidic view. Role of Sukuk: Comparative Evaluation” Jeddah: King
Abdul Aziz University, (2010): 1-44.
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MaqÉÎid Al-SharÊÑah, and the need to formulate SharÊÑah standards to sustain the

independence and prosperity of the Islamic finance industry in Malaysia.

One more research paper done by Dusuki and Mokhtar42 presented its practical

view to the debt component of the Islamic capital market. He concluded that many

SharÊÑah issues need to be analyzed in asset based sukuk and he questioned whether these

structures in Malaysia are SharÊÑah compliant. Our current study will fill out many gaps

raised by Dr. Dusuki and propose the framework of SharÊÑah guidelines to the current

practice of equity (asset based and asset backed) ØukËk structures relevant to equity

sukuk market in Malaysia.

Among other research studies within this scope is Al-ManÊÑ43 where he showed

some defect practices and deviations in the application of ØukËk issuance from the view

of AAOIFI SharÊÑah standard 17th resolution for ØukËk investment. He recommended

setting some guidelines to truly reflect the basic and fixed principles of the Islamic

SharÊÑah and that cannot be compromised with other industry factors. The study was very

short and lacks practicality aspects of the ØukËk industry in Malaysia.

In addition; all fiqh rulings and SharÊÑah pronouncements pertaining to all

instruments and tools used in equity-based ØukËk issuance have been brought before this

study, these include resolution (7/2) 64 of the fiqh academy (relevant to BayÑ al-taqsÊÏ”),

resolution (11/4) 101 of the fiqh academy (relevant to BayÑ al-dayn and its alternatives),

42 Ashraf Wajdi Dusuki & Shabnam Mokhtar, Critical appraisal of sharÊÑah issues on ownership in asset-
based ÎukËk as implemented in the Islamic debt market, ISRA Research Journal 8/2010, (2010):1-32.
43 A. I. Al-ManÊÑ, Islamic ÎukËk: corrective measures in today's practice. Islamic ØukËk Forum- King Abdul
Aziz University, (2010): 8.
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and resolution (17/7) 158 of the fiqh academy (relevant to BayÑ al-dayn and

securitization) and its decision no. (15/5) 139.44

According to resolution no. 137 (15/3) of the Islamic Fiqh Academy, taÎkÊk

(Islamic Securitization) means: to issue tradable securities which are based on an

investment project that generates income.

Generally, ØukËk are SharÊÑah compliant, stable income, tradable and SharÊÑah

compatible trust certificates. The primary condition of issuance of ØukËk is the existence

of assets on the balance sheet of the government, the monetary authority, the corporate

body, the banking and financial institution or any entity which wants to mobilize the

financial resources. The identification of suitable assets is the first, and arguably most

integral, step in the process of issuing ØukËk certificates. SharÊÑah considerations dictate

that the pool of assets should not solely be comprised of debts from Islamic financial

contracts (e.g. MurÉbaÍah, IstiÎnÉÑ). The proper classification of the asset classes will

also determine the type of certificates to be issued.45 It is imperative to note that these

assets can be prepared for the issuance of trust certificates in a number of ways

conditional to the need of the issuing entity.

The underlying pool of assets can comprise of IstiÎnÉÑ, MurÉbaÍah receivables as

well as Ijarah. Indeed, having a portfolio of assets comprising of different classes allows

for a greater mobilization of funds as previously inaccessible MurÉbaÍah and IstiÎnÉÑ

assets can comprise a portfolio. However, still at least 51 percent of the pool must

comprise of IjÉrah assets. Due to the fact the MurÉbaÍah and IstiÎnÉÑ receivables are part

44 For more detail of these resolutions, may be viewed from: http://www.fiqhacademy.org.sa (accessed
July 9th, 2010)

45 F.J. Fabozzi, Issuer perspectives on securitization. (New Jersey: John Wiley & sons Inc., 1998), 61.
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of the pool, the return on these certificates can only be a pre-determined fixed rate of

return.

It is a testimony to the totality of the Islamic system that SharÊÑah compliant

alternatives shall always continue to exist as viable and legitimate substitutes to all non-

SharÊÑah compliant activities practiced by human beings in all spheres of life. In this

regard, Muslim scholars have over the years given substantial thought to the matter of

getting an Islamic alternative to conventional tradable financial instruments in view of the

great potential of these form of instruments in the development and efficient workings of

financial markets.46

Sufficient empirical evidence appears to exist suggesting that ØukËk were actually

extensively used by the Muslim societies of the middle ages as forms of papers

representing financial obligations originating from trade and other commercial activities.

Figure 1.8.1 below depicts the growth of all the kind of ØukËk market and figure 1.8.2

depicts the growth of the ØukËk market based on its types.

46 Al-QurahdÉghi. “Islamic ÎukËk (tawrÊq) and its modern applications: fiqhi and economical perspective,”
The ninth fiqh circular, (2009): 54-84.
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Figure 1.8.1 The Growth of ØukËk Market47

Figure 1.8.2 The Growth of ØukËk Market based on its types48

47 Source:  ISRA research based on IFIS Database – Muhammad Mochtar & Abdullah, A Synthesis of
SharÊÑah Issues and Market Challenge in the Application of WaÑad in Equity Based Sukuk as cited in
Asyraf  Wajdi Dusuki and Shabnam Mokhtar, Critical Appraisal of SharÊÑah Issues on Ownership in Asset-
Based ØukËk as Implemented in the Islamic Debt Market in ISRA research paper no: 8. (2010): 3
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The words Øakk, ØukËk49 and TaÎkÊk are easily traceable in classical commercial

Islamic literature. The words were particularly commonly used in international trade in

the medieval Muslim regions along the words ÍawÉlah (representing transfer/remittance

of monies) and muÌÉrabah (partnership business activities). Nevertheless, a number of

western writers on the history of medieval Arab/Islamic commerce have alluded to the

conclusion that it is the word Øakk which has worked its way into the Latin voiced word

of “cheque” or “check” which is commonly used in contemporary banking.

Notwithstanding its historical perspectives and significance, the origins of the product in

its contemporary context lies in one of the earlier decisions of the Islamic Jurisprudence

Council (IJC) that “any combination of assets (or the usufruct of such assets) can be

represented in the form of written financial instruments which can be sold at a market

price provided that the composition of the group of assets represented by the ØukËk

consist of a majority of tangible assets”.50

The ruling by the IJC, although not binding on any party, was however seen as a

SharÊÑah breakthrough given the importance of this body in the Muslim world. With such

a backing from the IJC, and following a period of theory and model building, it was in

the year 2001 that the earliest programs were launched in the market. The initiative by the

48 Source: Shabnam Mokhtar, Application of waÑad in equity-based ØukËk: empirical evidence in ISRA
research paper no: 20 (2011): 3. The chart is based on IFIS ØukËk database.
49 Although ØukËk is a plural in Arabic, it will be treated in this study like the English word “sheep”, which
is used for both the singular and the plural. A more accurate description of ØukËk should an “investment
certificate”.
50 See: Annual Plenary Session of the OIC Fiqh Academy, 1998, Decision No. 5
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Bahrain Monetary Agency (BMA) related to a short term (91 days) Salam ØukËk of US$

25 Million launched in June 2001 and which was received very well in the market.51

Bahrain followed its Salam ØukËk programme with longer dated IjÉrah ØukËk

before Malaysia (June 2002) and Qatar (2003) tapped the international market with mega

sovereign ØukËk offerings.

With the debut of this multi-million market, the pronouncement by the Bahrain

based Accounting & Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI)

of a SharÊÑah standard titled “Investment ØukËk” in May 2003 was indeed important from

an operational as well as a regulatory perspective.

The standard which became effective with effect from 1st January 2004 notes that

“ØukËk are certificates of equal value representing undivided shares in ownership of

tangible assets, usufruct and services or (in the ownership of) the assets of particular

projects or special investment activity”.52

The AAOIFI standard coming from an institution well respected both in the

Islamic and conventional banking spheres was indeed timely as it offered an inevitable

boost to the subject. For instance, it was quite helpful in terms of creating some SharÊÑah

cross-border convergence in the Islamic world given that the standard was signed by 14

Muslim scholars comprising of top SharÊÑah scholars from the mainstream Muslim

countries of the Middle East as well Malaysia, Pakistan and Sudan.

51 Harbhajan Singh, “Sukuk debate rages- Shariah compliance questioned, News Analysis,” The Malaysian
Reserve, February 11, 2008, 5

52 AAOIFI SharÊÑah Standard No. 17, clause No.1
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Nonetheless, the debut of ØukËk has brought about a paradigm shift in the nature

of Islamic finance products which were generally regarded as being illiquid and therefore

lacked the qualities of market orientation. A look at the general attributes of ØukËk will

reveal that ØukËk have quite similar qualities to all other market oriented conventional

financial assets53 including the following matters:

1. Tradable ØukËk: represent actual ownership stakes in defined assets, usufructs or

business activities and can therefore be traded at market prices.

2. Rateable ØukËk: are easily rated by regional and international rating agencies.

3. Enhanceable: in addition to the underlying assets or business activities, ØukËk

may be secured by any other SharÊÑah compliant form of collateral(s).

4. Legal Flexibility ØukËk: can be structured and offered nationally and globally

under difference tax regimes

5. Redeemable: Structuring of ØukËk may allow for redemption possibilities.

The Malaysian issue, which was the first ØukËk offered internationally, was

particularly of importance to the ØukËk Market from a cross-border convergence

perspective given the fact that earlier Islamic bond versions issued by the Malaysian

Islamic Capital Market were predominantly not acceptable to the mainstream Islamic

investor base in the Middle East because of divergence in certain SharÊÑah

interpretations.54 Accordingly, the deal which was offered in line with the AAOIFI

standard was well received in the market and was oversubscribed by more than one and a

53 M.J. MCMmillan, Asset securitization sukuk and Islamic capital markets: structural issues in these
formative years. (Pennsylvania: Fulbright & Jaworski LLP. 2008): 67

54 P. McNamara, How to sell ÎukËk. Banker Middle East, January 2005,37
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half times and was largely taken by GCC (Gulf Cooperative Countries) institutional

investors.

On the other hand, the Kingdom of Bahrain, even though its earlier issues were

mostly local / regional market oriented, had shown an important commitment to the

ØukËk market development from its initial stages.

By January 2005 the Kingdom has issued ØukËk Al IjÉrah worth more than US$

1.3 Billion – the largest by far by any sovereign. ØukËk issuance is now an integral part of

the Kingdom’s strategy and it is noted that the country has undertaken a long term

programme of converting its conventional issues to Islamically acceptable issues.55

Notwithstanding its distinctive nature and close regulation by SharÊÑah precincts,

ØukËk have appealed to all types of international investors because of their compatibility

with conventional securities structures. Nevertheless, the versatility of the product is such

that it can be applied on all kind of legitimate assets that can generate predictable income

streams.

55 See: Banker, Bahrain bolsters the Islamic finance industry, Banker, 2004, 21.
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Figure 1.8.3 The Classification of the ØukËk 56

The resolution on securitization decided by the International Fiqh Academy (OIC) is:

First: Securitization is a financial instrument to convert debts of the same type with

their attendant interest into tradable paper securities through a Special

Purpose Vehicle (SPV).57 Securitization by this definition falls within the

prohibited debt securities about which resolution No. 60 (6/11)58 was issued.

It makes no difference to the ruling if the transfer of debts to the SPV occurs

by the transfer of a right (ÍiwÉlah) or by debt renewal or sub-participation.

Secondly: TaÎkÊk, which is mentioned in Resolution No. 13 (3/15), is the SharÊÑah-

compliant alternative to securitization. It is done by the issuance of ØukËk,

56 Source:  Securities Commission Malaysia (2009) as cited in Dusuki and Mokhtar at ISRA research
paper no: 8/2010. p. 3
57 Fabozzi, F. J., Kothari, V. Introduction to securitization. New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons Inc. (2008), 1: 73.
58 Majallat MajmaÑ al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ, issue no. 6. Vol. 2:.12 and issue no. 7, vol. 1: 73.
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which are based on murÉbaÍah for a project, or a particular investment

activity, or on the basis of a mushÉrakah contract.59 The owners of the ØukËk

in this project do not receive interest or a fixed profit; rather, they will get a

percentage of the profit generated from this project, according to the

parameters mentioned in the Council’s Resolution No. 30 (4/5) issued on

qirÉÌ (muÌÉrabah) bonds. Another alternative is ÎukËk based on an ijÉrah60

contract or some other permissible contract which can be the basis for ÎukËk

project with its special regulations for issuance and trade.

Little has been written previously on the use of MushÉrakah partnership contracts

for ØukËk, and pricing issues have not hitherto been systematically investigated.

The thesis is expected to cover the period from 2000 to 2010 (for data analysis)

and till date for literacy review. Also the study will cover key Middle East countries in

ØukËk Issuance (i.e. Dubai) and Malaysia.

The data analyses were restricted to two countries, but this could be extended.

Alternative Islamic pricing benchmarks were suggested for some famous ØukËk

structures.

In each of the foregoing it is clear that there are diverse opinions, enough

dynamism and latitude within the SharÊÑah to reform or reinterpret the fiqh rules to be

better reflective of modern transactions, circumstances, and cultural outlook. Where the

methodology and legal principles are not sufficient, the sanctity attached to contractual

59 Islamic Finance Information Service, “Malaysia’s PT Orient to issue ÎukËk mushÉrakah for Indonesian
port,” IFIS Islamic finance weekly, February 25th, 2005.
60 RAM Rating Service Berhad. Malaysian sukuk market handbook, your guide to the Malaysian Islamic
Capital Market. (Kuala Lumpur: Author, n.d.), 45
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obligations, including treaties in the SharÊÑah, make it possible to reform conventional

fiqh muÑÉmalÉt laws. At the same time there are some concepts such as usury, insurance,

and speculative contracts, which will be much more difficult, if not impossible, to

overcome if the conventional SharÊÑah muÑÉmalÉt61 law are adhered to without proper

definition.

Islamic finance as an emerging form of financial intermediation would require

tremendous investment in research and development to promote innovation. Of

importance is to develop a broader range of Islamic financial market instruments that

include instruments with equity ownership features in line with MaqÉÎid al-SharÊÑah,

Islamic asset-backed securities, inclusion of permissible forms of credit enhancements as

well as SharÊÑah-compliant risk mitigating instruments. The development of investment

certificates (ØukËk) market for hedging is required for market-making activities to

support the development of secondary markets. Malaysia has recently established a

SharÊÑah Scholar’s fund to fund such research and development efforts.62 The fund also

aims to promote greater engagement among the international SharÊÑah scholars and thus

provide a platform for deliberation on the SharÊÑah compatibility of newly developed

Islamic financial instruments and markets.

The increasing complexity in the way debt is created and distributed in the

financial system raises important implications for financial stability. The “originate and

distribute” strategy that has been adopted by some institutions warrants addressing more

comprehensively the full range of risks to which banks and other financial institutions are

61 What we mean by conventional SharÊÑah muÑÉmalÉt is the traditional school of thought without proper
and through analysis of the modern financial transactions.
62 Norazizah, “SharÊÑah Scholar’s fund, it is free fund?”New Straits times. January 23rd, 2010, 8
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exposed. This includes the liquidity, equity, foreign exchange, profit, and moral hazard

risks in banking institutions. Credit risk63 exposures have also taken on more complicated

forms, including counterparty risks on derivatives and foreign exchange transactions. The

valuation of such financial transactions and instruments are also often difficult to measure

particularly under distressed market conditions.64 In addition, the correlations between

credit and market risk, both within and across national borders, have become more

complex. Of concern has also been the lack of adequate information on debt

concentrations in the system partly due to the increasingly elaborate ways in which debt

is passed on from originating institutions to different investors. The propensity to under

price credit risk, especially under conditions of excess liquidity, has also increased

concerns over underwriting standards. The consequent sharp pricing corrections would in

turn have the potential to result in broader economic disruptions.65

We cannot simply accept the argument of some contemporary scholars referring

to high percentage of ØukËk applications as they closely resemble conventional debt

instruments without scrutinizing and investigating this matter in all its aspects. ØukËk can

be structured and applied to play a major role in the expansion and development of the

economic structure of any country.

63 The risk of loss of principal or loss of a financial reward stemming from a borrower's failure to repay a
loan or otherwise meet a contractual obligation. http://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/creditrisk.asp.
64 Tarek H. Selim, an Islamic capital asset pricing model. Humanomics, 24(2), (2008): 122-129.
65 KamÉlÊ, Mohammad Hashim. (2005). Islamic commercial law: an analysis of futures and options.
Cambridge: Islamic Texts Society: 72.
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Moreover, we cannot neglect the massive total notional value, the huge use of

leverage involved with multiple ØukËk structures and that early indications of the

investment portfolio structural problem show up quicker in the ØukËk markets.

1.9 OTHER EXPECTED RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS AND OUTCOMES

Other possible results besides the core objective of the thesis will include (but not limited

to):

1. Investigate SharÊÑah objectives of Special Purpose Vehicles66 as a prerequisite for

the successful issuance and management of equity-based ØukËk. The use of

equity-based pricing benchmarks would have resulted in greater payments

stability for sovereign debt in some GCC countries, but not for Malaysia.

2. Recommend that Ministries of Finance and Central Banks of Muslim countries

should review their equity-based financing to meet the SharÊÑah objective and

standards of many equity ØukËk structures.

3. Provide and highlight an overview of the key SharÊÑah regulatory institutions and

industry associations in Islamic finance today and focus on areas that merit

increased attention.

4. The growth of Islamic finance sector is impacted by increased involvement of

western regulators, as well as credit rating agencies, existing of sound accounting.

66 The financial institution possessing debts secured by mortgages, etc. sells its debts (Debts are called
assets in conventional law and economy), or some of them, at a discount, to a bank, institution, or any other
company that has some specific reason to buy those assets, (such an entity is called an SPV: Special
Purpose Vehicle) and transfers them from the custody of the seller institution to the custody of the SPV.
This is done in order to make them free from other claims and protect them from the bankruptcy of the
institution selling them.
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CHAPTER TWO

EQUITY-BASED ØUKÕK IN THE ISLAMIC CAPITAL MARKET

2.1 ØUKÕK IN ISLAMIC CAPITAL MARKET

Today’s ØukËk, sometimes referred to as Islamic bonds, and are better described as

Islamic investment certificates. This distinction is as crucial as it is important, and it is

stressed throughout this thesis that ØukËk, should not simply be regarded and evaluated as

a substitute for conventional1 interest-based securities.2 The aim is not simply to

engineer financial products that replicate fixed-rate instruments and bonds and floating-

rate notes as understood in the West, but rather to develop innovative types of assets that

are consistent with SharÊÑah Islamic law.3

What this means in practice will hopefully become apparent to readers of this

thesis, but it is worth repeating here that the essential characteristics and core concepts

are:

• Transparency and clearness of rights and obligations;

• Income from securities must be linked to the purpose for which the funding is used, and

not simply comprise interest; and

1 Conventional is referred throughout this thesis as interest based system.
2 Securities are instruments represent financial value, and can be debt (i.e. bond, banknotes) or equity (i.e.
common stocks, derivatives contracts). See: Encyclopedia of Finance.< http://tryfinance.com/3/> (accessed
December 21st, 2010)
3 Rodney Wilson, Islamic Bonds: Your Guide to Issuing, Structuring and Investing in ØukËk: Overview of
the ØukËk market, (UK: University of Durham, 2005), 2.
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• Securities should be backed by real underlying assets, rather than being simply paper

derivatives.4

Islamic fixed-income securities are already emerging as a significant class of

asset, and are as potentially important for the Muslim investor as conventional bonds are

for investors generally. In addition, for non-Muslims who already own conventional

bonds, the acquisition of ØukËk, introduces a new asset class into their portfolios, bringing

further welcome diversity and possibly reducing risk.

Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions

(AAOIFI) defines ØukËk as being:

“Certificates of equal value representing after closing subscription, receipt
of the value of the certificates and putting it to use as planned, common
title to shares and rights in tangible assets, usufructs and services, or
equity of a given project or equity of a special investment activity.”5

The year 1990 marked the first introduction of Islamic alternatives to

conventional bonds in the form of Shell MGS Islamic Private Debt Securities (IPDS) out

of Malaysia. At the time, the term ØukËk was not used yet. The more popular terms were

Islamic debt securities or Islamic bonds. These instruments were meant to replace

interest-based lending and borrowing in conventional bonds and debt securities.  Thus, at

the initial stage during the 1990s, Islamic securities were understood as debt in nature

and the debts were normally created from deferred sale contracts between the parties,

with in-built profits (for the investors).

4 Derivative is a financial instrument - or more simply, an agreement between two people or two parties -
that has a value determined by the price of something else called the underlying. See: Robert L. McDonald,
Derivatives markets, (Boston: Addison-Wesley, 2005), 123.
5Accounting, Auditing and Governance Standards for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI), ÎukËk
definition, (Bahrain: AAOIFI, 2010), 485. See also:
<http://www.aaoifi.com/aaoifi_sb_ØukËk_Feb2008_Eng.pdf> (accessed 4 October, 2010).
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For a decade, the so-called Islamic debt market slowly developed.  It was more of

introduction and market familiarization stage, where players and products were gradually

built.  However, the 1990’s Islamic debt market showed limited growth and was confined

to the Malaysian market only.  The structures used were limited to debt instruments only,

created via BayÑ Bithaman Ñajil (BBA), MurÉbaÍah and QarÌ ×asan contracts.

Beginning from the year 2000 to 2004, there was better growth in terms of market

size and players.  The word ØukËk became known.  AAOIFI also introduced its first

SharÊÑah Standard on ØukËk in Standard 17.  Additional product features and structures

were introduced to include ØukËk al Istisna`, ØukËk al-Salam, ØukËk al-IjÉrah and ØukËk

al-IntifÉÑ. ØukËk were no longer understood as debt instruments only, but can also be

non-debt in nature.  The market also expanded to the global market as well, for example,

the Malaysian Global ØukËk al-IjÉrah (2002),6 Qatar Global ØukËk (2003),7 Germany

Saxony Anhalt ØukËk (2004)8 and others.

The year 2004 onwards witnessed accelerated growth in market size and players

of the ØukËk market.  The ØukËk market became broader and deeper.  There was also

better market understanding and more innovative and new product structures.  Equity-

based ØukËk structures in the forms of MuÌarabah and MushÉrakah ØukËk began to gain

6 Bank Negara Malaysia, Financial Stability and Payment Systems Report 2007. (Kuala Lumpur: Author,
2007), 54. See: <http://www.bnm.gov.my/files/publication/fsps/en/2007/cp02_001_whitebox.pdf>
(accessed December 18th, 2010).
7 AmeInfo, “IIFM endorses USD700 million Qatar Global ØukËk,” October 15th, 2003,
< http://www.ameinfo.com/29706.html> (accessed December 18th, 2010).
8 Saxony-Anhalt ØukËk Ijarah, Shariah Based Finance, November 25th 2009, <http://shariah-finance.
blogspot.com /2009/11/saxony-anhalt-ØukËk-ijarah.html> (accessed December 18th, 2010).
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ground and acceptance by the market. Other structures were also introduced in the forms

of Islamic Asset Backed Securities, Convertible ØukËk,9 Exchangeable ØukËk,10 etc.

By the end of year 2007, we see a maturing and globalised ØukËk market.  There

was more breadth and depth, and phenomenal growth.  The ØukËk market also showed

significant moves towards globally accepted and highly competitive structures.  There

had also been attempts to activate the secondary market for ØukËk in order to enhance

liquidity. There were more and more product innovations in ØukËk structures and

attempts to unlock new asset classes such as the East Cameron Gas ØukËk and other.11

2.2 TYPES OF ØUKÕK AND ITS DEVELOPMENT

Recent innovations in Islamic finance have changed the dynamics of the Islamic finance

industry; especially in the area of ØukËk and securities, the use of ØukËk or Islamic

securities have become increasingly popular in the last few years, both as a means of

raising government finance through sovereign issues, and as a way of companies

obtaining funding through the offer of corporate ØukËk. Beginning modestly in 2000 with

total three ØukËk worth $326 million the total number ØukËk by the end of 2006 has

reached to 77 with over US$ 27 billion funds under management. By the end of 2011 the

total figure is expected to exceed US$56 billion.12

9 Convertible ØukËk: ØukËk that can be converted to other securities under certain conditions.
10 Exchangeable ØukËk: ØukËk that can be exchanged for a ratio to other securities under certain conditions
and mostly happens at maturity.

11 See: ØukËk overview, via Google:
<http://www.mifc.com/index.php?ch=menu_foc_suk&pg=menu_foc_suk_over> Viewed December 26th,
2010
12Shariq Nisar, “Islamic Bonds (ØukËk): its Introduction and Application”,

<http://www.financeinislam.com/article/8/1/546> (accessed 4 October, 2010)
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ØukËk has developed as one of the most significant mechanisms for raising

finance in the international capital markets through Islamically acceptable structures.

Multinational corporations, sovereign bodies, state corporations and financial

institutions use international ØukËk issuance as an alternative to syndicated13 financing.

As Islamic finance is by nature participatory14 oriented,15 purchasers of ØukËk securities

arguably have the right to information on the purposes for which their fund are to be

allocated. In other words, the funding rose through ØukËk issues should be hypothecated

rather than used for general unspecified purposes, whether by a sovereign or corporate

issuer. This implies that identifiable assets should back ØukËk.

In this thesis our focus is on equity based ØukËk, but before that; we should introduce the

four major classifications of ØukËk:

- Debt based ØukËk

- Lease based ØukËk

- Equity based ØukËk

- Asset Backed ØukËk

13 Syndicated financing: a group of banks that each lends an amount of money to a borrower, all at the
same time and for the same purpose. The banks in a syndicate cooperate with each other for the duration of
the project, even if they are otherwise competitors. Bank syndicates usually only lend large amounts of
money. Every syndicate is a temporary arrangement. See: Farlex, Farlex Financial Dictionary, 2009.
<http://financial-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/syndicate> (accessed October 4th, 2010)
14 The abolition of interest and promotion of growth with equity are the core foundation of Islamic law
objectives. This can be observed from many Qur’anic verses, for example: al-Baqarah: 188 and 275, Ól-
Ñimran:130 and many other verses, besides several Hadith texts.
15 Sheikh GhazÉlÊ Sheikh Abod., Syed Omar Syed Agil & Aidit Hj. Ghazali (eds.), An Introduction to
Islamic Finance, (Kuala Lumpur: Quill Publishers, 1992), 67.
<http://www.kau.edu.sa/Files/320/Researches/50912_21049.pdf> (accessed  October 4th, 2010).
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2.2.1 Debt or Asset Based ØukËk

Debt based or Asset based is the most commonly structured ØukËk in Malaysia and can

be issued based on fixed or zero rate coupons16 In order to issue these ØukËk the issuer

needs to identify the assets and Islamic banking institution will then purchase these

assets17 on a competitive tender basis under Islamic principles, and later proceed to pay

the issuer. Lastly, the banking institution will resell the assets to the issuer at the selling

price and the issuer will then issue ØukËk. These ØukËk are normally traded in the

secondary market via the concept of debt trading.

2.2.2 Equity Based ØukËk

Equity- based ØukËk represent common ownership and entitles the holders to shares in a

specific project. Shares of profits on a definite proportion of the total ØukËk amount are

determined beforehand. Although it is similar to shares, it has a fixed maturity which is

determined by completion date of the project. This structure normally bears a floating

rate ØukËk and can be of many types depending upon the type of Islamic contract of

16 Zero rate coupon: Bond that (1) pays no interest but instead is sold at a deep discount on its par-value, or
(2) an interest paying bond that has been stripped of its coupon which is sold separately as a security in
its own right. Source: Business Dictionary, http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/zero-coupon-
bond.html (accessed 4 October, 2010).
17 Sazali Zainal Abidin, Annuar Md. Nassir & Puri Farah Khoderun, “MushÉrakah MutanÉqiÎah: A
Solution to different interpretations by Malaysians and Middle East Scholars in Islamic Financing”,
Faculty of Economics, University Putra Malaysia, (2009): 5.
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financing and trade used in its structure (i.e. ØukËk al-MuÌÉrabah or ØukËk al-

MushÉrakah and WakÉlah bil IstithmÉr).18

2.2.3 Asset Backed ØukËk

We have seen Islamic securitisations nowadays in the Islamic Capital Market. These

innovative and legally complex structures are the closest that ØukËk currently get to the

financing ideals of asset ownership and risk sharing, although the structures raise another

controversial topic: the tranching19 of different classes of ØukËk holders, which deserves

further look and SharÊÑah evaluation in future research work. We attached the list of

equity based ØukËk in 2001-2004, 2005 and 2006 in appendixes.20

2.2.3.1 Examples of Asset Backed Cases:

The critical difference is that these structures (notable are the TamwÊl21 and SRH PJSC

ØukËk22) have a registered ‘true sale’23 of the underlying assets to the investors. In SRH,

the underlying title to the plots of land is transferred to the investors with the associated

cash flows (payments for land purchase).

18 Adawiah, Rabiah. The application of BBA in ØukËk: basic structure in Malaysia. International Islamic
University Malaysia (IIUM), international conference on BBA. 2002:  45.
19 Each has a different rank in the allocation of profits and losses.
20 The list was refer to Shabnam Mokhtar, “Aplication of waÑad in equity based ÎukËk empirical evidence,”
ISRA Research Paper, no. 20 (2011): 8
21 For more info about Tamweel:  <http://www.tamweel.ae/en/Home.aspx> (accessed October 4th, 2010).
22 For more info about Sorouh:  <http://www.sorouh.com/en/section/about-sorouh> (accessed October 4th,
2010).
23 True sale: Legal or accounting sale attached to a securitization transaction where it is treated as a true
sale of receivables and not as financing transaction.  Source:
<http://www.vinodkothari.com/glossary/Truesale.htm> (accessed October 4th, 2010).
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In both asset-backed cases there is no recourse back to the originators; these

ØukËk should survive their bankruptcy. Some key features are:

− The risk of principal/capital repayment depends on asset performance, not a

purchase undertaking (PU) from the corporate at nominal (or market) value.

- The risk of profit payments depends on the performance of the assets, not that of

the Mudarib/originator. If the assets perform badly, investors may lose profit as

well as principal. If they do well, they are paid the expected profit. Even if the

corporate defaults, the ØukËk holders retain the assets and the cash flows should

continue.

- Profit and loss allocation varies according to the ØukËk class. The senior-most

classes have fixed profit rate spreads due to their less risky and more senior

position in the investment. The junior-most class or equity is the most risky by far

but retains all the excess variable profit that may be generated. This sharing of

losses is usually done in a ratio that tries to fairly reflect the allocation of profit.

In the SRH ØukËk, it did not issue an equity note, but returned all the excess profit

beyond the due amounts to repay the capital invested in order of seniority.

Asset-backed ØukËk are seen closer to the spirit of Islamic law as they involve a

transfer of tangible assets, investors become the legal owners of these in the case of

default.24 The substance of Islamic securitisation is about of asset ownership and risk

sharing (of the assets and associated cash flows) and satisfies many of the AAOIFI

principles. Again, it should be highlighted that the structural ‘substance’ of many existing

24 Reuters, “Asset-backed Øukuk Framework Seen Lifting Demand, More than 90% of Issued ØukËk are
Asset-based,” Emirate247, January 10th, 2011. <http://www.emirates247.com/business/economy-
finance/asset-backed-ØukËk-framework-seen-lifting-demand-2011-01-10-1.340397>
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unsecured ØukËk is a deliberate construction; many companies do not want to ‘sell’ their

quality assets to investors, many investors do not actually want asset risk, but want the

equivalent of conventional bonds.25 Widespread structuring approaches mean they get

the desired debt funding in ØukËk form and investors are happy with this for the most

part.

It should also be emphasised that while certain sectors of securitisation have

recently fallen into disrepute, the financing technology applied is still a critical part of the

global landscape and even part of Central Banks’ current solution to the liquidity crisis.

As in many other (less complex) markets, losses in the sector are usually the result of

very high leverage and an unexpectedly rapid decline in the quality of underlying assets.

Leverage and credit quality are not new concepts, but the form was unfamiliar to many

investors.26 A total loss of confidence is another key driver. Securitisations are relatively

new in the Middle East, but SharÊÑah could become a key positive driver of such

transactions if ØukËk compliant with the AAOIFI guidelines become favoured by

investors.

2.2.4 Lease Based ØukËk

Lease-based (IjÉrah) ØukËk represents ownership of an equal share in the usufruct of an

asset that is well defined, existing and known, tied to an IjÉrah contract as stipulated in

Islamic law . The ØukËk gives the owner the right to own the underlying assets, collect

payment and issue the ØukËk without any impact on the ØukËk issuer's right to use the

underlying asset. There are associated risks related to this instrument; i.e. owners have to

25 Ibid.
26 Shaukat, Mughees, “Some Core Concepts in Sukuk” Institute of Halal Investing,
http://instituteofhalalinvesting.org/mughees/some-core-concepts-in-sukuk.pdf (accessed March 13th, 2011).
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assume all costs related to the basic characteristics of the assets and the lessee is

responsible for bearing the cost of maintenance.27

Lease-based ØukËk has the following parameters:

1. IjÉrah ØukËk can be traded in the market at prices  determined by market forces, such

as general market and economic conditions, the financial market, opportunity cost and

the price of real investment.

The IjÉrah ØukËk is also subject to risk related to the ability and desire of the lessee to

pay the rental payment, and the market risk arising from the potential changes in asset

pricing, maintenance and insurance cost.

2. Due to the presence of maintenance and insurance expenses that cannot be perfectly

known in advance, the expected  return on some forms of IjÉrah ØukËk cannot be

completely fixed and determined at the beginning of the contract.

3. IjÉrah ØukËk is completely negotiable and tradable  in the secondary market.

4. IjÉrah ØukËk offers a high degree of flexibility, derived from the approach to issuance

management and marketability.  The flexibility rules in IjÉrah mean that securitization of

the IjÉrah contract is the key factor to solving the liquidity management problem.

Therefore, ØukËk has both the characteristics and the necessary conditions to be a

successful security.

27 Dina Rohmatunnisa, Design of IjÉrah ØukËk, University of Nottingham. 2008: 31.
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2.3 DEBT AND EQUITY BASED ØUKÕK IN ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE

The first point highlighted by AAOIFI is related to assets. It proposes that ØukËk

investors should have rights over the ØukËk assets,28 that they should be sold ‘legally’

and that the originating company should ‘transfer’ the assets.29 This is not the case in the

majority of ØukËk issued to date –although we have seen a couple of notable Islamic

securitisations where the assets were based on “True Sale”: TamwÊl and SRH PJSC, both

UAE transactions. They still account for the minority of overall issuance at less than five

billions of an approximate total of $85 billion issued to date.

This point derives from the fact that SharÊÑah emphasizes the concept that

financing should be raised only for trading in, or construction of, specific and identifiable

assets. Trading in general ‘indebtedness’ is prohibited.30 Therefore the issuance and

trading of conventional bonds is not seen to be compliant. Conventional bonds usually

represent non-asset-backed interest-based funding for general corporate purposes.31

Thus, it is encouraged that all ØukËk returns and cash flows be linked to assets

purchased, or (in the case of project finance) those generated from an asset once

constructed and not simply be income that is interest-based. This requirement for

‘tangibility’ has significant – and problematic – effects in other areas, such as hedging

and derivatives. For borrowers to raise ‘compliant financing’, they will need to utilise

28 Andreas Jobst, Peter Kunzel, Paul Mills & Amadou Sy, “Islamic bond issuance - what sovereign debt
managers need to know, IMF Policy Discussion Paper, PDP/08/3 (2008):17
29 See: <http://www.aaoifi.com/aaoifi_sb_ØukËk_Feb2008_Eng.pdf> (accessed October 4th, 2010).
30 Yusuf Qaradawi, MaqÉÎid al-sharÊÑah al-mutaÑalliqah bilmal, (Dublin: European Council for Fatwa and
Research 2008), 21.
31 Adawiah R., “The application of BBA in ØukËk: Basic structure in Malaysia. International Islamic
University Malaysia”, (2002): 5.
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assets in the structure. These companies or banks that provide the assets are commonly

referred to as originators.

In essence, the key substance of ØukËk is the return/profits, payment/cash flows of

the instrument as well as risk (of loss) - how much income/profit can the investor expect

to receive when comparing it to how much was due / expected? How likely is it that they

will lose on the investment or that the ØukËk will default?32 In our assignment of ratings

to such instruments, it is exactly these aspects that we analyse quantitatively,

qualitatively and legally to assign our credit ratings.

Asset-based ØukËk, which in most cases actually addresses this principle in form

but not in substance. Understanding the substance should be the first and most important

step in any analysis, be it SharÊÑah compliance or credit risk.33 In the majority of the

ØukËk rated by Moody’s, as per regular credit analysis, and seen in details detail through

the ØukËk documentation (sometimes hundreds of pages) to understand the actual source

of risk and source of the profit and principal/capital payments.

While there are many ØukËk structures (14 described by AAOIFI34), the majority

of those applied (be they IjÉrah, MushÉrakah or MuÌarabah) effectively ‘reduce’ to a

form that is an Islamic equivalent of a conventional unsecured bond. Much complexity is

generated by asset-based aspects of the structure, but the ultimate objective is to replicate

the risk and return characteristics of a fixed income bond.

So what of the assets in these structures? Usually there is some plot of land, a

building or something tangible at the heart of the ØukËk. The critical question is (as per

32 Jobst et al., 4.
33 Shaukat, 10
34 Ibid., 11.
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the AAOIFI statement): is there any ‘legally’ recognised asset ownership or interest for

ØukËk investors?

2.4 ISLAMIC SECURITIZATION (TAØKÔK) IN EQUITY BASED ØUKÕK

Frequently, the asset transfer transaction will be structured to constitute a “true sale,” i.e.,

a sale that is sufficient under the bankruptcy and insolvency laws to remove the assets

from the bankruptcy estate of the originator (thus being designated “bankruptcy

remote”). The SPV is limited to a single business purpose (holding the assets and

collecting and paying amounts in respect of those assets in a specified form) and must

adhere to various formalities in the conduct of its business.35

Islamic Securitization is a process that has been heavily used by institutions

offering Islamic financial services (IIFSs) in substantial volumes for many years, largely

for the purposes of cash equivalence and tradability. In other words, ØukËkization36

(Islamic Securitization) is process for an immediate liquidation, direct access to capital

market, creation of secondary market, and risk segmentation often referred to simply as

ØukËk.

Securitization by this definition falls within the prohibited debt securities about

which Resolution No. 60 (6/11) of Fiqh Academy of OIC was issued.37 It makes no

difference to the ruling if the transfer of debts to the SPV occurs by the transfer of a right

(ÍawÉlah) or by debt renewal or sub-participation. Secondly: TaÎkÊk, which is mentioned

35 Michael J.T. Mcmillen, “Asset Securitization ØukËk and Islamic Capital Markets: Structural Issues in
these Formative Years,” Wisconsin International Law Journal, 25 Wis. Int'l L.J. 703, (Winter 2008): 25
36 Nidal Alsayyed, “Sukukization: Islamic Economic Risk Factors in ShaÊÑah view”, ISRA Bullein, Vol  5 (June
2010). http://www.isra.my/media-centre/downloads/finish/19-isra-bulletin/244-bulletin-vol-5-june-
2010/0.html : 8-10.
37 Majallat MajmaÑ al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ, issue no. 6. vol. 2, p.1273; and issue no. 7, vol. 1, p. 73
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in Resolution No. 13 (3/15), is the SharÊÑah,-compliant alternative to securitization. It is

done by the issuance of ØukËk, which are based on MuÌarabah for a project, or a

particular investment activity, or on the basis of a MushÉrakah contract. The owners of

the ØukËk in this project do not receive interest or a fixed profit; rather, they will get a

percentage of the profit generated from this project, according to the parameters

mentioned in the Council’s Resolution No. 30 (4/5) issued on Qirad (MuÌarabah) bonds.

Another alternative is ØukËk based on an ijÉrah contract or some other permissible

contract which can be the basis for a ØukËk project with its special regulations for

issuance and trade.

2.5 UNRESOLVED SHARÔÑAH ISSUES ON MODERN EQUITY ØUKÕK

SharÊÑah issues pertaining to equity ØukËk issuances were highlighted upon critical

review of the AAOIFI SharÊÑah pronouncement of February 2008.38 The pronouncement

can potentially affect the market perception and practice for equity-based ØukËk in a

profound way.39 Thus, this thesis aims to focus on the equity-based ØukËk MuÌarabah

and MushÉrakah and how they are affected by the AAOIFI SharÊÑah pronouncement

2008, moving forward.

2.6 EQUITY-BASED ØUKÕK EVOLUTION FACTORS

The evolution of Equity-based ØukËk and the development of their transaction structures

are greatly shaped and influenced by three main factors:

38 See appendix B
39 Discussions on the effect of non-shariah compliant ØukËk were running in several forums especially
after the case of Nakheel ØukËk, as reported by Kaminska in Financial Times. See: Izabella Kaminska,
“The issue of shariah compliance and the Nakheel ØukËk”, on Nov 30 10:33.
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 Macro Economic considerations; and harmonization of International Standards

 SharÊÑah compliance considerations.

 Public Awareness

These factors are closely inter-linked and cannot be detached from one another.

The market and commercial factors determine the market demand and “saleability” of

ØukËk products; whilst the SharÊÑah compliance factors determine the validity and

recognition of the ØukËk products as true Islamic financial instruments.40

2.6.1 Macro Economic Considerations

The market considerations give the context in which ØukËk are issued and transacted.  It

is based on the commercial and economic need of people to be able to raise and mobilize

capital that can meet both the deficit and surplus sides of the market.  On the one hand,

the issuer who is in need of capital requires a cost efficient way of raising money, which

can be done in a timely manner, i.e. within the time-frame intended.  The issuer also

needs to understand and agree to the obligations and legal effects arising from the fund-

raising arrangement.

On the other hand, the investors who have surplus liquidity may have different

risk profiles. Some investors can afford to take more risks in expectation of greater

returns.  In conventional sense, these types of investors may be suited for equity types of

instruments.  Some other types of investors are more risk averse, and prefer capital

40 For this reason, we refuse to use the description of ØukËk as the Islamic debt although the ØukËk is one of
the financial instruments as debt, that because the concept of ØukËk is totally not debt rather than joint
venture between fund owner and the fund demander who acts as the issuer of ØukËk.
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preservation and predictable return type of investments.41 These types of investors, like

pension funds, insurance or takaful funds, etc. may be more attracted to what is known

conventionally as the fixed income or debt market instruments.  The conventional fixed

income and debt market instruments are tainted with ribÉ elements, and thus, not

acceptable SharÊÑah wise.42 ØukËk are then introduced to provide the SharÊÑah compliant

alternatives.

Thus, when ØukËk are introduced as alternative Islamic financial instruments,

they are to some extent influenced by the market conditions and preferences.  The market

tends to understand and expect ØukËk to be within the “fixed income” types of

investment with minimal or controlled risks and capital preservation features. This is to

meet the need of the more risk-averse types of investors.  Not only the market players,

but also most, if not all, regulators and legal frameworks treat ØukËk as fixed-income

instrument, as opposed to equity.43 Other laws (such as taxation law) also treat ØukËk

similar with other fixed income instruments.

Thus, in term of commercial competitiveness and working, the market always

look at ØukËk as the Islamic and compliant alternatives to fixed income, conventional

bonds and debt securities.  Some people may think that this is inappropriate, but in

reality, that is how the market (at least prior to the AAOIFI pronouncement) perceives

ØukËk.  Thus, both market participants and regulators expect ØukËk to behave like

41 McNamara, P. (2005). How to sell ÎukËk. Banker Middle East, pp. 4-5.
42 Mohd Ashaari, Z., Sin Chun, L., & Md Nassir, A. (2009). Conventional vs Islamic Bond
Announcements: The Effects on Shareholders’ Wealth. International Journal of Business and
Management, 4 (6), 107.

43 M.J MCMmillan, Asset securitization sukuk and Islamic capital markets: structural issues in these
formative years. (Pennsylvania: Fulbright & Jaworski LLP, 2008) 13
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conventional bonds in terms of capital preservation, periodic distribution frequency and

rate of return, and other additional investor protection mechanisms like the ability to take

collaterals and credit enhancements.44

When ØukËk use debt-based structures and lease-based structures, it is not that

difficult to meet this fixed income characterization.  However, when ØukËk is start to use

equity contracts like MuÌarabah and MushÉrakah, such fixed income characteristic

created some anomalous situations and conflicts, especially in term of meeting the

SharÊÑah requirements.   This is due to the known fact that MuÌarabah and MushÉrakah

contracts are equity in nature, with profit and loss sharing, and with no guarantee on

capital and profit.  There are apparently inherent contradictions in the nature of

MuÌarabah and MushÉrakah as equity contracts, and capital preservation and fixed

income nature of debt market environment in which ØukËk are expected to operate.

2.6.2 SharÊÑah Compliance Considerations

SharÊÑah compliance is the ultimate purpose of ØukËk45 and the raison for their

introduction. SharÊÑah compliance determines the validity of the transaction and its

acceptability by Islamic investors.  More importantly, SharÊÑah compliance confirms the

fulfillment of our obligations to Allah almighty in conforming to His glorious SharÊÑah

and law in all aspects of our life, including in commercial matters.46

44 M.Ibrahim. “Management of Short Term Liquidity: The Malaysian Experience.”Islamic banking
Central Bank of the UAE, (2005) pp. 45-60
45 Funding facilities were available in the market, such in debt forms, issuing the shares paper or selling
some commercial papers which mostly based on interest system and not SharÊÑah compliance, therefore
ØukËk is an alternative to reach the SharÊÑah compliance (halal) fund, and moreover ØukËk should be
SharÊÑah compliance in anyway.
46 As directed in several verses of Al-Qur’an, for example: in Chapter Al-NisÉ: 29 where Allah said:
“O you who believe! Eat not up your property among yourselves unjustly except it be a trade amongst you,
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2.6.3 Public Awareness Considerations

Many ØukËk contracts are governed by English law but refer to assets located in the Gulf.

Another is the aspect of “SharÊÑah risk”. A Kuwait company “Investment Dar” is

wrangling over the repayment of a separate type of debt to Blom Bank, a Lebanese bank,

on the grounds that the transaction was not SharÊÑah -compliant; an English court

surprised many by ruling that the firm had an “arguable case”.47

Lawyers point out that these problems are, again, not unique to Islamic finance.

Enforceability is an issue in any cross-border transaction. The objection that a counter

party lacks the legal capacity to do a deal is not unknown in conventional finance

(though defining what SharÊÑah-compliant is is a tricky task).

For the above reasons and more; much more damaging is widespread confusion among

ØukËk investors about the sorts of risks they were really taking on. A ØukËk is structured

to avoid the Islamic prohibition on interest payments. It manages this by paying

bondholders with the cash flows generated by specific assets, which are put into a

special-purpose vehicle (SPV) as part of the deal. Many seem to have thought that the

bonds were “asset-backed”, giving them a claim on the assets in the event of a default.

Most ØukËk, however, are “asset-based”, handing investors the ownership of the cash

flows but not of the assets themselves. “Many ØukËk holders have a perception that they

by mutual consent. And do not kill yourselves (nor kill one another). Surely, Allâh is Most Merciful to
you.”
47 Islamic Finance Information Service. ØukËk database. Retrieved: February 25th 2011.
http://www.securities.com/ifis/
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hold a security that is collateralized,” says Anouar Hassoune of Moody’s, a rating

agency. “In 90% of cases, that is incorrect.”48

One other view; If assets are not really being sold to the SPV, they do not move off the

issuer’s balance-sheet. But lenders will demand greater clarity in future, which points to

a bigger problem for Islamic finance than any source of legal uncertainty: it is likely to

get more expensive.

The bulk of the ØukËk issued so far have not been rated.49 International investors, at least,

are unlikely to stand for that in future, which will make life dearer for issuers that are

below investment grade. The illiquidity of the ØukËk market will probably incur a

greater premium in future. Investors in occasional asset-backed deals will be more

focused on where the assets are physically located. Holders of more common, asset-

based ØukËk are likely to demand a bigger excess spread between the cash flowing into

the SPV and the cash flowing out of it to them: the bigger this “reserve account”, the

greater the buffer protecting investors. Risk is central to Islamic finance. Now it is going

to get properly priced.

2.7 OVERVIEW OF EQUITY-BASED ØUKÕK IN MALAYSIA

In the past, Malaysia had experimented with a number of Islamic debt securities.  The

debt creation upon primary issuance normally used bayÑ al ÑÔnah arrangements, followed

by bay` al dayn for the secondary market trading.  This type of ØukËk structure raised

48 Lotter, Philipp & Howladar, Khalid. Understanding Moody's Approach to Unsecured Corporate ØukËk.
Dubai: Moody's Investors Service. Majallat MajmaÑ al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ. (1409 AH). 5th Conference, Kuwait
(4th ed 2007): 33.
49 MoÍamad Mokhtar, S. True Sale and Bankruptcy Remoteness in ØukËk. Islamic finance news, (2008,
May): 5 - 18.
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SharÊÑah compliance concerns by certain quarters who do not approves BayÑ al ÑÔnah and

Bay` al-Dayn.  It is known that the official SharÊÑah rulings in Malaysia allow BayÑ al

ÑÔnah and Bay` al-Dayn with their arguments and evidences. This issue is not the focus of

this paper and will not be discussed here.50 The main point to be highlighted here is the

use of BayÑ al ÑÔnah and Bay` al-Dayn made the debt-based ØukËk not marketable to the

global market, which in itself is a serious handicap as summarized by Rosly and Sanusi

that: ”…As such the position of Malaysian Islamic bonds remain unacceptable among the

Middle Eastern jurists although some Malaysian jurists found this the opposite”51

Thus, the Malaysian market had been trying to introduce more globally accepted

ØukËk by exploring structures, using MurÉbaÍah-Tawarruq arrangements, Istisna`

contract and IjÉrah contract.  This worked with ØukËk al-IjÉrah, which was a break-

through in 2001 (domestically) and 2002 (globally).  The success with ØukËk al-IjÉrah is

mainly due to their nature, i.e., representing tangible asset/s instead of solely debt.

However, the other debt-based instruments like MurÉbaÍah-Tawarruq and Istisna` ØukËk

still did not work due to the difficulty with BayÑ al-Dayn during secondary trading.

Thus, to develop ØukËk structures with fixed income features, which can be globally

accepted (SharÊÑah wise) in terms of primary issuance and secondary tradability was a

challenge. 52

When the market explored MuÌarabah and MushÉrakah ØukËk structures, they were

found to be workable in term of meeting SharÊÑah compliance requirements.  However,

50 The study on this subject has been done by Saiful Azhar Rosly and Mahmud M. Sanusi ,  “The
Application Of BayÑ Al-ÑÔnah and BayÑ Al-Dayn In Malaysian Islamic Bonds: An Islamic Analysis,”
International Journal of Islamic Financial Services Vol. 1 No.2.
51 Ibid. (n.p)
52 The Economist.. ØukËk database. Retrieved: February 23th 2010.
http://www5.economist.com/node/15908503
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being equity contracts, the capital is not guaranteed and the periodic returns are also

dependent on actual profits made and can be variable.  This may not meet the investment

appetite of the risk-averse investors.  The features of MuÌarabah and MushÉrakah also

do not meet the capital preservation and fixed income expectation of the investors.  Thus,

additional “credit enhancements” and strategies were introduced to the MuÌarabah and

MushÉrakah ØukËk structures to achieve capital protection and predictable periodic

returns similar with other fixed income or bonds instruments. These enhancements

basically give fixed income and capital preservation features to the equity-based ØukËk.53

This was done via mechanisms,54 such as:

i. Liquidity facility

ii. Capping of profit with incentive payments

iii. Non-distribution of expected profit constituting event of default

iv. Purchase undertaking at a fixed form

v. Other structural mechanics.

These types of credit enhancements to equity-based ØukËk had been the subject of

strong criticisms by various parties in terms of their compliance with the SharÊÑah

requirements of MuÌarabah and MushÉrakah contracts. These credit enhancements

involve arrangements and commitments, which, if taken on their own, are perfectly

acceptable and permissible. Such arrangements include promises or undertakings (wuÑËd)

to do a certain act in the future, such as to give loan or to buy assets; or to give incentive

payments for jobs well done, etc.  The original permissibility of such undertakings is the

53 Shaukat,  14
54 Ali Mohyiddin Al-QurahdÉghi. Islamic ÎukËk (tawrÊq) and its modern applications: fiqhi and economical
perspective. The ninth fiqh circular, (2009): pp. 54-84.
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main reason why these structures and arrangements had received endorsement by the

SharÊÑah advisors concerned.  However, when taken in the context of the whole process

of ØukËk issuance, periodic distribution payments and redemption upon maturity, these

otherwise innocent promises and undertakings clearly look like devices to achieve capital

preservation and predictable rate of return on investment (similar with conventional

bonds / debt instruments), which cannot be achieved directly in the MuÌarabah and

MushÉrakah contracts.  Thus, the issue is whether such practices amount to tricks (ÍÊyal)

to circumvent certain prohibitions using legal means and arrangements.55

2.8 THE AAOIFI 2008 ØUKÕK PRONOUNCEMENT

These controversies and criticisms had led to the practices in ØukËk transactions being

reviewed by the SharÊÑah Board of AAOIFI.  This was explained in the following

excerpts taken from the AAOIFI pronouncement 2008 as below.56

55 Sami. Al-Suwailem,  Towards an Objective Measure of Gharar in Exchange, Islamic economic studies
Vol. 7, Nos.1 & 2 (October 1999, April 2000): 61-102
56 For the original text in Arabic, see Appendix B
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First: ØukËk, to be tradable, must be owned by the ØukËk holders, with all
the rights and obligations of ownership, in real assets, whether tangible,
usufructs or services, capable of being owned and sold legally, as well as
in accordance with the rules of the SharÊÑah, in accordance with Articles
(2) and (5/1/2) of the AAOIFI SharÊÑah, Standard (17) on Investment
ØukËk. The Manager issuing the ØukËk must certify the transfer of
ownership of such assets in its (ØukËk) books, and must not keep them as
his own assets.

Second: ØukËk, to be tradable, must not represent receivables or debts,
except in the case of a trading or financial entity selling all its assets, or a
portfolio with a standing financial obligation, in which some debts,
incidental to physical assets or usufruct, were included unintentionally, in
accordance with the guidelines mentioned in AAOIFI SharÊÑah, Standard
(21) on Financial Papers.

Third: It is not permissible for the Manager of ØukËk, whether the
manager acts as the MuÌarib (investment manager), or Sharik (partner), or
Wakil (agent) for investment, to undertake to offer loans to ØukËk holders,
when actual earnings fall short of expected earnings. It is permissible,
however, to establish a reserve account for the purpose of covering such
shortfalls to the extent possible, provided the same is mentioned in the
prospectus. It is not objectionable to distribute expected earnings, on
account, in accordance with Article (8/8)3 of the AAOIFI SharÊÑah,
Standard (13) on MuÌaraba, or to obtain project financing on account of
the ØukËk holders

Fourth: It is not permissible for the MuÌarib (investment manager),
SharÊk (partner), or Wakil (agent) to undertake {now} to re-purchase the
assets from ØukËk holders or from one who holds them, for its nominal
value, when the ØukËk are extinguished, at the end of its maturity. It is,
however, permissible to undertake the purchase on the basis of the net
value of assets, its market value, fair value or a price to be agreed, at the
time of their actual purchase, in accordance with Article (3/1/6/2) of
AAOIFI SharÊÑah, Standard (12) on Sharikah (Musharaka) and Modern
Corporations, and Articles (2/2/1) and (2/2/2) of the AAOIFI SharÊÑah,
Standard (5) on Guarantees. It is known that a ØukËk manager is a
guarantor of the capital, at its nominal value, in case of his negligent acts
or omissions or his non-compliance with the investor's conditions, whether
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the manager is a MuÌarib (investment manager), SharÊk (partner) or Wakil
(agent) for investments.

In case the assets of ØukËk of al-MushÉrakah, MuÌarabah, or WakÉlah for
investment are of lesser value than the leased assets of ‘Lease to Own’
contracts (IjÉrah MuntahÉ Bitamleek), then it is permissible for the ØukËk
manager to undertake to purchase those assets - at the time the ØukËk are
extinguished - for the remaining rental value of the remaining assets; since
it actually represents its net value.

Fifth: It is permissible for a lessee in a ØukËk al-ijÉrah to undertake to
purchase the leased assets when the ØukËk are extinguished for its nominal
value, provided he {lessee} is not also a partner, Mudarib or investment
agent.

Sixth: SharÊÑah, Supervisory Boards should not limit their role to the
issuance of fatwa on the permissibility of the structure of ØukËk. All
relevant contracts and documents related to the actual transaction must be
carefully reviewed {by them}, and then they should oversee the actual
means of implementation, and then make sure that the operation complies,
at every stage, with SharÊÑah, guidelines and requirements, as specified in
the SharÊÑah, Standards. The investment of ØukËk proceeds and the
conversion of the proceeds into assets, using one of the SharÊÑah,-
compliant methods of investments, must conform to Article (5/1/8/5) of
the AAOIFI SharÊÑah, Standard (17).

Furthermore, the SharÊÑah, Board advises Islamic financial institutions to
decrease their involvements in debt-related operations and to increase true
partnerships based on profit and loss sharing, in order to achieve the
objectives of the SharÊÑah,.

In the end, all praise is due to Allah, Lord of all the Worlds!

Box 2.8. The AAOIFI ØukËk Pronouncement 2008

2.8.1 Comments and Analysis of the AAOIFI pronouncement 2008

The AAOIFI pronouncement highlighted in unequivocal terms that ØukËk are inherently

different from conventional bonds and fixed income instruments, and thus, should
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behave differently. It follows that all the six rulings in the pronouncement point to the

above differences between ØukËk and conventional bonds. This sub-topic will discuss

four main aspects of the AAOIFI ruling that are considered of utmost importance to the

understanding of ØukËk market, with special focus on the equity-based ØukËk.

1. The first ruling in the AAOIFI pronouncement deals with a basic feature of ØukËk

that differentiates them from conventional bonds, i.e., ownership by the ØukËk

holders of the ØukËk assets that entitles them to the returns coming to the assets.

Thus, the first ruling requires that the ownership of ØukËk holders over the assets

that are generating income for the investment, which are represented by the

ØukËk, must be confirmed legally and SharÊÑah wise.57 Thus, it is understood that

as long as the ownership of the ØukËk holders can be shown, proven and enforced

with all the attached ownership rights and liabilities, this requirement can be said

to be fulfilled.

The actual form of the ownership will depend on the law and custom of a given

country. In common law jurisdictions for example, a confirmed (proven)

beneficial title in most cases is as good as ownership right because it is a legally

recognized right that can be enforced in courts of law and entitles the holder, to

rights and liabilities of an owner.  In civil law jurisdictions, of course, the only

type of ownership recognized is legal title because such jurisdiction does not

divide ownership into legal and beneficial.58

57 However, how the confirmation shall take place has not been detailed by the ruling
58 Michael Mumisa, Islamic law: theory and interpretation. (Beltsville MD: Amana Publications. 2002), 37
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2. The second ruling clearly says that tradable ØukËk should not represent

receivables and debts.  This ruling is to expel any notion that ØukËk is a debt

instrument. Of course, the main basis for this is the SharÊÑah ruling adopted by

AAOIFI that disallows the trading of debt except at par value (without

discounting), and for cash payments.

3. The third ruling relates to the practice in the market, of what is known as liquidity

facility. This practice, on the surface of it, may look innocent in the sense that the

issuer voluntarily commits himself to give the “top-up” advance in the case of any

short-fall in the actual profit, so that the periodic distributions becomes stable and

predictable.  In any case, the amount advanced must be refunded later from the

future profits or by the ØukËk holders personally. However, when the practice is

analyzed in the context of MuÌarabah and MushÉrakah contract that cannot

guarantee any profit, the promise and commitment by the issuer to top-up the

profit from their own funds may look like a ÍÊlah to achieve the otherwise

prohibited result in an indirect manner. In addition, Shaikh Taqi Usmani

considered this commitment to advance money to top-up the profit as amounting

to bayÑ wa salaf.59

4. The AAOIFI ruling further prohibits the purchase undertaking at par value in

ØukËk MuÌarabah, ØukËk MushÉrakah and ØukËk wakÉlah bil IstithmÉr; though

59 Muhammad Taqi Usmani, “Sukuk and Their Contemporary Application”. ISRA,
<http://www.isra.my/index.php?option=com_content&view= article &id=90& Itemid= 64> (accessed
November 20th, 2009)
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such undertaking is allowed for ØukËk al ijÉrah.60 This is an issue that has

attracted the worst worry of the market.

In order to answer these concerns and arguments, we can say that they are some

types of ØukËk that can be structured to be less risky and have predictable returns.

Examples of such ØukËk are ØukËk al-IjÉrah, where the returns are guaranteed from the

rental coming to the ØukËk assets.  For ØukËk al-IjÉrah, it is also permissible to make a

promise to buy the IjÉrah asset back at an agreed price which may be reflective of the

nominal value of the ‘Øakk”.

However, when the ØukËk structure is equity-based, certain basic rules of equity

cannot be compromised for the sake of meeting the commercial demand of the market,

which actually is conditioned by the prevalent interest-based economy and philosophy.

The AAOIFI pronouncement 2008, and the discussions leading to it (especially

the concept paper prepared by Sheikh Taqi Usmani) had caused some shock-waves to the

ØukËk market and its players and participants.  The pronouncement focuses more on the

MuÌarabah and MushÉrakah ØukËk, and profoundly affects the way such ØukËk can be

structured and transacted.  Much had been written and discussed in response to the

pronouncement and its related rulings.61 The issues raised in the pronouncement were

said to have caused a turning point for the ØukËk market.  Thus, this paper tries to quickly

highlight the issues involved, and examine the challenges and opportunities, moving

forward.

60 We will discuss more on this matter in chapter V
61 Singh,  5
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2.8.2 ØukËk Divergence

The AAOIFI pronouncement gave rise to a re-examination of market perception of

ØukËk. ØukËk should not and could no longer be perceived as strictly fixed income

instruments with capital preservation features.62 If the pronouncement is stringently

adhered to, the equity-based ØukËk should behave like equity instruments and not to be

tweaked to fit into the “fixed income box”.

The main issue is: is the market ready to embrace the pronouncement willingly, in

letter and spirit?  Will the market allow ØukËk to “break” the fixed-income box and move

from main-stream debt market to “pure-stream” where SharÊÑah compliance is observed

in both form and substance?  Or will the market just quietly initiate other innovative or

creative “financial engineering” and “mechanisms” to make sure that ØukËk MuÌarabah

and MushÉrakah still fit the fixed income box?

The choice depends on whether:

i. the market wants to truly establish an Islamic alternative system, which may

depart from the conventional way, both in form and substance; or

ii. The market still wants to maintain the status quo and continue to mimic the

main-stream conventional system, if not in form, at least in term of economic

effects and benefits.

If the market chooses the first option, this will mean that the Islamic instruments

may not only differ from conventional in term of the form and underlying contracts, but

62 A.I.  Al-ManÊÑ, “Islamic ØukËk: corrective measures in today's practice”. IslamicØukËk forum- King
Abdul Aziz university (2010).
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also in term of economic and commercial effects.63 This may be more suitable to achieve

the Islamic socio-economic objectives in line with the general maqÉÎid of SharÊÑah.64

If equity-based ØukËk breaks away from the fixed income characteristics, then

these types of ØukËk will no longer replicate conventional bonds or fixed income

instruments, but will become a bona fide instrument with their own unique

characteristics.  These equity-based ØukËk will not be exactly like share and stocks, but

more of a hybrid between equity stocks and bonds.  Thus, they may need different sets of

regulation, tax, risk assessment, rating process and credit enhancement, pricing

mechanism and benchmarking framework (LIBOR may no longer be suitable), etc.  In

addition, they may even require a new framework of issuance and trading.  This is to

ensure effective and competitive working of the ØukËk without being disadvantaged by

unfriendly regulatory framework, market conditions and trading platforms.

Is this the way forward for ØukËk? Can Islamic finance afford to dictate on this? It

should be noted that most ØukËk are also subscribed by non Islamic investors.65 For

example, almost half of the Dubai Ports ØukËk was taken up by non-Islamic investors,

where 11% went to European investors.66 Some ØukËk are even issued out of “non

Islamic countries”, such as the Euro100 million Saxony-Anhalt ØukËk (Germany), and

the USD$166 million East Cameron Partner’s ØukËk (US).

63 R. Wilson, “Innovation in the structuring of Islamic ÎukËk securities,” Emerald group publishing limited,
Humanomics, Vol. 24, No. 3, (2008): 175.
64 Zubair Hasan, “Islamic Finance: Structure-objective mismatch and its consequences.” MPRA Paper No.
21536. (2010): 15
65 W.A.R Kamil, “Introduction to Sukuk”. In Malaysian ÎukËk market handbook - your guide to the
Malaysian Islamic capital market, (Kuala Lumpur: RAM Rating, 2008): 30.

66 The Wall Street Journal Asia, February 9th, 2010, 7
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The challenge is, to convince and prove to the global market (Muslim and non-

Muslim alike) that the Islamic financial system is truly a robust and viable alternative to

the conventional system, both in form and substance; and that the socio-economic

objectives of the SharÊÑah is the way to go to save humanity from its economic woes and

problems.67 This may seem to be a tall order, but given the current economic melt-down

and the credit crisis that exposed the ugly side of capitalism, it is high time for Islamic

finance with its divine SharÊÑah base, to show its true color and substance as the

economic savior that Allah almighty had destined for the Ummah as clearly mentioned in

the chapter al-Baqarah, verse 143:







“Thus We have made you [true Muslims - real believers of IslÉmic Monotheism,
true followers of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and his Sunnah (legal ways)], a just
(and the best) nation, that you be witnesses over mankind and the Messenger
(Muhammad PBUH) be a witness over you...”

Finally, it must be remembered that ØukËk and Islamic banking and finance

generally, is seriously religious in substance.  Its commercial aspects are supplementary

and complementary to the core religious and SharÊÑah compliance substance. Thus, it is

now timely to re-evaluate MuÌÉrabah practices in ØukËk issuance and trading to see

whether in the long run they are in harmony with the original objectives of their

67 Abbas Mirakhor & Iqbal Zamir, Stakeholders model of governance in Islamic economic system.
(Manama: Bahrain Islamic Bank. 2003): 45
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introduction, i.e. SharÊÑah compliance and achievement of Maqasid al SharÑiyyah.  To

quote Imam al-GhazÉlÊ:68

نعني بالمصلحة المحافظة على مقصود الشرع ومقصود الشرع من الخلق خمسة ..."

وھو أن یحفظ علیھم دینھم ونفسھم وعقلھم ونسلھم ومالھم فكل ما یتضمن حفظ ھذه 

األصول الخمسة فھو مصلحة وكل ما یفوت ھذه األصول فھو مفسدة ودفعھا مصلحة"

“What we mean by MaÎlaÍah is the preservation of SharÊÑah objectives which are
the basic five pillars: religion, soul, intellects, property, and dignity. So anything involves
these becomes basic requirement (MaÎlaÍah); otherwise; it is (Mafsadah) damaging ”

Has ØukËk and Islamic finance succeeded in achieving this objective, both in

form and substance?  It is not for me to provide a “yes” or “no” answer to this question.

Answering the question requires an honest self-evaluation by every party. Nevertheless, I

believe that with sincerity and continuing efforts, realizing the MaqÉÎid of SharÊÑah is

not an impossible task.  As long as we ourselves are convinced that to be in line with the

SharÊÑah and its MaqÉÎid is leading to convenience and harmony, and not hardship and

disintegration, all the hard work towards realizing the ideal will not be as painstaking and

difficult as it would have been without the conviction.  To conclude, I would like to

quote Abu IsÍÉq al-ShaÏibÊ:69

الشریعة المباركة حنیفیة سمحة سھلة حفظ فیھا على الخلق قلوبھم فإن هللا وضع ھذه "

وحبھا لھم بذلك فلو عملوا على خالف السماح والسھولة لدخل علیھم فیما كلفوا بھ ما ال 

قد حان الوقت لكي نحاول أن نستمد الحلول من شریعتنا ...... تخلص بھ أعمالھم

68 Imam Al-GhazÉlÊ, Al-MustaÎfa min Ñilmil al-UÎul, (Beirut, Muassasah al-RisÉlah, n.d) 416-417
69 Abu IshÉq al-ShÉÏibÊ, Al-MuwÉfaqÉt fi uÎËl al-sharÊÑah, ed. ÑAbd AllÉh DarrÉz (Beirut: DÉr al-MaÑrifah,
1975): 2:136-137
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بمطلوبات الشریعة و مقا صدھا، بدال الحنیفة الغراء حتى تكون موافقة للحد األقصى

"من تبني حلول اآلخرین المنبثقة من نظام االقتصاد الربوي.

“Allah has legislated this SharÊÑah in an easy form to be comprehended by all.
So any deviation from this simple and easy approach; will result in discomfort and
inability to perform..So it is always ideal to derive rules from our SharÊÑah; so the
end results matches its objectives and goals; and this will replace the temporary
solutions extracted from the ribÉ based system ”

2.9 POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT OF EQUITY-BASED ØUKÕK

That some ØukËk have been successfully issued since the publication of AAOIFI’s

comments without adopting their recommendations shows that there is still diversity of

opinion and, with a topic so subjective, no single agency, institution or individual can

really hope to unilaterally ‘legislative’ SharÊÑah law. Indeed, the success of Indonesia’s

recent sovereign ØukËk shows that there is strong demand (although it is not clear how

much was sold to Islamic investors for whom compliance would actually be a

consideration). The Islamic view is that only through ijtihÉd (mental

effort/struggle/evolution/reasoning) will the market reach consensus.70 However, the

healthy debate triggered by AAOIFI and this paper is hopefully a good starting point for

the next evolution of ØukËk.71

Rapidly changing market conditions and unprecedented events are all playing a

key part in reshaping the ØukËk markets. At the moment, the infant bond, ØukËk and debt

market growth has stalled awaiting some stability in pricing and a return of investor

confidence. But, given the long-term local need and sizeable Muslim populations in

70 Shaukat, 11.
71 Contributor, “The future of Sukuk: substance over form Islamic Finance” CPI Financial, May 31th,
2009 <http://www.cpifinancial.net/v2/print.aspx?pg=fa&aid=260 > p.7.
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Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia, it is just a matter of time before growth

resumes, although the recent conventional bond issuances from Qatar and Abu Dhabi is

an ambiguous sign for GCC ØukËk markets.

As they stand, the first five AAOIFI recommendations encourage movement

away from the bulk of current unsecured structures towards secured, asset-backed ones.

This complements the broader trend towards more secured lending that is evident

currently across the region but perhaps not the broader demand for debt finance that is

needed in any developing capital market.72

While securitisation ØukËk are closer to the SharÊÑah, ideals, they are still not

perfect, and if interest and evolution continues, we will likely see more hybrid equity

type structures where the some element of the profit on all (asset-backed) ØukËk classes

may potentially vary from the expected return.

In the midst of this global chaos and the market pause, the AAOIFI comments

have provided for some self-reflection in the industry, in particular among the scholars

whose role in the market is currently crucial. Although it would probably be more

beneficial in the long term if such FatÉwÉ were provided by institutions, it will likely be

these highly respected and learned individuals who will, in some form, drive the shape of

the market for some time.

For the long-term health and sustainability of the market, Moody’s believes all

parties need to be very clear about the ‘substance’ of the underlying ØukËk risk in

question to avoid the situation where some parties will be confused/distracted/misled by

complex Islamic terminology or legal terms.

72 Ibid., 8
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If the key features of cash flows, risk and return of certain ØukËk are, in

substance, the same as those of an interest-bearing conventional bond, then it may

perhaps be best to make this clear to ØukËk scholars and investors at inception. One result

of such transparency may be that the ØukËk market does not grow as fast as before,

another that the asset-backed market may take a greater share of future volume.

73Regardless, rather than replication, it is probably only by supporting and encouraging

those features that make Islamic finance different will it likely add any sustainable and

long term value to the global financial system.

2.9.1 TamwÊl PJSC asset backed’ vs. Asset based

In the TamwÊl asset-backed ØukËk, the freehold titles to approximately 1,000 properties

are transferred to the ØukËk investors along with the associated IjÉrah cash flows; these

are the ØukËk assets. The property/land titles are registered in the name of the investors at

the relevant land department. Any losses on those cash flows (that ultimately arise from

the sale of distressed property) are passed on to ØukËk holders, who are exposed to the

asset risk. Even upon the insolvency of TamwÊl, the assets will continue to pay the ØukËk

investors. The ØukËk should survive. The asset-backed bankruptcy remote nature of this

ØukËk means the senior notes obtain an (Aa2) rating 74 the maximum possible in the

UAE.75

73 Ibid., 7
74 Aa2: Usually the second- or third-highest rating that a rating agency assigns to a security or carrier. This
rating signifies that there is a relatively low risk of default because the issuer or carrier is fairly stable.
Investors and policyholders are therefore taking very little risk with these companies.
(http://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/a-a2.asp ) (accessed March 20th, 2011).
75 Shaukat, 11
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TamwÊl also has issued an unsecured or asset-based ØukËk. The rating of this

ØukËk is currently A3 (on review, direction uncertain). This is four notches below the

secured one due to its asset-based nature. This ØukËk would not survive the bankruptcy

of TamwÊl. The two sets of ØukËk investors are taking very different risks76

2.9.2 Legal Considerations in Equity-based ØukËk

A key point from these events is that the legal details of contracts are important, and that

the genuine and subjective views on Islamic ethics may be an important consideration in

court enforcement situations. Such issues may be applicable to ØukËk transactions

although the institutional nature of the parties involved perhaps makes social and ethical

considerations a smaller part of the any judicial process.77 However ongoing

transparency, understanding and a focus on substance are very important for long-term

sustainability.

The domestic nature of the Malaysian ØukËk market is actually a key factor

underpinning its ongoing growth, as all parties (regulators, courts, scholars, lawmakers,

bankers) work together more easily without concern for more nationalistic interests.

There are two SharÊÑah, Advisory Councils (under the Securities Commission and

Central Bank) that advise the regulators on Islamic capital markets, banking and

Takaful.78 Under the guidelines, the relevant parties generally adhere to the policies

through the compliance officer, managers, trustee, etc.

76 Ibid., 10
77 Aseanbankers, “Capitalizing on Opportunities in the ÎukËk Industry”. Aseanbankers. 2005, 5
78. Bank Negara Malaysia. Islamic products information kit. (Kuala Lumpur: Author, 2006) 46
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The individual SharÊÑah boards at local financial institutions are responsible for

ensuring adherence to the SharÊÑah Supervisory Board (SSB) as in other countries79 – but

may differ with good cause. It is a clear part of the regulatory framework and greatly

helps liquidity, and brings some cohesion to the various viewpoints and transparency

when comparing Islamic institutions and ØukËk products.

It is worth noting that Malaysia, which has a comprehensive domestic Islamic

capital market, does not place receivables in the same category as their Gulf counterparts

and hence allows ØukËk to be 100 per cent backed by receivables without any associated

tangible asset. This is a major difference between the two largest markets (Far East Asia

and the Gulf) and affects the overall liquidity potential of a global ‘Islamic capital

market’.

79 As the comparison of the function of SharÊÑah Supervisory Board (SSB) in other country, see: Omar
Mustafa Ansari, “Roles & Responsibilites of Shariah Advisors in Islamic Banking Institutions,” Al-Huda
Magazine, no. 036, November-December 2009. Via Al-Hudacibe
<http://www.alhudacibe.com/AlhudaMagazine/Issue-036/article05.php>
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CHAPTER THREE

SHARÔÑAH OBJECTIVES, RULINGS, AND STANDARDS IN
EQUITY-BASED ØUKÕK

3.1 INTRODUCTION

ØukËk is the most effective liquidity generating tool from the Islamic investor base.

However, it is clear from empirical evidence that this is not the only reason of ØukËk

issuance; since some issues have seen limited participation from Islamic-only investors.

This proved that issuer preference is also a key aspect in the growth of this market, which

has been supported by Islamic and conventional investors alike. Given that ØukËk have

become acceptable across investor classes and geographies globally since the beginning

of this decade this should make ØukËk the obvious choice over conventional ØukËk,1

however the reality is that conventional issues remain the preferred option for borrowers

for longer-dated deals targeted at the US investor base as Islamic liquidity for longer

maturities remains limited. ØukËk will therefore remain a viable option to raise liquidity

at the shorter end of the yield curve unless the market evolves to a point where Islamic-

only investors can also participate in longer-term issuance i.e. as we see increased

participation from Islamic-only state institutions, asset managers, and more prominently

from the longer-term investors such as Takaful companies and Islamic-oriented pension

funds.2 Other factors related to ØukËk issuances were summaried by Hussain as below:

1 Fawad Hussain, “How to encourage more Sukuk issuance” Zawya, 17 January 2010,
<http://beta.zawya.com/printstory.cfm?storyid=ZAWYA20100117131337> (accessed January 19th, 2011)
2 Ibid.
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Factor Role in ØukËk Issuance

Stakeholder ØukËk market growth rate if we look at the considerations

facing each stakeholder in this market. In this analysis, it is

important to focus on issuer and investor considerations.

Issuers For the well-established but non-traditional ØukËk credits

from the US, Europe and Far East, such issuance will only

ever take place if issuers can see either a tangible pricing

benefit or a sizeable pool of Islamic-only liquidity that they

have not been able to tap via conventional issuance. Since we

will see growth in Islamic asset managers and Takaful

companies only with the passage of time, it might well be the

case that Islamic-only investors have to give up some relative

yield upside to lure such well-known issuers to the ØukËk

market in the short to medium-term.3

3 Paul, McNamara. How to sell ÎukËk. Banker Middle East, (2005): pp. 4-5.
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Investors Typical ØukËk investors are split in varying ratios (depending

on the nature of ØukËk between conventional investors in the

west and the conventional and Islamic-only investors in the

GCC and South East Asia. These investors have always been

looking for yield but are now increasingly focused on issuer

creditworthiness. Conventional investors remain important

from a pricing perspective as they drive the pricing for most

international ØukËk issues due to the fact that they are

collectively much bigger compared to the Islamic market.

However Islamic-only investors are growing both in value

and in number and the advent of investors such as SharÊÑah

compliant funds and Takaful companies and the growing

allocation of such investors to ØukËk issues bode well for

future ØukËk issuance.4

Regulators Regulatory and tax issues seem to be relatively

straightforward when it comes to traditional ØukËk

jurisdictions covering most of GCC and Malaysia. However

they become relatively challenging in the case of non-

traditional jurisdictions primarily due to the presence of a

legal framework that does not recognize Islamic structures

and thus impedes Islamic issuance. In Europe, the UK has

4 Mohd Ashaari, Z., Sin Chun, L., & Md Nassir, A. Conventional vs Islamic Bond Announcements: The
Effects on Shareholders’ Wealth. International Journal of Business and Management, 4 (6), (2009): 105-
111.
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been the first country to work on restructuring its regulatory

framework to accommodate Islamic financial institutions and

products and to offer them an at-par treatment and France has

recently announced similar plans - it might be interesting to

note though that the Sachen Anhalt ØukËk,5 has not seen any

follow-up issuance. Governments in the Far East such as

Korea, Singapore and Thailand have been mentioned in the

media as taking up similar changes to their regulatory

framework to attract Islamic financial institutions and

looking at potential sovereign issuance.6

Rating agencies Ratings still remains a key requirement for all investors

especially in terms of liquidity, marketability and capital

considerations. The international ØukËk market is moving

towards rated issuance and an increase in rated ØukËk should

bring about increased transparency and comparability among

credits from different sectors and geographies, thereby

helping the market develop further.7

5 An Ijayah Sukuk Structure issued in Germany.
http://www.zawya.com/sukuk/sukukprofile.cfm/skd6516428?cc (Accessed January 1st, 2011)
6 Projek Lintasan Shah Alam.. RM 415 million PLSA ÎukËk muÌÉrabah PTC. Retrieved January 15tth,
2009. www.sc.com.my (2008, October 31st).
7 RAM Rating Service Berhad. (n.d.). Malaysian ØukËk market handbook, your guide to the Malaysian
Islamic Capital Market. Kuala Lumpur (2009): Author.
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SharÊÑah scholars It is often mentioned that standardization is a key

requirement for the Islamic finance market in general and the

ØukËk market in particular to take off in a major way and,

barring this, the market will remain fragmented. However it

is a viewpoint of most experts that absolute uniformity in

SharÊÑah thought is not a practical expectation.8 It would be

good to see the efforts of entities like the IIFM, AAOIFI and

the IFSB, who have been working with their conventional

counterparts, bear fruit by reducing the divergence on

broader SharÊÑah issues. Subsequently, the increased

commonality of thought should give a boost to new issues.

Lead Managers Lead managers perform an important role in educating

issuers on the ambiguous and realities surrounding the ØukËk

market and assisting them in positioning with the investor

base. However they typically also perform an equally

important role in market-making post-issuance. As lead

managers continue to play an important role in educating

issuers and reputed issuers continue to take the ØukËk route,

liquidity in the secondary market should continue to grow

with time. This should in turn help further primary issuance

as investor confidence builds up.

8 Abdul bari MeshÑal, Islamic ØukËk (securitization) and its modern trading applications. The ninth Fiqh
Academy conference (2009) Sharjah. Organization of Islamic Conferences: pp. 25-60.
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Law firms Lawyers play a very important role not only in drafting ØukËk

documentation but also in assisting the lead managers in

discussions with SharÊÑah scholars to structure the transaction

on a SharÊÑah compliant basis. Their knowledge of SharÊÑah

law and their relationship with the SharÊÑah scholars goes a

long way in facilitating a smooth execution.9

Other stakeholders Stock exchanges, paying and clearing agents, trustees and

various other parties also play a key role in ØukËk issuance.

The track record and expertise of the key players in each of

these segments with respect to ØukËk has helped in

developing the ØukËk market and should continue to do so in

the future.

Currency Malaysia and Bahrain have thriving local currency markets

however they differ to the extent that the former is driven by

pure corporate issuance whereas the latter is focused more on

management of short-term interbank liquidity.10 Barring

these, Saudi Arabia and the UAE are the two countries that

have seen a significant amount of local currency issuance to

date, primarily driven by captive local liquidity in the case of

the former while expectations around revaluation have to

9 Nyazee, I.A.K. Theories of Islamic law: the methodology of ijtihad. Kuala Lumpur (2002): The Other Press.
10 Mohamad Mokhtar, S., & Abdullah, N. I. A Synthesis of sharÊÑah Issues and Market Challenges in the
Application of WaÑad in Equity Based ØukËk. International journal of Islamic finance (2010 (forthcoming),
(ISRA): 139-145.
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some extent been seen in case of the latter. However with the

exception of Malaysia, corporate issuance in the GCC has

been hampered by an active local currency market. The CMA

in Saudi Arabia has taken steps to facilitate trading of ØukËk

on the Tadawul,11 while the UAE has also taken steps in this

direction by opting for local currency issuance for sovereign

issues. These developments should eventually result in

country-specific ØukËk markets with limited initial liquidity

which will only grow with time; however it should at least

help in giving confidence to more issuers to come to market

given that smaller issue sizes would be possible and issuance

requirements may be less onerous.

Types Fixed income ØukËk have been favorites since the advent of

ØukËk.12 Notwithstanding this, there was a burst of activity in

the equity-linked space during 2006-07 during which a

number of convertibles and exchangeable ØukËk were issued

both by GCC and Malaysia. Although this has died down in

recent years, it should revive as issuers continue to debate the

merits of potential dilution against cheaper cost of funding.

International securitization has not taken off in a big way in

11 Rantau Abang. RM 3 billion Rantau Abang ØukËk mushÉrakah ICP/ MTN. Retrieved January 15th,
2009. www.sc.com.my
12 Sarker, M.A.A. Islamic Business Contracts, Agency Problem and the Theory of the Islamic Firm.
International journal of Islamic financial services (September 1999): 1- 2.
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the Islamic space in the GCC due to the sudden

disappearance of the key investor base from the scene post-

sub-prime. However it is expected that they will return

sometime in the near future for truly creditworthy originators

as a genuine alternative investor base gradually builds up and

actively evaluates the merit in taking asset-backed risk

instead of investing purely on a corporate basis.13

Programmes The cost of establishing and updating ØukËk programmes

needs to be weighed against the frequency of issuance. For

regular issuers, establishing a programme makes a lot of

sense as they can tap the market frequently and at short

notice. A number of issuers have adopted this approach and

the number of programmes is on the rise and should continue

to increase as the market grows in depth and breadth and

issuers are able to access the market at regular intervals.14

Covenants In some cases issuers have existing obligations which limits

'transfer' of assets even in a structural sense and therefore

limits Islamic issuance regardless of the jurisdiction. Issuers

could save a lot of time when undertaking any subsequent

Islamic issuance by simply carving out purely structural

13 Securities Commission Malaysia. (n.d.). Bond market development in Malaysia. Retrieved January 25th,
2010, http://www.sc.com.my/ENG/HTML/bondmkt/bondev_ov.html
14 Thomas, Abdulkader. ØukËk, Islamic Capital Market Series. Selangor: Sweet & Maxwell Asia (ed.)
(2009).
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transfers pertaining to Islamic finance in conventional

financing documentation.

Defaults Some of the defaults by ØukËk issuers seen in recent times

will provide a much-needed precedent to the industry in

evaluating future issuance. On a commercial level, senior

unsecured asset-based issuance does not give ØukËk

investors any preference over conventional investors

regardless of the use of an asset for Islamic structuring

purposes. Legal opinions do leave jurisdiction-related

interpretations open to the extent that there is lack of

precedent. This could prove to be the silver lining for future

ØukËk issuances from these jurisdictions as decisions on the

subject make this point very clear for future issuers and

investors.15

15 Usmani, M. T. SukËk and Their Contemporary Application. Retrieved November 20th, 2008.
http://www.isra.my/index.php?option=comcontent&view=article&id= 90&Itemid=64
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Ethical investing Do conventional investors prefer ØukËk over conventional

bonds due to their 'ethical' nature? Although asset-based

ØukËk might not have won the hearts of these investors when

compared to conventional bonds purely on the basis of 'form',

they might increasingly become the instrument of choice for

ethical investors if Islamic finance starts identifying itself

with 'substance' and 'green' issuers start tapping the market.

Carbon-credit-linked ØukËk anyone?.16

Box 3.1 factors related to ØukËk issuances

From 2000- 2006, Sovereign and corporate ØukËk as alternatives to conventional

bonds emerged and are increasing rapidly in volume.17 Bahrain issued Financial Trust

Laws. International Islamic financial infrastructure institutions such as the Islamic

Financial Services Board (IFSB), International Islamic Financial Market (IIFM),

(General) Council for Islamic Banks and Financial Institutions (CIBAFI), and the

Arbitration and Reconciliation Centre for Islamic Financial Institutions (ARCIFI), as well

as other commercial support institutions such as the International Islamic Rating Agency

(IIRA) and the Liquidity Management Centre (LMC), were established. The systemic

importance of Islamic banks and financial institutions has been recognized in several

16 Abbas, A. Helping to build an Islamic capital market. Banker Middle East. (2005): pp. 15-17.
17 Ahmed Kameel Mydin Meera, D. A. Islamic home financing through mushÉrakah mutanaqisah and al-
bay’ bithaman Ñajil contracts: a comparative analysis. Selangor: International Islamic University Malaysia,
(2005).
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jurisdictions. The governments of United Kingdom and Singapore extended tax neutrality

to Islamic financial services.18

3.2 GROUND RULES, EVOLUTION, AND REGULATORY FIQHÔ
FRAMEWORK FOR EQUITY-BASED ØUKÕK ISSUANCE

Islamic finance has increasingly moved into the sphere of capital markets. While the most

visible sign has been the growth of ØukËk instruments, innovation is fast taking place in

other areas, in particular, structured products. This is not surprising because the

structuring of risks and financing requirements is intrinsic to Islamic finance. However,

key to the sustainability of Islamic finance is that innovation must be from within, and

not just replicating the conventional industry.19 It needs to actively pursue strategic

differentiation. The strategy for Islamic finance must be to identify an integrated set of

actions designed to produce or deliver products and services that customers perceive as

being different in ways that are important to them. In Islamic finance, it is important to

emphasize the link between financial assets and real assets – especially given the

problems concerning the apparent disconnect resulting from complex and highly

leveraged financial engineering in the conventional market. In this regard, venture capital

may be a promising growth area, because the financing techniques required are similar to

the stated principles of Islamic finance. Moreover, by providing funds to entrepreneurs

with good ideas, Islamic finance can help to promote innovation, invention, job

18 “The Islamic Banking Timeline (1890–2010)” media.wiley <http://media.wiley.com/product_data
/excerpt/05/04707486/0470748605.pdf> > (accessed January 19th, 2011).
19 Malaysian ICM “Sustainability of Islamic Finance”, Vol. 3 No.3, July 2006: 6  via securitiescommission
<http://www.sc.com.my/eng/html/icm/0807_msianicm.pdf> (accessed January 17th, 2011).
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creation,20 and the development of high-growth industries. In addition, the development

of a global Islamic capital market also requires the emergence of many more centers and

players. But before that; it is imperative to differentiate the key terminologies used in the

ØukËk market and has can interpreted differently in Islamic law financial transactions.

These are:

1- ØukËk: securities of equal value representing both commodities and services or

one or the other, based on an investment project that generates income.21

2- TaÎkÊk: According to Resolution No. 137 (15/3) of the Islamic Fiqh Academy,

taÎkÊk means: to issue tradable securities which are based on an investment project

that generates income. This definition excludes conventional bonds, which

represent debts and interest, and which the International Fiqh Academy prohibited

in its Resolution No. 62 (6/11).22

3- TawrÊq: Linguistically and technically: TawrÊq, linguistically, is the verbal noun

(maÎdar) of warraqa [corresponding to Form II of the three-letter root W-R-Q].

Warraqa al-shajaru, is used in Arabic to mean ‘the tree put out leaves’, and

Warraqa fulÉnun, a person prepared a sheet of paper and wrote on it. Waraq when

used in conjunction with a tree refers to its leaves, as any Arab knows; waraq,

when used in relation to the temporal world, refers to its beauty; the waraq of

20 Ibrahim, M. Management of Short Term Liquidity: The Malaysian Experience. Islamic banking Central
Bank of the UAE, (2005): pp. 45-60.
21 For the linguistic meaning, see: al-QamËs al-MuhÊÏ, LisÉn al-ÑArab, al-MuÑjam al-WasÊÏ, root (s-k-k);
for the technical meaning, see Majallat MajmaÑ al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ, no. 15, vol. 2, p. 309, and some other
published papers on the same topic, pp. 13-308.
22 Ibid., no. 15, vol. 2, p. 309.
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youth means its vigor. It is also used for parchment or paper; its plural is awrÉq.

Wariq with an ‘i’ means silver, whether it is minted as currency or not.23

3.2.1 Technical Development of the Term TawrÊq (Securitization)

TawrÊq in the special usage of economics has a completely different meaning from its

linguistic connotations. Here it means a modern legal-financial instrument which obtains

funds for the development of financial markets in the conventional economy.24

The idea of securitization developed in the United States in the 1980s as one of a

number of mechanisms to invigorate real estate mortgage law in order to convert non-

liquid financial assets into liquid assets or into assets amenable to liquidation in stock

markets. Since the 1970s, financial markets, particularly bond markets, have evolved

rapidly. At the beginning of the eighties, however, most developing countries

experienced an external debt crisis, being unable to pay their debts on time.25 Hence the

need for direct or indirect debt rescheduling through securitization, refinancing, etc.

became apparent.

The collapse of the Soviet Union at the beginning of the nineties, the emergence

of the New World Order pushing for globalization, the disappearance of geographical

barriers on a global level between banks and financial markets, free-floating exchange

rates, the removal of most restrictions on capital flows, along with the impact of the

World Trade Organization (WTO), all promoted an increase in loans and debts and a rush

23 See al-QamËs al-MuhÊÏ, LisÉn al-ÑArab, al-MuÑjam al-WasÊÏ, root (w-r-q).
24 A.I. Al-ManÊÑ, “Islamic ØukËk: Corrective Measures in Today's Practice.” Islamic ÎukËk forum- King
Abdul Aziz university (2010)
25 F. Bi. Islamic Capital Market Respond to the Financial Crisis. Islamic finance news. September 4th, 2009.
<www. islamicfinancenews.com>
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towards derivatives. This resulted in the concept of converting these loans into paper

securities which can be used as a banking tool, assuring liquidity through securitization of

debts, whether the debts be those of countries, projects or of creditor banks.

For instance, the former U.S. Treasury Secretary, Nicholas Brady, emphasized the

need to convert 20% of old external debt of 39 industrialized countries (with globally

held debts) into high value bonds,26 i.e. the securitization of their debts.

The phenomenon of securitization spread in America and Europe during the

1980’s until it was described as “the Frenzy of the Eighties” due to the intense

scrambling of banks over it. Statistics show that the securitization market in Europe alone

is growing at $200 billion annually.27 The result was what we have seen: the collapse of

the global economy due to securitization and the like. An astonishing number of types of

institutions specializing in the issuance of bonds and securities have been established.

Egyptian Law No. 95 of the year 1992 is so flexible that it allows either the

minister in charge or the board of the directors of the capital market to introduce any new

form of transaction in the financial market, based upon changing conditions, without

needing to make any changes in the law itself.

Accordingly, many new forms of activities have been innovated which were not

included in Law No. 95 or its implementation guidelines.  Take the securitization of

financial rights as an example; it was implemented by Decree No. 697 of the Minister of

26 Al-Nashrah a-IqtiÎÉdiyyah li al-Bank Al-AhlÊ al-MiÎrÊ, issue no. 3, vol. 42, 1989, pp. 199-201.
27 ×usayn FatÍÊ ÑUthmÉn, “al-TawrÊq al-MaÎrafÊ li al-DuyËn, al-MumÉrasah wa al-ÔtÉ al-QÉnËnÊ”, paper
published in the electronic guide for Arab law., p. 4. <www.arablawinof.com.> See also: AdnÉn al-HindÊ,
“Al-TawrÊq ka AdÉtin MÉliyah ×adÊthah” The Union of Arab Banks, 1995, p. 22
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the Economy and Foreign Trade in 2001, adding this activity to the activities of the

companies operating in the field of paper securities.28

Similarly, Law No. 148 of the year 2001, in Article No. 11 on real estate finance,

has allowed the broker to transmit his rights arising from the funding agreement to one of

the parties directly engaged in securitization, whereupon that party is committed to the

fulfillment of the rights arising from the securities it issues, by which it distributes the

revenues of those transferred rights. Likewise, the financer is also committed to fulfilling

the rights arising from the securities.29

In summary, securitization is a new financial instrument for converting debt to

securities, which is accomplished by a financial institution packaging a number of

guaranteed debts of a similar nature in a single consolidated debt and marketing it as an

aggregate asset. This is done by splitting it into tradable securities of equal value, in order

to minimize risk and secure the constant flow of liquidity for the bank.30 In short, it is a

conversion of secured debts from primary lenders to others.

This definition can be summarized as follows: Securitization means the

conversion of an amalgamation of debts, homogenous with regard to their maturity dates

and interest charges, into paper securities (i.e. bonds) which are offered for subscription.

Securitization is, thus, based on liability for fixed financial assets or future proceeds. The

debts which are the subject of securitization must be compatible with the value of the

bonds, their time limits and interest charges, in such a way that the proceeds of the

28 Laura E. Jordes, “AswÉq al-ÑUmlÉt al-Ajnabiyyah: Al-Haykal wa al-MakhÉtir”. (a paper translated into
Arabic) Al-WaqÉ’iÑ al-MisrÊyah, issue 215, September 20th, 2001, and published in Majallat al-TamwÊl wa
al-TanmÊya li  ØandËq al-Naqd al-DuwalÊ li al-InshÉ’ wa al-TaÑmÊr, vol. 33, issue 4, 1996, pp. 22-25;
29 SaÑÊd ÑAbdul KhÉliq, ÙaurÊq al-×uqËq al-MÉliya, <http://etudiantdz.net/vb/archive/ index.php/t
52492.html> (accessed November 28th, 2010):2
30 Al-HindÊ, 23.
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subscription can be used to buy those debts. Likewise, attention should be paid to the

dates of the bond maturities and their returns compared with the maturity dates of the

associated debts, which must be sufficient to make the scheduled payments.

The process of securitization requires a debtor (a natural or legal person), secured

debts, a party who executes the process, in addition to the contracts and agreements that

regulate it, and someone to manage the assets. It is worth noting that financing the debts

of securitization can be accomplished through loans taken to provide the necessary

funding to purchase the assets (debts). To do so would require taking into account

synchronization of the [new] loan payments with the payment schedule for the old debts

that are the subject of the securitization.31

3.2.2 Practical Steps of Islamic Securitization

To undertake securitization, the financial institution needs to take the following steps:32

1. The financial institution possessing debts secured by mortgages, etc. sells its

debts,33 or some of them, at a discount, to a bank, institution, or any other

company that has some specific reason to buy those assets, (such an entity is

called an SPV: Special Purpose Vehicle) and transfers them from the custody of

the seller institution to the custody of the SPV.  This is done in order to make

them free from other claims and protect them from the bankruptcy of the

institution selling them. These assets can be transferred by means other than

sales; however, selling them is the most well-known. This keeps the process far

removed from being a purely formal transaction and from other contract forms

31 Ibid.
32 Abdul KhÉliq. 2, See also: al-Sharq al-AwsaÏ, 20th RabÊ al-ThÉnÊ, 1428 AH, 12
33 Debts are called assets in conventional law and economy.
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which may raise doubts. This institution or company is the issuer of the security,

while the debts packaged in it may or may not be wholly owned by it.

The separation between the bank that initiated the securitization and these ØukËk

can be accomplished in short order before the dates on which the debts come due

on the original debtors. The convertibility can be increased at a lower cost by

having the SPV issue the securities. The cost is lower this way than if the bank

were to issue them itself.

2. The second step is to complete the legal procedures for transferring the debts

along with their mortgages and other guarantees to the SPV. This is in order to

enable it to issue the securities.

3. Then the SPV issues the ØukËk with an issue premium and at a value equivalent

to the value of the debts that are the subject of securitization. This is in order to

gain liquidity by selling them to investors. The interest on these bonds is the

same as the interest on the debts themselves. [The company] often resorts to

small bank loans to finance the purchase of bonds, taking into account the

compatibility of both the interest rates and the payment dates.

4. Then the SPV uses the proceeds of the sale of the ØukËk to pay the price of the

purchased debts to the company or financial institution (bank) that is selling

them.

5. The bank that initiated the securitization process and the institution issuing the

ØukËk (SPV) are required to make sure that the maturity dates of receivables

from the debtors are consistent with the dates when the investors have a right to

collect the interest on their debts and, also, that the value of interest assessed on
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the original debts is consistent with the value of the interest on the bonds the

buyers possess.34

3.2.3 Motives for the Securitization in Equity-based ØukËk Issuances

Several motives founded for securitization in equity-based market issuances. Such

motives will be different from one institution to another, for example the conventional

financial institution with Islamic window used this system to sell the debt, while the

issuer used it to get the advantage of establishing SPV and long term financial

investment. On the other hand the long term investment also helps the investors.

Moreover; the market will take advantage of this securitization because this system helps

local and global stock markets to stimulate their activities.35 To understand this further;

we should highlight the following concepts:

3.2.3.1 Sale of Debt

Conventional financial institutions with Islamic windows conduct securitization to

achieve many objectives; the following are among the most important:36

i. To increase capital for investment, financing or re-lending; to achieve cash

liquidity for the financial creditor institution, especially those financial

institutions that finance real estate; or to increase liquidity in order to enter into

financing operations or expand its activities. That is because the institution may

want to increase its capital to achieve these goals, but the shareholders may not

want others to share in the profits of their company, and they may also not be

34 Abdul KhÉliq, 2. See also: Muhammad Abdul ×alim ÑUmar, “AÎ-ØukËk al-IslÉmiyyah (al-TaurÊq) wa
taÏbÊqÉtËhÉ al-MuÑÉÎirah wa tadÉwaluhÉ” 19th International Fiqh Academy of OIC Conferences  (n.d): 1-20
35 See: ÑUmar, 5.
36 Abdul KhÉliq, 2-3
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interested in borrowing interest-based loans from banks due to the shortness of

the term or some similar reason. It is because of this that they resort to

securitization.

ii. To help companies suffering from or exposed to fiscal deficits improve their

financial structure by converting short-term obligations into medium- or long-

term obligations.

iii. To improve its financial statements. This is achieved by freeing them from the

restrictions of normal balance sheets, as the rules of accounting require sufficient

capital and provisions for doubtful debts. This makes the institution look

stronger and, thus, more attractive to deal with and lend money to. That is

because a multiplicity of debts owed to a financial institution, even if they are

guaranteed, places a burden on its capital. This causes those who deal with it to

take more precautions and be more wary about the distribution of debtors. This

impedes or slows down the turnover of capital and reduces the profitability of

the bank (from interest).37

iv. To raise the efficiency of financial turnover, productivity and the speed of

capital circulation by converting non-liquid financial assets (debts) into liquid

assets that can be reinvested again and again.

v. To facilitate the flow of funding for mortgage financing, by providing better

contract terms, prices and repayment periods.

37 Al-QurahdÉghi, Ali Mohyiddin. Islamic ØukËk (tawrÊq) and its modern applications: fiqhÊ and
economical perspective. The ninth fiqh circular, (2009):  pp. 54-84.
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vi. To distribute credit risks across a wide base by bringing in a large number of

buyers of ØukËk. As a result, the risks that credit poses to assets are reduced.38

3.2.3.2 The advantage of the Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV)

The SPV gets fees for the equity-based ØukËk issuance, income from the debts and takes

deposits from the selling company and from the subscribers of the ØukËk, in addition to

the difference between the purchase value of the debts and their value after securitization.

If the SPV is a wholly owned subsidiary of the financial institution, then these benefits

may be added to the previous motives listed above; if not, then they are for the owner of

the SPV.39

3.2.3.3 The Long-term Financing Operation

Securitization of equity-based ØukËk encourages financial institutions to enter into long-

term financing operations, and, thus, they benefit from it in this area. The same holds true

for investors interested in the same. They also benefit from the option to rapidly liquidize

their holdings by selling them and thereby gaining liquidity at any time it is required.

This enables financial institutions and investors to reinvest those funds by providing new

loans or taking on other investments.

3.2.3.4 Advantage to the Global Stock Markets

Securitization is a new financial instrument that emerged in the 1980s in America, after

which it expanded further afield. An expanded circle of securitization helps local and

38 ÑUmar, 5-6

39 Ibid.
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global stock markets to stimulate their activities. This is done by the expansion and

revitalization of securities that marshal financial resources and by diversifying investment

tools offered for profit sharing and other dealings.40

Additionally, the expansion of equity-based securitization leads to the existence

of a secondary mortgage market where they offering products that insurance and pension

funds, financial institutions, and commercial insurance companies, etc. are interested in

buying. (This happened with mortgage-based bonds in America; the financial institutions

became heavily involved in them, with the results we have seen).41

3.2.4 Conditions for Securitization in Equity-based ØukËk

Conventional law has set up many rules and conditions for securitization; which found to

be SharÊÑah compliant. The following are among the most important of them:

i. The debts which are the subject of securitization must be homogenous and

secured by a mortgage or something similar.

ii. The ØukËk issued on them must be attached to those secured assets.

iii. The debts must come with continued cash flows, in other words, they must yield

an ongoing return.

iv. The ØukËk issued on these debts must provide reliable fixed income.

v. The maturity dates of the ØukËk and their interest yields must match the maturity

dates and interest yields of the associated debts in case of lease-based ØukËk. In

other words, the ØukËk must be congruent and compatible with the debts that are

40 Abdul KhÉliq, 2-3

41 Bi, Frisanc. Islamic Capital Market Respond to the Financial Crisis. Islamic finance news. Kuala Lumpur.
Retrieved September 25th, 2009. www. islamicfinancenews.com
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the subject of securitization in terms of amount, time, interest charges and

guarantees.42

vi. A schedule must be prepared showing the interest yields of the bonds linked with

the installments due on the loans.43

3.3 THE RISKS OF SECURITIZATION

Securitization-based ØukËk, although guaranteed in terms of contracts and obligations by

the issuer and the like, nonetheless carry indirect risks. The case of American mortgage-

based bonds, which led to the collapse of many major institutions and, consequently, the

crisis in American, European and other economies, is a striking example.

The process of securitization is based on assets (debts) that represent the source

for recouping the investment, which is considered the backbone of the whole

securitization deal. Therefore, any threat to the debts before they have been repaid poses

a threat to the issuing company (SPV) and the investors.  Indeed, just as the securitization

bonds are affected by any threat to the debtors, they are also affected by any threat to the

first creditor bank, the guarantor, since any instability in its financial center poses the

threat of bankruptcy, which obviously reflects on its assets and, consequently, on its

performance and repayments.44

Some of the main risks of securitization are as follows:

42 Ibid.
43 Fabozzi, F. J. & Kothari, V. Introduction to securitization. (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons Inc 2008, 57

44 ×usayn FatÍÊ ÑUthmÉn, “At-TawrÊq  al-MaÎrafy lil-DuyËn, al-MumÉrasah wal-IÏar al-QÉnËn”, Arab Law
Info <www.arablawinfo.com> (accessed January 12th, 2011).
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i. Risks of guarantees: securitization bonds generally rely on debt guarantees,

i.e. mortgages, which are subject to huge fluctuations in their prices, not to

mention exaggerated estimates of their worth due to speculation. The financial

crisis that resulted from mortgages and their bonds is an example of this.

ii. Risks of bankruptcy of the guarantor financial institutions and the institutions

handling the securitization, as we see today. Despite the bank’s offering

special privileges on securitization-based debts, or even mortgages on some

its own properties, all these precautions cannot save the ØukËk from the risk of

inability to repay or delays in the payment of their value.45

iii. The risks of currency fluctuation and inflation.

iv. The risk of fluctuating interest rates.

v. The risk of marketing and of the market.

These are the most important risks related to securitization,46 all of which can be

summarized in two main risks: the risk of delayed payment and the risk of inability to

repay the debt with its interest rate. We will describe these risks and explain the way to

reduce their effects.

These are two major risks that go back to the very nature of ØukËk based on credit

and debt that are not based on real physical assets. Any agitation that shakes the center of

the debtors or the guarantors, or either one of them, will undoubtedly impact on the ØukËk

themselves. From another angle, linking the ØukËk to the customers’ ability to pay

exposes them to the ability or inability, the financial difficulty and bankruptcy of each

45 Asean bankers. Capitalizing on Opportunities in the ØukËk Industry. Asean bankers - Kuala Lumpur,
2005: pp. 1-5.
46 F.J. Fabozzi, Issuer perspectives on securitization. (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons Inc. 1998), 43
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such debtor. This is in addition to the risks incurred by the creditor bank, the initiator of

securitization.

The American bankruptcy law of 1978, for example, in its Article No. 365,

stipulated that in case of bankruptcy of the bank that initiated the securitization, the bank

or its syndic47 will have the right to reject or recognize the original agreement. This is in

consideration of the agreement being a type of futures contract. Therefore, the bank that

initiated the securitization can terminate the contract in case of bankruptcy, if it has

commercial justifications.

It is true that the other party has the right to claim compensation from the bank

when the contract is terminated; however, the compensation payment has no priority in

American law as well as in a number of other legal systems; rather, it is categorized as a

general unsecured compensation with regards to the initiator bank.48

In conclusion, securitization ØukËk entail a significant risk in case of bankruptcy.

Nonetheless, conventional institutions have flocked to them in large numbers due to the

attraction of increasing their capital and of the interest payments.49 Therefore, the

contractual format which can achieve some kind of security and caution is to separate the

assets from the initiator bank by selling them to the SPV. In addition, assessment should

be done of the condition of the bank, the debtors and of everything related to the subject.

All this is done in an attempt to minimize risks.

47 Translator’s note: One appointed to represent a corporation, university, or other organization in business
transactions; a business agent. See http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/syndic
48 F.J. Fabozzi & V. Kothari, Introduction to securitization. (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 2008),

87 .
49 Ibid., 89
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3.4 SHARĪʿAH ASSESSMENT OF SECURITIZATION OF EQUITY –BASED

ØUKÕK

There are three diverse methods of securitization, with each of them having differences

from the others.50 We must, therefore, discuss each of them separately, mentioning the

Islamic ruling for each, how each of them is characterized in fiqh terms, and the available

alternatives to them.

3.4.1 The Transfer of Right

The transfer of a right or of a debt was unknown in ancient legal systems such as Roman

law. However, French law recognized the transfer of a right, authorizing a creditor to

transfer his right to another creditor without the consent of the debtor, just like appointing

someone to take possession of the debt on his behalf.51 In Islamic law, on the other hand,

there is agreement regarding the permissibility of debt transfer (ÍawÉlah),52 while some

jurists have gone so far as to approve the transfer of rights, as we shall see.

3.4.2 SharÊÑah Ruling

The following SharÊÑah ruling applies to this type of securitization:

First: Debt securities are forbidden in the SharÊÑah, as the International Islamic Fiqh

Academy proclaimed in its Resolution No. 60 (6/11), which stated:

“The Academy has determined that securities are certificates which bind

the issuer to pay the bearer face-value upon maturity along with the

50 For the comparison, see: ÑUmar, 13.
51 See Dr. al-SanhËrÊ: Al-WasÊÏ fÊ al-qanËn al-madanÊ, (Beirut: DÉr IhyÉ al-TurÉth al-ÑArabÊ, 1958), 3:417.
52 For more detail, see: FatÍ al-QadÊr with SharÍ al-ÑInÉyah ÑalÉ al-HidÉyah (5:443); ×Éshiyat Ibn ÑÓbidÊn,
(4:289); JÉmiÑ al-FuÎËlayn (1:169); al-FatÉwÉ al-Hindiyyah (3:304); SharÍ al-KharshÊ (4:232); NihÉyat al-
MuÍtÉj (4:408); MughnÊ al-MmuhtÉj (2:193) and also Ibn QudÉmah, al-MughnÊ (5:58).
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payment of an agreed-upon amount of interest calculated as a percentage

of the nominal value of the bond, or a stipulated benefit, be it prizes

awarded through a drawing or a fixed amount of money or a deduction.”

[After this finding], the Academy has taken the following decisions:

1. ØukËk which represent a binding commitment to pay a certain

amount along with interest proportional to it or along with a fixed

stipulated benefit are prohibited in the SharÊÑah. It is prohibited to

issue them, purchase them or trade them. That is because they are

interest-based loans, and it makes no difference whether the issuer is

private or public, having connections to the state. Similarly, the

designation of interest-based loans as “certificates” or “investment or

saving ØukËk” does not change their reality; nor does labeling the

promised interest as “profit”, “rent”, “commission” or “return”.53

2. Zero-coupon ØukËk are also prohibited because they are considered

loans being sold at less than their nominal values. The owners

benefit from the differences, which are considered discounts on these

ØukËk.

3. Similarly, ØukËk with accompanying prizes are also prohibited. This

is because they are classified as loans with stipulated conditions for

added benefit or an increase in the capital of the lenders in aggregate

53 Al-QurahdÉghi, Ali MoÍyiddin. Islamic ØukËk (tawrÊq) and its modern applications: fiqhÊ and
economical perspective. The ninth fiqh circular, 2009: pp. 54-84.
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or of some of them chosen at random, in addition to the suspicion

that they involve gambling.

4. MuÌÉrabah-based ØukËk for a project or a specific investment

activity are one alternative to forbidden ØukËk. They may be issued,

purchased or traded on the basis of no fixed profit or benefit for their

owners, who will, instead, have a percentage of the profit from the

project in proportion to their ownership share of the ØukËk; but they

will obtain the profit only if it has really been achieved. For more

information on this, one can refer to the formula endorsed by the

Academy in its Resolution No. 30 (4/5) regarding loan-based ØukËk.

The resolution issued by the distinguished Academy applies to

securitization-based ØukËk, for they are securities of equal value

which bind the issuer to pay the bearer face value at maturity along

with an agreed amount of interest expressed as a percentage of the

nominal value of the bond. Therefore, there is no doubt about the

prohibition of these ØukËk, as the distinguished Academy has

declared.54

Second: Securitization in the conventional understanding of economists comprises the

sale of a debt for less than its value. This is because the issuer of a

securitization bond issues it at a price less than the original debt value with

respect to the global interest rate (LIBOR). In fact, it is markedly less than the

debt’s original value. This is done to encourage people to purchase and

54 Al-ZuÍayli, Wahbah. Al-muÑÉmalÉt al-mÉliyyah al-muÑÉÎirah. Beirut, 2002: DÉr al-Fikr.
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circulate the certificates. This raises a new problem in addition to the sale of a

debt: the discounting of the debt in consideration of its term, which is

unanimously prohibited. Many resolutions have been issued on the prohibition

of this process. One of them is Resolution No. 64 (7/2) of the International

Islamic Fiqh Academy, which stated that the discount of commercial papers is

not permissible in the SharÊÑah because it leads to ribÉ al-nasÊ’ah,55 which is

prohibited.

Because of this, the Fiqh Council of the Muslim World League in the first

resolution of its sixteenth session in Makkah, 21-26/10/1422 AH, stated that the

securitization of debts to make them tradable on the secondary market is prohibited. This

is because it is tantamount to the discounting of commercial papers. The text went on to

state, “It is prohibited to discount commercial papers, checks, promissory notes and bills

of exchange because all that involves the sale of debt to other than the debtor in a way

that involves ribÉ.”56

From another angle, there is agreement among jurists regarding the prohibition of

the sale of a delayed debt for another delayed debt.57

55 The interest that related to money where the extra payment out of the capital lent to the second party
should be paid based on the given time, that because of the concept of the “time value of money”.
56 For more detail, see. NazÊh ×ammÉd. “BayÑ al-Dayn”, Majallat MajmaÑ al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ, issue no. 11,
1:186; and Mohammad AlÊ al-QurrÊ: “BayÑ al-dayn wa sanadÉt al-qarÌ” Majallat MajmaÑ al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ,
issue no. 11, 1:238; and AlÊ MuÍÊ al-DÊn al-Qurah DÉghÊ, “AÍkÉm al-taÎarruf fÊ al-duyËn: dirasah fiqhiyah
muqÉranah, Majallat MajmaÑ al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ, issue no. 11, 1:94-107
57 Not only the agreement on it but several fiqh books also has been written by Shariʿah scholars and talk
about it where they express their authentic juristic references, for example: Al-fiqh al-IslÉmy Wa’adillatuhu
of Wahbah Al-Zuhaily,etc.
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3.4.3 The Scope for Possible SharÊÑah-Compliant Alternatives

There is undoubtedly no SharÊʿah endorsed alternative with the same specifications

available for securitization ØukËk because they comprise the two prohibited elements

discussed above.

However, if the debts are legitimate in the Shariʿah, we can find alternatives to

ØukËk for Islamic financial institutions in two permissible ways. Namely:

3.4.3.1 Transfer of Debt (×awÉlah) to non-debtors

This would be lawful in the view of those who validate this form of transaction. This is

when the customers have taken permissible debts from a financial institution and the

institution intends to transfer the debts to another institution with the agreement of the

creditors, or even without their consent, according to some jurists. This is a valid

transaction, according to some jurists, as shall we see.58

Someone may ask: What is the point of this alternative when there is no benefit

(or interest, as is found in the securitization process) for the institution to whom the debts

have been transferred?

The answer is that it is true that the second financial institution doesn’t take

anything, but it is an alternative which can be resorted to as a matter of mutual

cooperation between financial institutions, if required.

The problem here is the interest on these debts and the process of what is called a

sale. Therefore the Islamic solution for these debts without interest, i.e., for the debts

themselves, is the transfer endorsed by jurists with an expansion of its scope so it can also

58 Dusuki, A.W., & Abozaid, A. A Critical Appraisal on the Challenges of Realizing MaqÉÎid al-SharÊÑah in
Islamic Banking and Finance. IIUM journal of economics and management. Vol. 15, No. 2, (2007): pp.
143-165.
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cover transfer to those who are not in debt. We therefore deem it necessary to mention

the views of scholars on both types of transfer in Islamic jurisprudence to the extent

related to our theme.

Linguistically, transfer (ÍawÉlah) is used for the transport of something from one

place to another.59 In the special usage of jurists different definitions have been suggested

for ÍawÉlah. A general definition can be given as: transferring debt from the

responsibility of one person to the responsibility of another.60 It requires the existence of

three parties: assignor, primary creditor and debtor; besides the debt and the form of the

contract, as stated below:

1) The assignor (al-MuÍÊl): the party who owes the debt in question and transfers it

to another party [who, in turn, owes him a debt]. Thus he is a creditor as well as a

debtor.

2) The primary creditor (al-MuÍÉl): the party to whom the assignor owes a debt; the

assignor refers him to another party to collect it.

3) Al-MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi: the [second] debtor, to whom the assignor transfers his debt.

4) Al-MuÍÉl BihÊ: the debt which the assignor transfers.

5) The expression that indicates the transfer, i.e., an offer and its acceptance. It may

be verbal, in writing or some other means of communication, whether traditional

or modern.

Jurists differ to what extent the consent of all three parties is necessary in order to

validate the contract. Their differences are as follows:

59 See: al-QamËs al-MuhÊÏ, LisÉn al-ÑArab, al-MuÑjam al-WasÊÏ, root (Í-w-l).
60 For more detail see: FatÍ al-QadÊr with SharÍ al-ÑinÉyah ÑalÉ al-HidÉyah (5:443); ×Éshiyat Ibn ÑÓbidÊn,
(4:289); JÉmiÑ al-FuÎËlayn (1:169); al-FatÉwÉ al-Hindiyah (3:304); SharÍ al-KharshÊ (4:232); NihÉyat al-
muÍtÉj (4:408), MughnÊ al-muhtÉj (2:193), Ibn QudÉmah, al-MughnÊ (5:58).
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i. According to the MÉlikÊs, the ShÉfiÑÊs, the ×anbalÊs and some ×anafÊs scholars,

the consent of the assignor (al-MuÍÊl) is a necessary condition for the validity of

the debt transfer because it is his role to offer and transfer. However, there are

other ×anafÊs scholars (whose opinion is mentioned in al-ZiyÉdÉt al-

MashhËrah61) who don’t consider it a condition. The reason they gave is that the

commitment by the third party (the MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi) to pay the debt is his exercise

of a right pertaining to himself. Additionally, the assignor is not subjected to any

harm by this process; on the contrary, he would benefit sooner or later; therefore,

there is no need for his consent.62 What interests us here is the opinion of the

×anafÊs scholars. It is a sound opinion, based upon the considerations we have

mentioned.

ii. The MÉlikÊ, ShÉfiÑÊ and ×anafÊ schools of thought made the validity conditional

upon the consent of the primary creditor (al-muÍÉl). That is because the debt is

his right and has been confirmed as the responsibility of the assignor (al-muÍÊl).

This cannot be transferred except with his consent, for the capacity to discharge

responsibilities varies with people’s prosperity or insolvency and their generosity

or tendency to procrastinate.63

However, the ×anbalÊs, in accord with the authentic and well known narration

from ImÉm AÍmad, do not make that a condition. They base the view on the

authentic ÍadÊth collected by al-BukhÉrÊ and Muslim which states, “It is

oppression for a rich person to procrastinate in fulfilling his obligation; and if you

61 Al-ZuÍaylÊ, Wahbah. Al-muÑÉmalÉt al-mÉliyyah al-muÑÉÎirah. Beirut: DÉr al-Fikr. 2002: 2-165
62 FatÍ al-QadÊr (5:44), ×Éshiyat Ibn ÑÓbidÊn (4:289).
63 Ibid., previously cited juristic references.
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are referred to a rich person to repay the debt owed you, you should agree to the

substitution.”64 Another authentic narration recorded by AÍmad and Ibn AbÊ

Shaybah is worded, “Whosoever is transferred to a rich person should transfer,”65

i.e., should accept the offer. The ÍadÊth apparently indicates the obligation of

accepting the transfer. This is because the imperative mood literally indicates

obligation if there is no clue to divert it from obligation, and there is no such clue

here.

The majority of the scholars responded to this argument by saying that obligation

is not the intended meaning of the imperative mood here. Even if we acknowledge

that it is for obligation, it still does not mean that the contract is valid without the

consent of the primary creditor (al-MuÍÉl). That is because validity is an issue of

declarative law (Íukm waÌÑÊ), which is a different legal category from the

demands of the Lawgiver (Íukm taklÊfÊ). The obligation to do something does not

necessarily make it valid without the consent of the person concerned.

iii. The consent of the MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi (the debtor to whom the assignor’s debt is

transferred) is not required by the majority of the scholars [namely, the MÉlikÊs

(in the famous and favored opinion of the School), the ShÉfiÑÊs (in the most

authentic opinion of the School), the ×anbalÊs and some ×anafÊs]. That is because

the right belongs to the assignor (al-MuÍÊl); he can either obtain it by his own

efforts or through any other party, just as if he were to authorize a third party to

act as his agent.  However, the majority of ×anafÊ scholars require the consent of

64 ØaÍÊÍ al-BukhÉrÊ with its commentary, FatÍ al-BÉrÊ (4:464); ØaÍÊÍ Muslim (3:1197).
65 Musnad AÍmad (2:463), MuÎannaf Ibn AbÊ Shaybah, (Bombay al-DÉr al-Salafiyyah), 7:79. The isnÉd of
this ÍadÊth is authentic.
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the MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi. This is because he is one of the parties involved in the

contract.66

The opinion we prefer is that the consent of the MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi is not required if

he owes a confirmed debt that he acknowledges, based upon the arguments mentioned

by the majority the scholars. However, if he is not in debt and we allow the debt to be

transferred to him―in line with the opinion of some scholars, as we shall see―his

consent is definitely required. The consent can be either by previous approval or

subsequent permission. In this situation, the MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi has, by consensus, the

complete right to reject the offer. This is because it is not permissible to impose a

contract or commitment upon anyone unless he himself wishes to undertake it or unless

it is due to a repercussion of one his acts.

3.4.3.2 The Transfer of  a Debt to a Non-Debtor

Jurists differed over this issue. The majority of jurists, with the exception of the ×anafÊs,

set the condition that the MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi should be in debt.67 The ×anafÊs, along with

some MÉlikÊ and ShÉfiÑÊ scholars (whose opinion is considered weak within their

schools of thought), have allowed the unconditional transfer of debt without requiring

the existence of any debt or legal obligation on the part of the MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi. In such a

case the MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi, should he accept, is considered a voluntary doer of good. If the

assignee communicates a request to the MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi to accept transfer of the debt and

the MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi accepts the offer, they would consider the transfer valid.

66 The previously cited juristic references.
67 Ibid.
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×anafÊs scholars have given many examples of unconditional transfer. For

instance: a pledger/mortgagor has the right to prevent the pawnbroker/mortgagee from

selling the pawned or mortgaged property. To resolve this problem the mortgagor can

refer the mortgagee to a rich person acceptable to the mortgagee, even if he is not a

debtor. The mortgage is redeemed if the person accepts the offer, and the mortgagor is

then entitled to sell the article.68 In addition, the transfer in this broad sense covers all

types of contemporary inter-bank transfers.

However, the majority of jurists69 don’t invalidate this transaction if it has occurred. It is

just that they call it a guarantee (ÌamÉn) or standing surety (kafÉlah). This is in accord

with the principle that meanings and objectives are what is counted in contracts, not

wordings and surface structure. For example: Someone refers his creditor to a third party

who is not in debt to him. If the third party accepts the offer, the contract is valid as a

transfer, according to the ×anafÊs scholars and those who support their view, while it is

valid as an offer of security and guarantee, according to the majority of the scholars. The

difference emerges in the differing effects of the two contracts.

There is, however, a fundamental difference between transfer (ÍawÉlah) and

standing surety (kafÉlah) in terms of legal effects. The legal effect of the guarantee

contract is that the responsibility of the guarantor is added to the responsibility of the

person for whom the guarantee has been given without the latter considering himself

free from the obligations of the contract. However, the legal effect of the transfer

68 MajmaÑ al-anhur (2:578); al-BÉjÊ, al-MuntaqÉ: SharÍ al-MuwaÏÏa’, (5:68), wherein the opinion of Ibn
MÉjishËn is mentioned regarding the transfer of debt to a non-debtor with his consent. MughnÊ al-MuhtÉj,
(2:194).
69 SharÍ al-KharshÊ (4:233); al-BÉjÊ, al-MuntaqÉ: SharÍ al-MuwaÏÏa’, (5:69); MughnÊ al-muhtÉj (2:194);
Ibn QudÉmah, al-MughnÊ (5:57). For more detail, see the term “ÍawÉlah” in al-MawsËÑah al-Fiqhiyyah al-
Kuwaytiyyah.
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contract is that the assignor (al-MuÍÊl) becomes free from the debt obligation once he

transfers it, except in rare cases like the death of the MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi. Because of this

fundamental difference between these contracts we cannot use the two terms

interchangeably, due to the differences in the rules and the effects pertaining to the

intention and consent.

3.4.4 Selling of Debts for Tangible Assets or Financial Rights or Usufruct

Securitization in the form it takes in Western economics and conventional law is

prohibited because it includes forbidden interest, as was stated earlier. However we can

present an alternative for Islamic financial institutions through selling debts for tangible

assets. This alternative can be subdivided into a variety of permissible methods. They are:

1. First method, the creditor institution sells its debts to the debtors or any other

parties as a normal final sale of tangible assets, in whole or in part (which would

result in a joint ownership of the asset). These assets can be real estate, factories,

etc. Alternatively, the sale can be of recognized financial rights or even

relinquishment of such rights in exchange for usufruct or services. Thus the seller

institution benefits from the effects of its debts and, likewise, the buyer institution

benefits from tangible assets, usufruct, services or the rights acquired. This

method is permissible in Islamic law. And there is nothing wrong with it, in my

view, as we shall see.

2. Second method, to sell the debts to another financial institution for tangible assets

or usufruct or financial rights. Then the buyer institution leases what it bought
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back to the seller institution either by an operating lease or a lease ending in a

transfer of ownership [back to the original seller].

3. Third method, the financial institution which has bought these debts in exchange

for tangible assets or financial rights would securitize them, offering them for

public subscription.  The assets could then be leased through operating leases and

then sold, or they could be leased by lease-to-own schemes. As for financial

rights, they can be traded through sales.70

4. Fourth method, a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) is established to buy these debts

in exchange for tangible assets or financial rights for the benefit of the creditors.

Then the SPV would lease each asset by an operating lease. The deal would then

be cleared by sale of the asset, or the lease could be arranged to end in a transfer

of ownership.

These alternatives have a direct connection to the issue of disposition of debts, so

we will now mention their permissible and forbidden forms in brief. They are:

1. To sell the deferred debt to the debtor for a deferred payment. For instance: A

owes B ten thousand riyals. Then B incurs a debt owed to A, deferred to a

stipulated time, like a month. This debt would differ from the previous one in

quality or in amount; for example, twenty tons of wheat. (This is different from a

Salam contract.)71 As Ibn ÑÓbidÊn put it, “A man owes a man wheat, not by a

Salam contract. The creditor sells the debt to the debtor for a stipulated price

70 Al-ZarqÉ, M. A. Al-madkhal al-fiqhÊ al-ÑÉmm.Beirut, (1968): DÉr al-Fikr.
71 NazÊh ×ammÉd (1:163), AlÊ MuÍÊ al-DÊn al-Qurah DÉghÊ, (1:109).
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deferred to a month. This is not permissible, for it is the sale of a debt for a debt,

and we have been forbidden from this.”72

This type of contract is forbidden, according to the majority of the scholars. Some

of them even claimed consensus that the contract is invalid and forbidden.73

Despite that, Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn al-Qayyim74 approved this contract, but the

opinion of the majority is preferable due to the strength of their evidence.

2. Sale to the debtor, for a deferred price, of a debt whose payment has come due.

This contract has the same ruling as the first type.

3. Sale of a debt currently due for a spot payment. This is permissible, according to

the majority, as long as the debt is firmly established. If it is not firmly

established, such as the case of a commodity sold by a salam sale, then it becomes

prohibited, according to the majority. The MÉlikÊs and AÍmad, in one opinion

attributed to him, disagreed. Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn al-Qayyim75 preferred the

latter opinion, and it is, indeed, preferable. Allah knows best.

4. Sale of a debt, not yet due, to the debtor for an immediate payment at the face

value of the debt, without any increase. This form of transaction has the same

ruling as the previous one. The Fiqh Academy of the Muslim World League in its

sixteenth session issued a resolution that this type of contract is permissible. This

is because the condition of delivery is fully realized here, for what is fixed as his

responsibility is treated like possession; therefore the effective reason for

prohibiting the sale of a debt for a debt (which is a lack of ability to deliver) is

72 MinÍat al-KhÉliq (5:281).
73 NazÊh ×ammÉd, (1:163); AlÊ MuÍÊ al-DÊn al-Qurah DÉghÊ, (1:109).
74 Ibn al-Qayyim, IÑlÉm al-MuwaqqiÑÊn, (al-Azhariyyah), 2:8.
75 Ibid.
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absent here. Another issue is, however, relevant here: [the transactional principle

embodied in the slogan]: “Reduce [the debt] and hasten [the due date].” This is

permissible according to a group of scholars. Resolution No. 64 (2/7) was issued

about this, stating:

“Reducing the amount of a deferred debt in order to hasten the debt

recovery is permissible in the SharÊÑah. It does not make any difference if it

is by request of the creditor himself or the debtor. It is not forbidden usury

as long as it is not based on prior agreement, and the relationship between

the creditor and debtor is bilateral. If a third party becomes involved

between them the contract is no longer permissible, as it will then take the

rule of discounting commercial papers.”

The rulings of these four cases would be applied to ØukËk with the contents

mentioned above. Thus the issuance of ØukËk to be traded between the creditor

and the debtor himself in the first and the second cases is not permissible in the

SharÊÑah. The issuance of ØukËk in the latter two cases is permissible, but that is

limited to trade between the creditor and debtor. In this case the efficacy of these

ØukËk is practically non-existent, since the primary purpose of issuing ØukËk is

that they be freely tradable, not just between the creditor and the debtor.

5. Sale of the deferred debt to other than the debtor for a deferred payment. This is

also not permissible by the consensus of jurists.76

6. Sale of debt that is currently due to other than the debtor for a deferred payment.

This is not permissible according the majority of scholars, with the exception of

76 Al-ZuÍailÊ, W. Al-fiqh al-IslÉmi wa adillatuhu, Vol 5. 1989. Damascus: Dar Al-Fikr: 4-344
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Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn al-Qayyim. Based on the opinion of Ibn Taymiyyah and

Ibn al-Qayyim, it would be possible to issue ØukËk on current debts of a given

company to be sold to other than the debtor for a deferred payment. These could

be traded between the creditor and parties other than the debtor. However, once

the first deal is over, the debt would become the liability of the buyer, since the

payment is deferred, and the rules regarding the sale of deferred debt would

apply. Therefore, there would be no benefit in issuing the ØukËk. In addition, the

prohibition of taking an increase would apply, as well as the prohibition of

reducing the amount of the debt if a third party gets involved.

7. Sale of currently due debt to other than the debtor for a spot payment: There is a

difference of opinion regarding this issue among jurists of the four madhhabs, as

well as other jurists. However, there is no benefit in issuing ØukËk as long as the

debt is currently due and payment is on the spot. Where is the benefit in issuing

ØukËk in this case?

8. To sell deferred debt to other than the debtor for current payment: The majority of

jurists have forbidden this transaction. Only the MÉlikÊs have allowed it for the

subject of a Salam sale, as long as it is not food, along with more details.77

The Fiqh Academy of the Muslim World League has issued a resolution stating:

“In short, the securitization of debts by issuing tradable ØukËk is forbidden

in the SharÊÑah. Hence, it is not permissible to securitize the debts of

MurÉbaÍah or IstiÎnÉÑ contracts or the like. The opinion of some scholars,

77 NazÊh ×ammÉd and the paper of Dr. AlÊ MuÍÊ al-DÊn al-Qurah DÉghÊ regarding the ruling on debts,
Majallat MajmaÑ al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ, issue no. 11, vol. 1.
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namely Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn al-Qayyim, cannot be used in this regard, as

both of them impose the same condition as the majority, that the disposition

of debts is permissible only if it does not lead to ribÉ al-faÌl78 or ribÉ al-

nasÊ’ah.79 However MÉlikÊ opinion can be used to issue ØukËk for the debt

of a Salam contract (with the exception of foods).”

It is also possible to issue ØukËk on debts in exchange for tangible assets i.e. the

sale of debts for tangible assets. My point here is that it is not permissible for us to make

our goal the following of conventional institutions in all they do, for they use certain

instruments that have no parallel in Islamic jurisprudence, which has its own

characteristics and constituents. In light of the above, it is permissible to:

1. Issue ØukËk on debts which are tradable for physical assets and commodities.

Although this form of transaction does not achieve all the purposes of ØukËk, it

does achieve a good portion of them. These ØukËk can be traded in the markets of

commodities, metals and other tangibles.

2. Issue the ØukËk for the debts of Salam sales, with the exception of food. This is in

accordance with the position of the MÉlikÊs and AÍmad in one opinion, which was

preferred by Shaykh al-IslÉm Ibn Taymiyyah. Islamic banks can further develop

these two types of ØukËk between them.

3. Issue ØukËk of MuqÉraÌah,80 IjÉrah and other Islamic alternatives with their

SharÊÑah parameters.

78 The interest related to the exchange of commodities where the quantity of two commodities is different
79 See foot note 55 in 3.4.2
80Translator’s note: This is an alternate term for MuÌÉrabah.
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3.4.5 The Transfer of Assets (Debts) by Means of Renewal

This is the conversion of all original debts or some of them (i.e. the subject of

securitization), along with all their legal rights, to new debts. This is through the issuance

of debt securities with the same maturity periods and benefits by employing a third party

that specializes in such issuances. This party would undertake the process for a fee paid

by the creditor or the debtor or by both, according to the terms of the agreement, as we

have seen above. This method requires the approval of all parties with an interest in the

loan.

Conventional laws have organized the process of (refinancing) with its conditions

and resultant legal effects. Article 353 of the Egyptian Civil Code, Article 351 of the

Syrian Civil Code, Article 340 of the Libyan Civil Code, and Article 322 of the Lebanese

Code have stipulated the terms for debt renewal, representing the succession between two

valid commitments (the old replaced by the new), the differences between the two

commitments, and the intention of the renewal.81

Article 352 states, “The commitment would be renewed if:

i- the debt is changed…

ii- the debtor is changed…

iii- the creditor is changed, as per an agreement between the creditor, the debtor

and a third party who is going to be the new creditor.

81 Dr. al-SanhËrÊ: al-WasÊt, (Beirut: DÉr IÍyÉ’ al-TurÉth al-ÑArabÊ, 1958), 3:815. The author has mentioned
several rules regarding these conditions.
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Article No. 350 of the Syrian Civil Code, Article No. 339 of the Libyan Civil

Code, Articles No. 401 and 402 of the Iraqi Civil Code and Article No. 323 of The

Standardization of obligations and contracts in Lebanon have similar provisions.

What relates to our subject here is what is mentioned in Item “iii” regarding the change of

creditor.

In light of that, the new creditor would be a third party, in addition to the original

creditor and the debtor. There must, therefore, be agreement between these three parties,

as a new commitment arises from it. The debtor agrees with the old creditor to the expiry

of the previous commitment and with the new creditor to the establishment of a new

commitment, which replaces the previous one because the creditor has changed.82

This renewal is thus different from a transfer of right and a substitution

agreement, in that the renewal can only come into existence by an agreement between the

debtor and both the new and old creditor. As for a transfer of right, it can be by

agreement between the new creditor and old, without necessarily seeking the consent of

debtor.  It is sufficient to inform him of the transfer, not for the deal to be concluded, but

simply for the sake of implementation, as far as he is concerned. That is because the right

which has been transferred to the new creditor is the same for which the debtor was

already responsible. Therefore, there is no need for the debtor’s consent, as long as he is

not committed to a new obligation.  All that happened is that the creditor is changed,

which entails no risk that would require the debtor’s consent. As for renewal by a change

of creditor, it requires closure of the old debt, which is replaced by a new debt imposed

82 Al-SanhËrÊ: al-WasÊt (3:826) with its references.
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on the debtor’s responsibility. Thus the consent of all three parties is essential to conclude

the new debt.

As for a substitution agreement we observe that a new creditor replaces the old for

the same debt. A substitution agreement is, in this respect, consistent with a transfer of

right, and differs from debt renewal. However substitution, from one aspect, involves

paying off the debt, and from another, transferring it to a new creditor. Therefore it only

requires agreement between two parties, not between all three parties. The new creditor

may either agree with the old to pay off the debt and take his place, or he may agree with

the debtor to pay the debt to the old creditor and be accepted by the debtor as a new

creditor in place of the old one. One of the two parties whose consent is necessary in

substitution will always be the new creditor. The second party may be either the old

creditor or the debtor.83

The essential difference between renewal, substitution and transfer is the initiation

of a new commitment in renewal, whereas there is no such thing in the other two

agreements. Also, the right does not expire in either the transfer or the substitution;

rather, it moves to the new creditor from the old with all of its components, attributes,

installments and guarantees. In renewal, however, the original right does not move but

rather expires with all of its components, attributes, installments and guarantees, and a

new right replaces it with its new components, attributes, installments and guarantees.

Hence, renewal corresponds neither to transfer nor substitution but, rather, to a

debt-clearance payoff for compensation. SanhËrÊ said, “The difference between the two

systems is that the legal effect of payoff for compensation is an immediate transfer of

83 Ibid 3:844.
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ownership to the creditor in order to accomplish the payoff, whereas renewal by changing

the debt is accomplished through the establishment of a new commitment which need not

be executed immediately.”84

Hence, the consent of all parties to securitization through debt renewal is

considered, in English law, an obstacle to debt packaging. This is because it requires the

consent of a large number of debtors with the old creditor (i.e. the bank that initiated the

securitization) and with the new creditor (the SPV). Alternatively, it requires gathering

the many banks which originated a securitization deal in order to lend [again] to a single

debtor so as to complete the lending process in a single deal. The process demands

agreement between the banks which participated in the loan, the creditor and the issuer of

the debt renewal. This is what has caused many problems in harmonizing the practice of

the banking system and the regulatory system for debt renewal.85

However, these problems have not prevented the proliferation of banking

practices that use debt renewal as an instrument for transferring the right of asset

ownership to the issuer. This is when the debt securities are linked to implied

responsibilities, such as the responsibility of the bank that initiated the securitization

process regarding the consequences arising from the stipulated loan financing facilities or

arising from long-term renewable credit facilities. In these situations the best option is to

structure the contracts of these facilities so as to allow the transfer of the assets backing

the loans during the renewal of these debts.86

84 Ibid 3:488-845.
85 Dr. ×usayn FatÍÊ ÑUthmÉn: al-TawrÊq al-MasrafÊ li al-DuyËn, al-MumÉrasÉ wa al-ItÉr al-QÉnËnÊ, paper
published in electronic guide of Arab law www.arablawinof.com.
86 For more detail, see: ibid.
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Resolution No. 3180 of the European Economic Community (EEC), issued 18

Dec. 1978, regarding the unification of European currencies, regulates loan agreements,

includes in Stipulation 2/25 a template for the structure which must be used in the process

of renewal in order to get rid of debts remaining from loans amongst European banks if

[the debts] are consolidated in a form that facilitates loan financing.87

In light of that, if any bank wishes to transfer ownership of all of its rights, or any

portion of them, or the interest on its debts and its obligations to a new creditor (SPV) in

accordance with a transfer agreement, it would be valid when the bank hands over a

certificate to an authorized bank that includes all the necessary information in the way

stated in the template. It should include the following:

1- The rights and the commitments of each to the other―of the borrower and the

bank that originated the securitization―elapse, and they shall hereafter be called

“cancelled obligations and rights”.

2- New reciprocal obligations and rights, which are different from the previous ones,

are assigned to the borrower and the new creditor (the SPV).

3- The authorized bank should quickly submit a copy of the transfer certificate to

the borrower and inform the relevant third parties, like the creditor of the bank

which originated the securitization, that it has received the certificate which

comprises the debt renewal.88

One of the most important observations is that the success of renewal was based

on the debt being a bank loan guaranteed by its assurance.  However, actual practice has

87 Ibid, p. 15, 16 and its reliable references.
88 Cf: Dr. ÑAdnÉn al-HindÊ:, p. 22, Laura E. Jodres: Aswaq al-UmlÉt al-AjnabiyÉ, p. 25.
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proved that most securitization deals include large and diverse investment portfolios of

debt assets other than bank loans. This overstepping [of the original structure] has led to

the vast expansion of debt securitization and the increase of debt securities, which are

generally considered to be one of the significant causes of the current crisis.

On the other hand, renewal has proved to be the only method for real financing of

all rights and obligations, replacing them by new ones, and it has proved successful, so

far, as an instrument for the sale of receivables resulting from credit cards for retail trade.

However, consumer protection laws have had a significant impact on the ability of the

original lender (the bank that originated the securitization) as well as the new creditor

(the SPV) to enforce the contract against the borrower (the consumer debtor), since some

laws require prior licensing [of the SPV] and impose a type of oversight on business in

certain cases. The result is that if the [SPV] has not complied with the licensing

requirements the creditor cannot enforce payment of its debt. This strips renewal of any

significant value in such cases.89

The process of renewal that we have mentioned, in my view, comes under the sale

of debt, and we have mentioned the SharÊÑah ruling on the sale of debt. However, renewal

includes two other issues:

The first is that the debt itself is usurious and thus prohibited. It is not allowed to

buy it, neither in exchange for tangible assets nor for other debts.

The second is that the way the debt is transferred through renewal includes

another layer of interest. Hence the method is itself prohibited and forbidden to deal with.

89 ×usayn FatÍÊ ÑUthmÉn, pp. 16-17, and AmÊn ÑAbdullÉh, p.44.
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If we were to assume that the debt is legitimate, not involving any ribÉ, as in the case of

Islamic financial institutions, can ØukËk be legitimately issued for it? I would use the

term “legitimate ØukËk issuance” rather than “legitimate securitization”. This is because

securitization (tawrÊq) is a technical financial term reserved for the procedures we have

described, and it cannot, therefore, be legitimized by changing some of its appearances.

The answer is:

The only solution is for the institution that possesses Islamically legitimate debts

to sell them to another institution for tangible goods or financial rights or for usufruct,

according to the view of those who validate such exchanges. The process must occur by

the following steps:

1) The consent of all three parties namely: the creditor institution, its customers, who

are the debtors, and the buyer institution, whether it is an SPV or some other

entity.

2) The buyer institution would issue ØukËk for those tangible assets which are owned

by the creditor financial institution.

In this case the creditor bank is no longer a guarantor of the debts of its debtor

customers; however, they would remain committed to the debts with their profits,

because the creditor has transferred their debts [to the SPV] by the sale.
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3.4.6 Role of Creditor Bank as Guarantor

If we assume the SharÊÑah validity of selling a debt for a physical asset, is it permissible

for the creditor bank to remain a guarantor of the debts after they have been sold to a new

institution?

The answer is: As a basic principle, the creditor is no longer a guarantor of a debt

once the debt has been sold to a new party with his consent and the debtor’s approval.

That is because he is no longer considered a creditor at all in this situation. The debt can,

however, be guaranteed through the following methods:

1. The creditor can offer the buyer a guarantee that the debt amounts will be paid,

based on a new contract and without connecting it to the sale of the debts. This is

because this guarantee falls outside the process of the debt undertaking, and

offering a guarantee is itself permissible, except for those who are already

engaged in a trust-based contract with the person for whom the guarantee is given.

Examples of trust-based contracts are agency for investment, MuÌÉrabah and

mushÉrakah. That is because it is not permitted for an agent, a muÌÉrib, a partner,

etc. to guarantee the money which is in their custody, except in cases of

negligence.  Since the creditor in our case is not one of these, he can offer a

guarantee to the buyer to pay off the price.

2. The contract should be arranged on the basis of a transfer of obligation (ÍawÉlah),

with the transfer to be adapted to a sale format, as a group of jurists allow this,90

and on the basis that ÍawÉlah of physical assets is permissible, which is the view

90 Ibid.
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of a group of jurists.91 Moreover, it is on the basis that the transfer of the

obligation be on the condition that the one whose obligation is being transferred

(al-MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi) has the ability to pay it. Therefore, if al-MuÍÉl ÑAlayhi is not

able to pay the debt for any reason, the assignee (MuÍÉl) would refer to the

assignor (MuÍÊl) for the price of his debt. This is the opinion of a group of jurists.

In fact, the last solution is weak and based on talfÊq.92 It can be used only in case

of dire necessity or a general inescapable circumstance.

3.5 UNDERLYING ASSETS IN EQUITY-BASED ØUKÕK: NATURE AND
LIMITATIONS IN VIEW OF SHARÔÑAH STANDARDS

The process of securitization, with its three methods that we have discussed, is based on

illegitimate foundations, according to Islamic law. Thus, the permissible alternative is:

the securitization of tangible assets, usufruct and financial rights. Actually, it is better not

to use the term “securitization”, as it has its own meaning and implication; rather, we

should use the term “taÎkÊk”. This is because of the fundamental differences between

them, of which only the most important are mentioned briefly below:

i. Securitization is based on interest-bearing debts, whereas “taÎkÊk” is not based

on debts, not to mention the interest that is prohibited in the SharÊÑah; rather, it

is based on tangible assets and usufruct.

ii. Securitization leads to the issuance of debt securities through the Special

Purpose Vehicle or SPV. These securities are based on prohibited interest and

91 Ibid.
92 TalfÊq is the “patching together” of portions of differing opinions on a given issue.
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the sale of one delayed debt for another delayed debt, which is prohibited by

the consensus of Muslim jurists. TaÎkÊk, on the other hand, does not involve

the sale of one delayed debt for another delayed debt, and there is no

prohibited interest involved.

iii. TaÎkÊk must comply with the parameters, conditions and principles set by the

International Islamic Fiqh Academy in its Resolution No. 30 (1/3) as well as

Standard No. 17 on investment ØukËk issued by the Accounting and Auditing

Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI).
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CHAPTER FOUR

PROPOSED PRICING MODEL FOR ASSET BACKED ØUKÕK

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The Spread of Islamic financial institutions in the financial markets has been

characterized via its SharÊÑah concepts. The last decades focus have been forwarded

towards debt instruments like murÉbaÍah, IstiÎnÉÑ, and Salam) due to the long history

of the existing conventional mode; along with many others factor that concerns both

the borrower (investor) and the lender.1

On contrary to equity-based instruments; debt instruments require generally

secured assets guaranteeing its outstanding amount; which as a result restricts the

expansion of ROI (Return on Investment) for such non-utilized assets. On the other

hand; Islamic financial institutions encourages equity-based investments (i.e.

MuÌarabah and MushÉrakah Contracts) due to its positive impact on the economy,

consistent with the spirit of MaqÉÎid al-SharÊÑah and natural interactions of market

forces.2

The use of LIBOR as a benchmark in the Islamic financial institutions has been

a guiding reference for short and long term investments pricing. It is generally

accepted and recognized in the Islamic Banking industry without making any serious

or innovative move to free the market from the interest based benchmark that does not

really reflect the real investment movement of the underlying assets.  The arguments

they make are based on complete replication of the conventional (interest based)

1 O´haj Bada N. M. Omar & Samer Kantakji, “Performance Benchmark for Islamic Financial
Transaction MQAM©, a substitute for LIBOR,” (O’haj-Kantakji Model Ver. 1.0), (2010): 1.
<http://www.kantakji.com/fiqh/Files /Finance/MQAM_Ver%201_En.pdf> (accessed January 10th,
2011): 20-25.
2 Asyraf. W. Dusuki & Shabnam Mokhtar. Critical appraisal of sharÊÑah issues on ownership in asset-
based ØukËk as implemented in the Islamic debt market. ISRA Research Journal (2010): 33-37.
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financial indicators, and the non-consensus views of some SharÊÑah scholars which

clearly shows their surrender to the long lasting control of the west practice to the

financial markets;3 especially that the Islamic finance and banking industry being at its

early stages.

Conventional banks (interest based); use interest rates to lend and borrow

money, charge the borrower the cost of lending4 and other risk factors reflected in the

formula. This represents a behaviour that exhausted the economy cycle due to the

imbalance among the parties of the investment process; which as a result the return is

guaranteed to one side and the risk transferred to the other side, upon which, the result

will be of zero impact on the economy with the likelihood that the loss will apply to

holders of the fund too.5

Both systems (Islamic and conventional banks), generally transfer the liability

to the borrower (investor) and the assets will non-utilized. Moreover, both systems

depend on the same index; namely LIBOR; being the most practical and widely used

index. Such reference is not justified for Islamic financial institutions and cannot be

excused based on the views of its proponents.6

4.2 MODEL FRAMEWORK (EPM: Equity Pricing Model)

In the thesis we will propose an EPM (Equity Pricing Model) which will be based on

the estimation the rate of return of any proposed equity project on the consideration of

the future cash flows expected relative to the capital invested. The future cash flows

3 See: O´haj.
4 The interest income in conventional banks is based on the difference in interest payment among
borrowers and lenders.
5 KamÉlÊ, Mohammad Hashim. Islamic commercial law: an analysis of futures and options. Cambridge:
Islamic Texts Society, (2001): 134-148
6 QalÑahjÊ, MuÍammad RawwÉs. MuÑjam lughat al-fuqahÉ’. Beirut: DÉr al-NafÉ’is.An Islamic Pricing
Benchmark, (1988): 111
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are supposed to take into account different economic scenarios, and others prevailing

factors.

To start with, the investor prepares a feasibility study for the proposed project

to indicate the size of the expected cash flows in addition to other indicators. Then the

fund provider (i.e. Islamic Bank), provides the needed financing taking into

consideration the results of our EPM based on the investor study.

Such approach, using the forecasted cash flows (i.e. the difference between

cash inflows and outflows) is not original, but it was a focus by many studies

evaluating investment decisions.

4.2.1 Model Initial Steps

In the first, NPV7 (net present value) seeks to calculate the net value of the current

asset based on pre-assumed discount rate. In other words, NPV is used to calculate the

net cash flow based on pre-determined future value, relative to the cash from the

current assets inflow. So the NPV calculates the difference in the cash flows between

the current and expected future cash flows using a discount rate calculated on the base

of prevailing cost of funds, which is referred to as the prevailing interest rate or i.e.

LIBOR.

Different time intervals of cash flows require different discount rate for that

respective interval; as a result the NPV value does not reflect an accurate measure.

The net asset value of the project goes up if the pre-assumed discount rate is lower

than the real growth, and vice versa. As a result, to determine the discount rate at

7 The difference between the present value of cash inflows and the present value of cash outflows. NPV
is used in capital budgeting to analyze the profitability of an investment or project. NPV analysis is
sensitive to the reliability of future cash inflows that an investment or project will yield.
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/npv.asp (accessed February 15, 2011).
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future cash flows will remain to be a challenge facing the application of the standard

net present value NPV concept.

On the other hand, IRR (Internal Rate of Return) is another widely used

indicator to determine whether the investment decision is profitable. So, IRR follows

the same path as NPV, which as a result replicates the working mechanism of the NPV

concepts, but with different approach. In other words; IRR looks for the discount rate

(trial and error) which corresponds to net present value of the project equal to zero.

Therefore, the criteria’s are closely related to each other’s due to the fact of adopting

the same equation but with different assumptions. So the project is considered feasible

if the internal rate of return is (IRR > Long term investment rate) (i.e. government /

municipal bonds).8

The NPV and IRR close concepts can be represented as shown below:9

CF + + + ⋯+ = 0 (Equation 1)

NPV = ∑ ( ) = 0 (Equation 2)

So, if  we assume that a project cash flows over its life span of five years as

follows: -1000, 500, 400 300 100, then the following graphic representation shows

that the present value PV of the inflows will be 1000 and the net present value equal to

zero.

8 See: O´haj, 5-6
9 Eugene F. Brigham & Michael C. Ehrhardt, Financial Management Theory & Practice, (South
Western, Thompson, 2005), 351-355.
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− 1000 + 	 500(1 + IRR) + 	 400(1 + IRR) + 	 300(1 + IRR) + 	 100(1 + IRR) = 0
Figure 4.2.1.1: The NPV and IRR of project cash flows10

While applying EPM allows the calculation of (EPM-C), which aims to

determine the cost of appropriate funding based on the expected return, via the cash

flows of the project expected to assess the viability of this project instead of the

interest rate based calculation.

So, EPM allows access to the rate of return through cash flows assumptions

that resemble the internal rate of return IRR methods, or aim to the determination of

net cash flows to be achieved when the return reaches the project target; simulating the

approach of the net present NPV without the need to base it on the interest rate; such

as in LIBOR, KLIBOR, or SIBOR...etc.

4.2.2 Model Objectives

We aim to implement EPM to achieve the following:11

10 Ibid.
11 Oha’j, 7
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i. Promote the use of MuÌarabah and MushÉrakah by basing the Profit Sharing

Ratio (PSR) between “rab al-mal” and “MuÌÉrib” on the basis of cash flows

rather than the party’s negotiation (PSR: Profit Sharing Ratio in equity-based

investments).

ii. Support credit due diligence processes which shows the capability the investor

to have enough cash flows to fulfil his obligations.

iii. Prevent business holders, investment institutions, and the society as a whole

through real indicators derived from real cash flows representing real economic

factors.

iv. To eventually eliminate the referencing to LIBOR and its dependent indicators.

4.2.3 Model Limitations and Criteria

The model EPM is based on the assumptions that the expected cash flows of the

project, according to the presented feasibility study, matches the actual cash flows at

the end of each time interval.12 The above assumption is a criterion for our EPM and

the as a result all cash flows have been reinvested.

The investor is also responsible for the accuracy of the data proposed in the

feasibility study, jointly with the company preparing it.13

Other criterions are:

i. The project has to achieve any annual cash flows (non zero value).

ii. Minimum five years (project life span).

iii. Continued re-investing of funds (existing + incoming cash inflows) applying

the same discount rate generated by our EPM.

12 The assumed cash flow at the end of each period is calculated after deducting all obligations.
13 Abbas, A. Helping to build an Islamic capital market. Banker Middle East, (2005): 12-17
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4.2.4 Hypothesis of the Model

The main hypothesises for our models are:

i. Whether our EPM criterions and limitations possible.

ii. Whether our EPM suits equity-based investments (instruments)?

4.2.4.1 Model Methodology

The model EPM is formulated through two opposing methods. The first method,

calculates the profit target rate as [a function of] cash flows; and the second method,

calculates the cash flows [a function of] profit target rate.

First Method: profit target rate as [a function of] cash flows

The base concept here is based on reaching a neutral point between the cash flows

proposed (i.e. 5 years span) and the current actual cash flows of the project. Our EPM

can be applied differently for each year, which as a result makes the formula more

specific for each time period.

The EPM assumes that the product of [the proportionate total cash flows to

yield the profit target] is equivalent to [the target multiplied by the return on capital

invested], and we can formulate the hypothesis as follows:

Total Cash flows ÷ (targeted Discount rate)^ n

= (targeted Discount rate)

x Invested capital∑ cf ÷ R = R × C (Equation 3)

Where:

Cf: future cash flows

R: targeted discount rate for number of years (n)
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n: number of years

C Invested	Capital	
Based on the [Equation 3] above, we can determine the total cash flow as

follows [Equation 4]:

Total cash flows = targeted discount rate through year (n)

x (targeted discount tare) x invested capita∑ cf = R × R × C (Equation 4)

By dividing both sides of equation 4 on invested capital (C) we get [Equation 5]:

Total cash flows÷ invested	capital
= (targeted	Discount	rate)( )∑ cf ÷ C = R (Equation 5)

Targeted discount rate

= [(total cash flows ÷ invested	capital]^(1/ + 1R = ∑ (cf ÷ C)( / ) (Equation 6)

The targeted discount rate for the consecutive years shall be calculated as follows:R = (cf ÷ C)( / ) (Equation 7)

The targeted discount rate for the first year is calculated according to the following

equation:R = R (Equation 8)

EPM is calculated on the basis of cash flows for several years, and can be calculated

as follows:

= ( 	 	 ÷ 	 )( / ) −
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EPM = (∑ cf ÷ C)( / ) − 1 (Equation 9)

To calculate EPM on the basis of cash flow for one year, the equation is as follows:EPM = (cf ÷ C)( / ) − 1 (Equation 10)

Example 1: Equal annual cash flows:

An investment project (P1), where the holders desire to finance a MuÌarabah contract

of USD$ 100,000 via any Islamic Bank over the span of five years. Feasibility study

shows that the project will achieve an annual cash flows of USD$ 100,000 per year for

the next 5 years.

Solve:

a. What is the minimum rate of return, which the Islamic Bank should seek?

b. What is the minimum rate of return?

c. Assuming that the bank aims to achieve a return of 9.6% annually. Would

that be feasible?

Solution:

a. The minimum rate that the Islamic bank should seek:

According to [Equation 9], we get the following table:
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Table 4.2.3.1.1

MuÌÉrib
Share

(Share2)

Reinvested Cash
flows

CFp

Lender's
Share

Share1

Cash
flows

CF

Discount
Rate

R

Year

n

100,000.0076,472.45100,0001.307661

158,480.3558,480.35100,0001.709982

251,959.8644,721.36100,0002.236073

363,677.4734,199.52100,0002.924024

501,719.8626,153.21100,0003.823625

261,692.97501,719.86240,026.89500,000-total

EPM(∑ cf ÷ C)( / ) − 1=1-(500,000/100,000) ^(1/6)= 0.30766

(Equation 11)

So, the minimum accepted percentage by the Islamic Bank to finance the

MuÌarabah application form and according to EPM is equivalent to 30.766%,

taking into account the requirement of re-investment of funds received in the

same proportion.

b. The minimum rate of return

We should apply the following equation:
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Minimum	rate	of	return( )= Invested	Capital × n year÷ minimum	coefficient		rate	( )= × ÷ (Equation 12)

Where 	 	 	 := = 1.30766^5 = 3.82362

c. Applying [Equation 12]Minimum	rate	of	return = 100,000 × 5 ÷ 3.823 = 130,766
The lender portion is equal to the total received; which is equal to USD$

240,026, which is also equal to his capital + profits resulted from the capital

invested +  profits resulting from reinvestment of cash flows for the years under

study, which then can be formulated as follows:Share1 = ∑ (cf ÷ R ) (Equation 13)Share1: represent the share of the lender (Rab al-mÉl)

Thus, the lender gets the amount of USD$ 240,026 this is equivalent to its

capital of USD$ 100,000 + revenue of USD$ 140,026 due to its share of the

financing of MuÌarabah investment and the possession of the cash inflows. The

net return achieved by the lender equals the invested capital minus the total cash

flows after the operation has been received during the period of cash flow.

Profits1 = 240226 − 100000 = 140026Profits1 = ∑ (cf ÷ R ) − C (Equation 14)Profits1 : The profit for the first party
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The total funds reinvested:CFp = cf + (cf ÷ R ) + ∑ (CFp ÷ R ) (Equation 15)CFp : represent the cash flow reinvested

Mudarib′s	Share	(Share2) = 501,719	 − 240,026 = 261,692Share2 = CFp − Share1 (Equation 16)

Share 2: represent the share of the second partner

Assuming the minimum rate of return 20% 14only, the funds reinvested will be

less than the total cash flows of the project of USD$ 289,469 which means that the

decision to reject funding will go towards the financing of such MuÌarabah as to ward

off the risk that the project will work under low efficiency.

Proportion	of	the	total	share	of	the	lender =total	receipts	of	the	lender ÷ total	reinvested	cash	flows	Total	Share1 = 24,006 ÷ 50,000 = 48%Total	Share1 = Share1 ÷ ∑ (Equation 18)Proportion	of	the	annual	share	of	the	lender =proportion	of	the	total	share	of	the	lender ÷ number	of	years.Annual	Share1 = 48% ÷ 5 = 9.6%Annual	Share1 = Total	Share1 ÷ n (Equation 19)

And then compared with the norm of the bank credit target (according to the

above example); we can say that the lender has achieved the desired credit policy

(which is equivalent to the annual return target of 9.6 %).

14Which an annual cash flow= 60960
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The cost of operating funds invested by Islamic bank depositors amounting to

USD$ 100.000 is USD$ 30,766. And at the end of the project will be a quota as

follows: a. The Islamic Bank:240,026 × (30,766 ÷ 130,766) = 56,472 i.e.23.53%

b. The Depositors:	240,026 − 56,472 = 183,552 i.e.76.47%

Example 2: different annual cash flows:

An investment project (P2); where project holders desire to finance a MuÌarabah of

USD$ 1200 for five years.

Feasibility study shows that the project will achieve the following annual cash

flows of: 1800, 3600, 2400, 3600, 3300, respectively, until the end of the project.

Solve:

What is the minimum rate of return to be accepted by the Islamic Bank?

Solution:

By applying [Equation 9] we can build the following table:

Table 4.2.3.1.2
EPM Equation 9

MuÌÉrib
Share

(Share2)

Reinvested
Cash flows

CFp

Lender's Share

Share 1

Cash
flows

CF

Discount Rate

R

Year

N

1,800.001,185.5407611,8001.5182944861

3,361.671,561.6743283,6002.3052181462
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5,789.73685.7142862,4003.5000000003

9,467.96677.4518633,6005.3140307014

14,784.16409.0099433,3008.0682635115

10,264.7714,784.164,519.39118114,700total

Example 3: Annual Discount Rate

First Case:

Table 4.2.3.1.3
Annual Discount Rate

MuÌÉrib
Share

Share2

Annual
Discount Rate

R

Cash
flows
CF

Annual Lender's
Share

Share1

Project
Life

n
Statement

1.2247448711,8001,469.6938461Annual yield + capital

1.7320508083,6002,078.4609691Annual yield + capital

1.4142135622,4001,697.0562751Annual yield + capital

1.7320508083,6002,078.4609691Annual yield + capital

1.6583123953,3001,989.9748741Annual yield + capital

9,313.646933Total

10186.3614,7004,513.646933Net Total

According to equation 10, the annual discount rate equals:

R = cf ÷ C
R1 = (1800 / 1200)^(1/2) = 1.224744871

R2 = (3600 / 1200)^(1/2) = 1.732050808
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R3 = (2400 / 1200)^(1/2) = 1.414213562

R4 = (3600 / 1200)^(1/2) = 1.732050808

R5 = (3300  / 1200)^(1/2) = 1.658312395

According to equation 11, EPM for each year equals:EPM = (cf ÷ C)( / ) − 1
EPM1 = (1800 / 1200)^1/2 -1 = 0.224744871

EPM2 = (3600 / 1200)^1/2 -1 = 0.732050808

EPM3 = (2400 / 1200)^1/2 -1 = 0.414213562

EPM4 = (3600 / 1200)^1/2 -1 = 0.732050808

EPM5 = (3300 / 1200)^1/2 -1 = 0.658312395

To calculate the lender's share, we will apply equation 12 as follows:Share1 = ∑ (cf ÷ R ) = 9,313.646933

By excluding the calculated capital (non-real), which corresponds to 4 years

USD$ 1200 then the lender's share, shall be:

Share1= 9,313.6 – 4800 = 4,513.6

2nd Case:

Table 4.2.3.1.4
Five Years Discount Rate

MuÌÉrib
Share

Share2

5 years
Discount Rate

R

Cash
flows

CF

Lender' s
Share

Share1 after n

Project
Life

N

Statement

1.5182944861,8001,185.5407615
The yield after 5

years+ capital

2.3052181463,6001,561.6743285
The yield after 5

years+ capital

3.5000000002,400685.7142865The yield after 5
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years+ capital

5.3140307013,600677.4518635
The yield after 5

years+ capital

8.0682635113,300409.0099435
The yield after 5

years+ capital

9280.6114,7004,519.391181Total

The second case assumes that the targeted return EPM = 51.82%. According to

equation 6 the annual discount rate will be:R = ∑ (cf ÷ C)( / )
R = (14700 / 1200)^(1/6) = 1.518294486

According to equation 9, the EPM is equivalent to:= ( ÷ )( / ) − 1 =0. 518294486ℎ 1 = ∑ ( ÷ ) = 4,519.391181

4,519.3 - 4,513.6 = 5.7

Example 4:
First Case:

Table 4.2.3.1.5
Five Years Annual Yield

MuÌÉrib
Share

Share2

Annual
Discount Rate

R

Cash
flows

CF

Annual Lender's
Share

Share1

Project
Life

n

Statement

1.7632829233,7312,115.9395081
Annual yield +

capital

1.7632829233,7312,115.9395081
Annual yield +

capital
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1.7632829233,7312,115.9395081
Annual yield +

capital

1.7632829233,7312,115.9395081
Annual yield +

capital

1.7632829233,7312,115.9395081
Annual yield +

capital

10,579.697538Total

12,87518,6555,779.697538Net Total

Second Case:

Table 4.2.3.1.6

The Yield after Five Years

MuÌÉrib
Share

Share2

5 years
Discount Rate

R

Cash
Flows

CF

Lender' s
Share

Share1 after n

Project
Life

n

Statement

1.3076604863,7312,853.1870775
The yield after 5

years+ capital

1.7099759473,7312,181.9020365
The yield after 5

years+ capital

2.2360679773,7311,668.5539255
The yield after 5

years+ capital

2.9240177383,7311,275.9840515
The yield after 5

years+ capital

3.8236224573,731975.7762555
The yield after 5

years+ capital

9,70018,6558,955.403344Total

Example 5:
First Case:

Table 4.2.3.1.7
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Five Years Annual Yield (Case Two)

MuÌÉrib
Share

Share2

Annual
Discount Rate

R

Cash
Flows

CF

Annual Lender's
Share

Share1

Project
Life

n

Statement

1.0000000001,2001,200.00000001Annual yield + capital

1.4142135622,4001,697.05627481Annual yield + capital

1.7320508083,6002,078.46096911Annual yield + capital

2.0000000004,8002,400.00000001Annual yield + capital

2.0412414525,0002,449.48974281Annual yield + capital

9,825.0069867Total

11,97517,0005,025.0069867Net Total

Second Case:
Table 4.2.3.1.8

Combined Annual Yield (Case Two)

MuÌÉrib
Share

Share2

5 years
Discount Rate

R

Cash
Flows

CF

Lender's Share

Share1 after n

Project
Life

n

Statement

1.5555284051,200771.44203645
The yield after 5

years+ capital

2.4196686172,400991.87135915
The yield after 5

years+ capital

3.7638632643,600956.46407645
The yield after 5

years+ capital

5.8547962174,800819.84066095
The yield after 5

years+ capital

9.1073018185,000549.01002515
The yield after 5

years+ capital

12,91117,0004,088.6281579total
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Example 6:
First Case:

Table 4.2.3.1.9
Annual Yield (Case One)

MuÌÉrib
Share

Share2

Annual
Discount Rate

R

Cash
Flows

CF

Annual Lender's
Share

Share1

Project
Life

n

Statement

2.0412414525,0002,449.48974281Annual yield + capital

2.0000000004,8002,400.00000001Annual yield + capital

1.7320508083,6002,078.46096911Annual yield + capital

1.4142135622,4001,697.05627481Annual yield + capital

1.0000000001,2001,200.00000001Annual yield + capital

9,825.0069867total

11,97517,0005,025.0069867Net Total

Second Case

Table 4.2.3.1.10
Combined Annual Yield (Case One)

MuÌÉrib
Share

Share2

5 years
Discount Rate

R

Cash
Flows

CF

Lender' s
Share

Share1 after n

Project
Life

n

Statement

1.5555284055,0003,214.34181825
The yield after 5

years+ capital

2.4196686174,8001,983.74271835
The yield after 5

years+ capital

3.7638632643,600956.46407645
The yield after 5

years+ capital
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5.8547962172,400409.92033045
The yield after 5

years+ capital

9.1073018181,200131.76240605
The yield after 5

years+ capital

10,30417,0006,696.2313493Total

Example 7:

Table 4.2.3.1.11

Annual Cash Flow (Case Two)

Annual Cash Flow
(cf)

Profits Distribution
Rate Of  The Bank

Share1

Profits Distribution Rate
Of  The Debtor

Share2

1200
0 0%

2400 71% 29%

3600 57% 43%

4800 50% 50%

5000 45% 55%

12000 31% 69%
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Figure 4.2.3.1.1
Lender vs. Debtor’s in an EPM perspective

- If the project achieved cash flows of 1200, then the discount rate is zero.

- If the project achieved cash flows of 2400, then the discount rate will reach 41.4%

towards the end of the time period.

- If the project achieved cash flows of 4800, then the discount rate is 100%.cf = Share + Share (Equation 20)Share = C × (1 + r) (Equation 21)Share = Share × (1 + r) (Equation 22)ℎ = × (1 + ) (Equation 23)= × 1 + × (2 + ) (Equation 24)= × 1 + × (2 + ) + ∑ ℎ × 1 + × (2 + )
(Equation 25)

Example 8:

The targeted (r) =9.6% per year

Thus the first year results will be as follows:

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

1200 2400 3600 4800 5000 12000

Lender Share

Debtor's share
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lender s	capital	after	investment	 ℎ 	 	 	 	= 100000 × 1.096 = 109,600
Mudarib s	capital	after	investment	 ℎ 	 	 	 	= 100,000 × (1.096) = 120,121

120,121

ℎ	 	 	 	= 100,000 × 1.096 × 2.096 = 229,722
Table 4.2.3.1.12

Five Years Cash Flow

Year

n

Cash
Flows

CF

Minimum
rate of return

r

Bank’s
Share

SHARE1

MuÌÉrib
Share

SHARE2

Total discounted &
reinvested flows

CFp
1 100,000 1.096 109,600 120,122 229,722

2 120,122 1.096 131,653 144,292 275,945

3 144,292 1.096 158,144 173,326 331,470

4 173,326 1.096 189,965 208,202 398,167

5 208,202 1.096 228,189 250,095 478,284

To make sure of the previous results, we can calculate the EPM as in the

following table:
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Table 4.2.3.1.13
Five Years Discount Rate

Year

n

Cash
Flows

CF

Discount
Rate

R

Bank’s
Share

SHARE1

Total discounted &
reinvested flows

CFp

MuÌÉrib
Share

SHARE2
1 95,657 1.29802 73,694.59 95,657.00

2 95,657 1.68485 56,774.65 152,431.65

3 95,657 2.18697 43,739.46 241,598.68

4 95,657 2.83873 33,697.08 347,296.81

5 95,657 3.68473 25,960.38 476,758.32

Total 478,285 233,866.17 476,758.32 242,892.15

The differences between the shares of the lender and the MuÌÉrib i.e. between

the two tables (4.2.3.1.12 and 4.2.3.1.13) caused by the assumption that the annual

cash flow is the same, because we divided the total cash flows on the number of the

years of investment, because the goal of the formula 25 is to determine the total cash

flows and is not the individual ones for mathematical complexity.

While EPM, which is the minimum return that should be accepted by the

Islamic Bank as a lender = 29.80%.

Example 9: The validity of the model by comparing the use of two different
instruments

Some Project borrowed 1000 USD$ for a year, and the annual cash flows were as

follows:

- Scenario (1): cash flows of 1300 USD$, and the market interest rate is 10 %.
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- Scenario (2): cash flows of 1050 USD$, and market interest rate of 2.5 %.

Which is more efficient to implement the EPM or interest rate?

Solution:

a. Scenario (1):

- by using the interest rate:Lender s	share	( ℎ 1) = 1.10 × 1000 = 1100Mudarib s	Share		( ℎ 2) = 1300 − 1100 = 200= 200 ÷ 1000 = 20%
- By using EPM:= (1300 ÷ 1000)( ÷ ) = 1.14Lender s	share	( ℎ 1) = 1.14 × 1000 = 1140Mudarib s	Share		( ℎ 2) = 1300 − 1140 = 160= 160 ÷ 1000 = 16%

Table 4.2.3.1.14
Lender vs. MuÌÉrib relationship in EPM

Statement

Boom Depression

Interest rate The Model Interest rate The Model

Lender 1100 1164 1025 1025

MuÌÉrib 200 160 25 25

- Interpretation of the result:
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According to EPM the lender received additional proportion equals (20% - 16% =

4%) because of the additional risk imposed, and the share of the MuÌÉrib

decreased by the same proportion.

b. Scenario (2):

- by using the interest rate:Lender s	share	( ℎ 1) = 1.025 × 1000 = 1025Mudarib s	Share		( ℎ 2) = 1050 − 1025 = 25= 25 ÷ 1000 = 2.5%
- By using EPM:= (1050 ÷ 1000)( ÷ ) = 1.025Lender s	share	( ℎ 1) = 1.025 × 1000 = 1025Mudarib s	Share		( ℎ 2) = 1050 − 1025 = 25= 25 ÷ 1000 = 2.5%
- Interpretation of the result:

The lender earned the same ratio in both cases: EPM and interest. In the case of

depression the interest rate is the higher price that can be accepted by the lender,

otherwise he will keep his money. Therefore, in cases of depression the lender

using riba formulas are reluctant so they cause a severe damage to the economy

by increasing the contraction. While the formulas of participation are flexible

because the lender contributes money to bear the burden with the MuÌÉrib, thus

they accelerate the advancement of depression.
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Example 10: Preservation of capital

EPM Can also be used to preserve the capital via searching for the minimum rate of

return. So if we assume that the investor has to pay Zakat rate (2.5%) and that he aims

to achieve the return of (7%) as a minimum.The	minimum	rate	of	return =	targeted	return	(r) 	+ 	rate	of	zakat	(the	cost	of	capital)So	the	targeted	return	(r) 	 = 	7%	 + 	2.5%	 = 	9.5%
If the capital were (1000) USD$, what is the less return must be requested by

the investor to maintain his capital?The	capital	after	investment	 = 	1000	 × 	1.095	 = 	USD$	1095	
Accordingly, the required cash flow is:1095	 = 	X ÷ 	1.095X	 = 	1095	 × 	1.095	 = 	USD$	1200	
If the cash flows of the offered investment are less than that, then the lender will

decline financing.

Example 11: Equity-based ØukËk within the EPM model

An investment company issued MuÌarabah ØukËk [nominal value = USD$ 500,000]

(5000 certificates at USD$ 100 each).

The income distribution agreement will assume any of the following scenarios:

Scenario 1: ØukËk Profit Surplus (in case of non distribution of profits

Scenario 2: Annual profits distribution by using the EPM model.

Scenario 3: Selling the ØukËk at nominal value (par) plus the undistributed profits.

The following assumptions are made:

a. The company achieved in the first year cash flows of 400,000 USD$.
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b. The company achieved in the second year cash flows of 100,000 USD$.

c. 50% of ØukËk holders decided to reinvest profits for the second year

d. The company achieved cash flows of 1300000 USD$ in the third year.

e. The holders of 1000 ØukËk decided to sell their ØukËk as follows:

- 250 ØukËk certificates from the holders receiving profits.

- 750 ØukËk certificates from the holders not receiving profits.

Solve:

a. Justification for the ØukËk holders denied from the profits when the cash

flow is less than the nominal value of ØukËk

b. How to distribute profits by using the Model EPM.

c. Calculate the percentage of ØukËk holders not receiving profits.

How to price these ØukËk?

Solution:

The first distribution option:

a. Justification for the ØukËk holders denied from the profits when the cash flow is

less than the nominal value of ØukËk:

Hypothesis 1:

The company achieved cash flows of USD$ 400,000 in the first year.EPM = (400,000 ÷ 500,000)( ÷ ) = 80%Share	of	the	the	Ø Ë 	holder	in	this	case = 80% × 100 = 80
So our loss is 20% (because the project is at inception); the ØukËk holders sold some of

their certificates at market price.

Hypothesis 2:
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The company achieved cash flows of USD$1000,000 in the second yearEPM = (1000,000 ÷ 500,000)( ÷ ) = 1.41Share	of	the	the	Ø Ë 	holder = 1.41 × 100 = 141Earning	per	Ø Ë 	 = 141 − 100 = 41Gross		profits	of	issued	Ø Ë 	 = 47 × 2500	Ø Ë = 117500Divided	profits s	share = 205,000 × 50% = 102,500undivided	profits s	share = 205,000 × 50% = 102,500
Hypothesis 3:

The company achieved cash flows of 1,300,000 USD$ in the third yearInvested	Capital =The	value	of		subscribed	Ø Ë + undivided	profits	(reinvested)	= 500000 + 102500 = 602500Third	year	flows = 1300000EPM = (1300000 ÷ 602500)( ÷ ) = 1.47Share	of	the	Ø Ë 	holder	(the	holders	of	divided	profits) = 1.47 × 100 = 147Profit	of	Ø Ë 		(to	the	holders	of	divided	profits) = 147 − 100 = 47Gross	divided	profits	 = 47 × 2500Ø Ë = 117500Share	of	the	Ø Ë 	holder	 to	the	holders	of	undivided	profits= 1.47 × 141 = 207Profit	of	Ø Ë 		(to	the	holders	of	undivided	profits) = 147 − 100 = 47Gross	of	undivided	and	invested	profits	 = 107 × 2500	Ø Ë = 267500
Hypothesis 4:

Selling 1000 ØukËk of	divided	profits	holders = 250 × 100 = 25000
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Ø Ë 	of	undivided	profits	holders =750 × undivided	profits ÷ the	number	of	invested	Ø Ë +
Ø Ë 	nominal	value = 750 × (267,500 ÷ 2500) + 100= 750 × 207= 155,250
4.3 EPM CONCLUSION AND RESULTS

EPM is a proposed model:

i. That can be used as an alternative to the traditional borrowing interest based

(riba) system; which as a result fulfil the SharÊÑah objectives in form and

substance.

ii. EPM approach can be applied to MushÉrakah, MuÌarabah, and WakÉlah bil-

IstithmÉr where the fund owner bears the loss as long as not due to negligence.

iii. A tool to assist in identifying the investment rate of return target (i.e. an

alternative to LIBOR) to reach the breakeven point, on the basis of expected

cash flows of the project to be funded and not on the basis of seeking the

indicators of interest (i.e. KLIBOR).

iv. A judging instrument to determine whether funding is possible.

v. An instrument to assist in designing and determining the targeted cash flows.

Accordingly, the proposed Model EPM clearly shows the feasibility and

practicality of a substitute to LIBOR and as an evaluator instrument to proposed

equity-based investment projects.15

15 To compare see: Mohd Yusof, R., Abd. Majid, M.S., Kassim, S.H., & Hamid, Z. “Modelling an
alternative benchmarking for home financing: a comparative analysis between Malaysia and the United
Kingdom”. Unpublished Manuscript, IIUM. Kuala Lumpur, (2009).
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We do recommend to all bankers and regulators to utilize and consider the

EPM for further testing relative to LIBOR, until the EPM proves viability toward

equity-based SharÊÑah compliant investments.

4.4 ASSET BACKED ØUKÕK PRICING FRAMEWORK

Among the basic reasons behind issuing Asset backed ØukËk, to allow ØukËk holders

to share the profits of large enterprises. Today, there are many equity-based ØukËk in

the market claiming falsely to be Asset backed. The issuers of these ØukËk have

expended a great deal of effort to make them as competitive with the conventional

bonds prevalent in today's capital markets. Most of these ØukËk are identical to

conventional bonds with regard to the distribution of profits (Liquidity Facility) at

fixed percentages based on interest rates.

As seen in many legal documentations of issued equity-based ØukËk; an item in the

contract states that if the actual profits rate from the enterprise exceeds the interest

based rate, then the excess amount shall be paid in its entirety to the enterprise

manager. While if; the actual profit rate is less than the interest based rate, then the

manager may take it upon himself to pay out the difference to the ØukËk holders, as an

interest free loan to the ØukËk holders. Then, that loan will be recovered by the lending

manager either from the amounts in excess of the interest rate during subsequent
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periods, or from lowering the cost of repurchasing assets at the time the ØukËk are

redeemed as it will be explained more below.16

The Asset-backed transaction is distinguished from the Asset based ones by

listing and identifying the characteristics of the underlying asset.17

The current financial risks associated with Asset backed ØukËk are stipulated clearly

item five of the AAOIFI 2008 pronouncement,18

4.4.1 Asset-Based vs. Asset-Backed: Technical Difference

Perhaps a simple test approach to identify the role of assets in equity-based ØukËk

could be asking the following two simple questions:

First: In case of default, can the ØukËk holders have access to the asset (i.e. can the

ØukËk holders dispose of the asset)? Is it stated in the ØukËk documentation?

Second: If the invested assets did not perform or generate the income expected, will

the income to ØukËk holders be influenced? Or will the income to ØukËk holders be

uninterrupted?

If the answer to both questions above is “NO”, then it is an Asset-Based issuance

because the ØukËk underlying assets have no genuine role in the structure.19

The difference lies in the ownership and sale of assets. Asset-based ØukËk allows the

inclusion of assets that may not be legally recognized as being owned by the ØukËk

16 Rantau Abang. RM 7 billion Rantau Abang SukËk MushÉrakah MTN. Retrieved January 15th, 2009.
www.sc.com.my, (2006, March 14th).
17 Sun Finance. AED 5020 million sun finance sukËk MuÌarabah offering circular. Retrieved August
5th, 2009. http://www. securities.com/ifis/, (2008, August).
18 See Appendix B, AAOIFI Pronouncement. Article Five: “It is permissible for a lessee in a ØukËk al-
ijÉrah to undertake to purchase the leased assets when the ØukËk are extinguished for its nominal value,
provided he {lessee} is not also a partner, MuÌÉrib or investment agent”.
19
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holders. The assets fulfill SharÊÑah compliance in form; but they may not ensure that

investors can have recourse to the underlying assets; through sale of the asset (i.e.

issuer goes bankrupt). Asset-backed ØukËk stick more closely to the ideal of granting

the investor a share of a concrete asset or business venture, and a share of the risk

commensurate with such ownership. In this case, ØukËk securitization is structured

around investors' rights, or legal ownership, of a plot of land, building, or other asset.20

4.4.2 Why Are These Ownership Risk Showing Now?

The widespread loss of liquidity and lack of investor confidence witnessed by the

post-September 2008 global financial crisis sent ripples through the world of Islamic

banking, due to originator insolvency, defaults and debt restructurings.21

A court case is still proceeding over whether investors in ØukËk issued by U.S. energy

corporation East Cameron own the assets that underpinned the issue, reflecting the

risks that ØukËk holders face.22 The ØukËk, an asset-backed MushÉrakah securitized

by ties to two Gulf of Mexico gas fields, crashed into uncharted legal territory with the

bankruptcy of its originating company East Cameron Partners in October 2008. East

Cameron argued ØukËk investors have no rights to the oil and gas assets as they were

not part of a 'true sale' but rather a 'secured loan'.23

20 Dusuki, Asyraf .W. & Abozaid, A.  A Critical Appraisal on the Challenges of Realizing MaqÉÎid al-
SharÊÑah in Islamic Banking and Finance. IIUM journal of economics and management. Vol. 15, No. 2,
(2007): 134-145
21 Corsi, J.R. Cities, states, universities could sink from monster derivatives meltdown. Retrieved
January 22nd, 2011. http://forum.concen.org/showthread.php?tid=32596, (2010, April 19).
22 Damak, Mohamed. Volland, Emmanuel & Maheshwari, Ritesh. SukËk Market Declined Sharply in
2008 but Long-Term Prospects Remain Strong. Standard & Poors, (2010): 24-27.
23 Haneef R., From Asset Backed to Asset Light Structures: The Intricate History of ØukËk.  ISRA
international journal of Islamic finance, (2009):1 (1).
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4.4.3 Will Equity-based ØukËk Be Reshaped to Safeguard ØukËk holders?

New, hybrid structures may evolve to attempt to minimize risks. But as with most

Islamic finance issues; there are diversity of opinions about the best development /

innovative path to undertake by financial and academic institutions.

Differing legal and regulatory systems, levels of institutional transparency and

SharÊÑah interpretations in financial centers like Dubai to Kuala Lumpur and Jakarta

will likely complicate moves to establish legal precedents and to set and enforce new

harmonized standards. The influence of the global industry bodies, such as AAOIFI,

IFSB, Fiqh Academies, and the likelihood of Islamic financial institutions enforcing

their standards are also a matter for debate.

4.5 ASSET BACKED ØUKÕK PRICING MODEL (ABSPM)

The model of pricing that we will develop in this section will reflect all major details

and conditions for associated with SharÊÑah compliant equity-based ØukËk. The ØukËk

generally reflect two major types of risks: credit risk of the issuer and the profit

sharing risk. We will focus in this thesis on the equity-based ØukËk; more specifically

Asset backed instruments.

An example would be raising capital for infrastructure project finance, such as a toll

road or an energy efficient power plant. For instance; let us consider a corporation that

requires USD$100 millions to finance a MushÉrakah project. It has USD$50 millions

in its proposal. It will issue MushÉrakah ØukËk (i.e. a maturity of 5 years) and a profit

distribution frequency four times a year, and a coupon (income payment) C =3 months
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LIBOR + 40 bps.24 We have the option for a variable or constant coupon because we

have the two types of ØukËk structures in the Market as shown in the below examples:

The Saudi Hollandi Bank ØukËk, on a closing date of December 31st 2009 and a

maturity date of December 31st 2019, a MuÌarabah ØukËk with a tenor of 10 years, a

semi-annual distribution of 6 months SIBOR + 190 bps, with a callable option at the

end of the 5th year.25

The [AldÉr Properties] ØukËk, with a closing date of 10/03/2007, and a

maturity date of November 10th 201, a MushÉrakah ØukËk with a tenor of 5 years, a

quarterly distribution of 5.676% as a profit rate.

The ØukËk holders have a true ownership of the underlying assets, and if the ØukËk

default, they can claim their parts of the underlying assets. At maturity of the ØukËk,

the project is sold at the market value (not par value of USD$100 millions). The ØukËk

holders own 50% of the project, and support risk of the underlying at maturity.26 The

model to be developed will need to pay to the ØukËk holders their income (i.e. coupon

C); if the project generates enough money, the excess return will be kept in profit

equalization reserve.27 If the cash flows and the reserve do not reach the” C “value, the

investors will share the risk of loss.

24 Bps: basis point system), are used as a method to calculate commissions into a dollar amount form.
BPS also is used to determine any add-ons or deductions to interest rates in the form of a higher or
lower rate. Thus, two separate thought processes are involved: one to calculate a dollar amount and
one to determine a change in an interest rate. A basis point is equal to .01, or one one-hundredth of
one percent. Read more: How to Calculate Basis Points |
http://www.ehow.com/how_2363853_calculate-basis-points.html#ixzz1L6LPd45b (Accessed March
15th, 2011).
25 A callable option, gives the issuer of the ØukËk the right to redeem it at predetermined prices at
specified times prior to maturity.
http://www.investinginbonds.com/learnmore.asp?catid=5&subcatid=76 (Accessed January 15, 2011)
26 see: AAOIFI pronouncement in Appendix B: article 3 & 4
27 see: AAOIFI pronouncement in Appendix B: article 3 & 4
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Let us take an Asset-backed ØukËk (Credit Risk & Underlying profit sharing risk):

= { , . . , 	, , }

Where:

 are the dates of payment of the coupons, = . .
 is the Nominal value of the ØukËk

 = + , if the coupon of the ØukËk is indexed on a benchmark

(LIBOR for instance), or = if the ØukËk offers a fixed coupon rate.

 is the variable representing the reserve fund of ;	 =
 is the return of the ØukËk in

 , , . . , are the economic cash flows generated by the underlying assets

of the ØukËk

 = { < × }⨅{ < × − } and is the complementary event

of

We consider an investor who wants to undertake a new investment project. The project

will be built as a standalone firm, meaning that the project is an independent and

separate entity. We assume the project cash flows to have the following risk adjusted

stochastic process:28

28 This popular model is the most used stochastic process in financial economics theory and in the
practice. Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) is an useful model by a practical point of view. In
several cases this is not the better model, even being a reasonable mapping of probabilities with the
time. For a project value V or the value of the developed reserve that follows a Geometric Brownian
Motion, the stochastic equation for its variation with the time t is:

dV = a V dt + s V dz
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= − +
= ×

Where:		 	 = = + is the mean of the yield and governs the speed of

reversion. This is the standard mean reverting Ornstein- Uhlenbeck.29 The random

variable ( ) is the standard Wiener process.30

This model is justified by the fact that in our case, the cash flows are a kind of equity

dividend models. We can do a log normal process, but many empirical studies31 find

that this is not consistent with observations. Whereas may become negative in this

model, it represent in this case losses in the project. In Islamic Finance, there is no risk

free rate, but instead any money deposited in a bank account and not used for

investment will grow at the inflation rate. Under the risk neutral valuation, we will use

in Islamic finance the inflation rate π.

We obtain the recursive procedural equations for i∈ 1, :

= ( + − × ; );	 =
= × + ( + )

Then, we will give the price of the ØukËk in	 :	 	under the neutral probability ℚ:

Where dz = Wiener increment = e dt1/2 (where e is the standard normal distribution); a is the drift; and
s is the volatility of V. http://www.puc-rio.br/marco.ind/stochast.html (Accessed March 20, 2011)
29 The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is a stochastic process that satisfies the specific stochastic
differential equation: http://planetmath.org/encyclopedia/OrnsteinUhlenbeckProcess.html (Accessed
January 15th 2011)
30 A standard Wiener process (often called Brownian motion) on the interval is a random variable that
depends continuously on and satisfies specific probability condition.
31 Shiller (1981) &  De Jong &Whiteman (1991)
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= ( ℚ ) + ℚ
Where :

 The Market value of the ØukËk Holder’s part of the MushÉrakah /

MuÌÉrabah project, and, = .

To price the ØukËk, we will use Monte Carlo Methods,32 we will do a simulation of the

cash flows, and if the coupons are variable, we will also do a simulation of LIBOR,

and subsequently	 	, to estimate the price.

4.6 CONCLUSION

It is recommended for future researchers to go deeper in the calibration of the above

model which is the normal critical issue for quantitative methods of Islamic financial

engineering due to the fact of shortage of data, especially for Asset Backed ØukËk.

Among the challenges facing the Islamic banking and Finance industry; is the social

impact of bankruptcies and ØukËk defaults result in structural impairment of the

economy. This chapter presented a thoughtful methodology for pricing Asset backed

ØukËk financing projects while reducing their risk of default. Although the framework

of the study is that of an Islamic banking system with limited data, it can also be

32 Monte Carlo (MC) methods are stochastic techniques--meaning they are based on the use of
random numbers and probability statistics to investigate problems. You can find MC methods used in
everything from economics to nuclear physics to regulating the flow of traffic. Of course the way they
are applied varies widely from field to field, and there are dozens of subsets of MC even within
chemistry. But, strictly speaking, to call something a "Monte Carlo" experiment, all you need to do is
use random numbers to examine some problem.
http://www.chem.unl.edu/zeng/joy/mclab/mcintro.html (Accessed January 12th 2011)
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implemented by conventional intermediaries. These are applied to the cases of

infrastructural project financing. 33

33 Muhammed Shahid Ebrahim. Pricing Asset Backed Islamic Financial Instruments, International
Journal of Theoretical and Applied Finance (IJTAF), 2000: 34-56.
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CHAPTER FIVE

PURCHASE UNDERTAKING (AL-WAÑD AL-MULZIM) AND
LIQUIDITY FACILITY IN EQUITY- BASED ØUKÕK

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In November 2008, Mufti Mohamad TaqÊ ÑUsmÉnÊ, a prominent SharÊÑah scholar and the

Chairman of AAOIFI, made an announcement during a conference in Bahrain that 85%

of the ØukËk in the market are not SharÊÑah compliant. 1 His statement was referring

particularly to the equity-based ØukËk (EBS), namely MushÉrakah, MuÌÉrabah and

WakÉlah bil-IstithmÉr ØukËk. Following this, in February 2008, AAOIFI issued a formal

pronouncement regarding the matter. The AAOIFI pronouncement called attention to two

main issues with regards to EBS: the usage of Liquidity Facility (LF),2 and the Purchase

Undertaking (PU)3 at nominal value (PV)4 to acquire the ØukËk (AAOIFI, 2008). Box 5.1

highlights the February 2008 AAOIFI pronouncement relevant to EBS. This AAOIFI

pronouncement is not a new standard; it reiterates what is mentioned in the existing

AAOIFI standards. AAOIFI emphasized this in their pronouncement.5

According to AAOIFI, the usage of (LF) and the (PU) at nominal value (PV)

contradict the nature of EBS.6 From a SharÊÑah point of view, EBS should not have

1 Reuters, 21 November 2007
2 We will refer to Liquidity Facility as (LF) throughout this thesis.
3 We will refer to Purchase Undertaking as (PU) throughout this thesis.
4 We refer throughout this thesis to “Par” value as nominal value and it symbol : PV
5 The pronouncement highlighted 6 issues regarding ØukËk. The first two discussed about the tradability of
ØukËk.. The next two highlighted purchase undertaking and liquidity facility in EBS. The fifth
pronouncement was about ØukËk. Ijarah while the last one made recommendation for more active
involvement of the SharÊÑah Board.
6 The pronouncement highlights: “After taking into consideration the deliberations in these meetings and
reviewing the papers and studies presented therein, the SharÊÑah Board - while re-affirming the rules
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assurance on either the return or the principal, as it is viewed as a trust-based instrument

that has strong equity-like features. The (LF) is used when actual earnings fall short of

expected earnings. The obligor would provide this (LF) (either in the form of a loan or a

SharÊÑah-compliant facility–probably Tawarruq) to ensure that the issuer is able to pay

the expected return to the ØukËk-holders. The undertaking by the obligor (at the

beginning) to re-purchase the assets from ØukËk-holders for its nominal value (PV) would

assure, that the principal/capital invested by the ØukËk-holders remains intact.

Third: It is not permissible for the Manager of ØukËk, whether the manager
acts as MuÌÉrib (investment manager), or SharÊk (partner), or WakÊl (agent)
for investment, to undertake to offer loans to ØukËk, holders, when actual
earnings fall short of expected earnings. It is permissible, however, to
establish a reserve account for the purpose of covering such shortfalls to the
extent possible, provided the same is mentioned in the prospectus. It is not
objectionable to distribute expected earnings, on account, in accordance
with Article (8/8) of the AAOIFI Shari’ah Standard (13) on MuÌarabah, or
to obtaining project financing on account of the ØukËk holders.

Fourth: It is not permissible for the MuÌÉrib (investment manager), SharÊk
(partner), or WakÊl (agent) to undertake {now} to re-purchase the assets
from ØukËk holders or from one who holds them, for its nominal value,
when the ØukËk are extinguished, at the end of its maturity. It is, however,
permissible to undertake the purchase on the basis of the net value of assets,
its market value, fair value or a price to be agreed, at the time of their actual
purchase, in accordance with Article (3/1/6/2) of AAOIFI Shari’ah Standard
(12) on SharÊkah (MushÉrakah) and Modern Corporations, and Articles
(2/2/1) and (2/2/2) of the AAOIFI Shari’ah Standard (5) on Guarantees. It is
known that a ØukËk, manager is a guarantor of the capital, at its nominal
value, in case of his negligent acts or omissions or his non-compliance with
the investor’s conditions, whether the manager is a MuÌÉrib (investment
manager), SharÊk (partner) or WakÊl (agent) for investments.

provided in the AAOIFI Shari’ah Standards concerning ØukËk - advises Islamic financial institutions and
SharÊÑah Supervisory Boards to adhere to the following matters when issuing ØukËk...” (AAOIFI
pronouncement page 1)
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In case the assets of ØukËk of al-MushÉrakah, MuÌarabah, or Wakalah for
investment are of lesser value than the leased assets of “Lease to Own”
contracts (Ijarah Muntahia BittamlÊk), then it is permissible for the ØukËk
manager to undertake to purchase those assets - at the time the ØukËk, are
extinguished - for the remaining rental value of the remaining assets; since it
actually represents its net value.

Box 5.1: AAOIFI Pronouncement Regarding EBS

In order to analyze the affect of the AAOIFI pronouncement on the type of ØukËk

issued, we first identified the types of ØukËk issued. IFIS7 provided the starting database

to work with. The cut-off date for our analysis was 13th January 2011. However some

ØukËk on the database were identified generally as ØukËk. For these types of ØukËk, if

there were term sheets available, we classified them according to the underlying contract

explained in the term sheet. We classified Islamic asset-backed cases (such as PG

Municipal and Ta´jeer 2008) as MushÉrakah, although they involved owning a pool of

leased assets, because these are effectively ØukËk al-IstithmÉr (investment ØukËk). We

applied the same objective for the TamwÊl ØukËk. As for Malaysian ØukËk, a cross

reference to the website of the Securities Commission (SC) and according to the PTCs

available on SC’s website helped identify many of the unidentified Malaysian ØukËk

categories in IFIS. Nonetheless, some ØukËk (a majority of which were issued out of

GCC) did not have accompanying term sheets. Since we were unable to identify their

categories without the term sheets, we grouped these as unidentifiable with regard to

ØukËk type. Total ØukËk issued as of 13th January 2011 amounted to USD$147 billion.

Total ØukËk of unidentifiable Class comprised about USD7.3 billion or 5% of the ØukËk

issued.

7 See: List of Abbreviations.
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In summary, an active ØukËk market began from the year 2001 onward. Refer to

Figure 1.8.1 in chapter one for the trend of total ØukËk issued each year. The issuance

grew 147% in 2007 compared to 2006, reaching USD$27 million. The ØukËk market

peaked at USD$47 billion in 2008 and dropped by 55 % to USD$23 billion in 2008.8 The

global market disorder, liquidity shortage, widening of credit spreads, and investors’

wait-and-see attitude are some of the factors to which the sharp decline in 2008 is

attributed.9

Having identified the type of ØukËk issued (BayÑ Bi-thaman ÑÓjil, MurÉbaÍah, Salam,

IstiÎnÉÑ10 IjÉrah, MushÉrakah, MuÌÉrabah and WakÉlah), we grouped them into three main

divisions11: sale-based ØukËk (comprised of BayÑ Bi-thaman ÑÓjil, MurÉbaÍah, Salam and

IstiÎnÉÑ), lease-based cluster (IjÉrah) and an equity-based cluster (MushÉrakah, MuÌÉrabah

and WakÉlah).

According to Figure 1.8.1, we noted that in 2008 equity-based ØukËk were the most

popular type of ØukËk issued. They represented 77% of ØukËk issued in that year. The big

drop in the EBS Class may be attributed to the AAOIFI pronouncement. We do not say that

the AAOIFI pronouncement caused the ØukËk market to decline; nonetheless, based on the

data available, the pronouncement may have affected the type of ØukËk issued. This would

reflect AAOIFI’s strength in driving Islamic capital market development, which should be

8 Shabnam Mokhtar. Application Of WaÑd In Equity-Based ØukËk: Empirical Evidence, ISRA  Research
Paper (No: 20/2011): 13-35.
9 Mohamed Damak, Emmanuel Volland & Ritesh Maheshwari. “The sukuk market has continued to
progress in 2009 despite some roadblocks.” Standard & Poor’s, September 2nd, 2009.
10 The global IstiÎnÉÑ + IjÉrah type are included in the IstiÎnÉÑ category. We believe this will not distort the
analysis because the total global IstiÎnÉÑ + IjÉrah type were only US$504.5 million (about 0.4% of total
ØukËk issued).
11 Due to the overlapping nature of Asset backed ØukËk with equity-based ØukËk; it has been decided to
merge them together under one category for simplicity and due to the very limited Asset backed cases.
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viewed as a positive feature rather than a negative one.12

In 2008, the lease-based ØukËk issued comprised 33% of ØukËk issued while

equity-based ØukËk represented about 37%. Although EBS still comprised the largest

Class of ØukËk issued, they no longer held the commanding majority they had the year

before.13 The unidentifiable Class was quite significant in 2008 (19% of ØukËk issued).

This was related to two big-ticket issuances from Saudi Arabia SABIC Basic Industries;

USD$1300m) and Qatar (Al Mana Group; USD$2500m) that did not have the

accompanying term sheet and were merely categorized as “ØukËk” in IFIS.

This thesis focuses on the issue of (PU) and the main hypothesis that it is

attempting to answer is whether the (PU) (at (PV)) is SharÊÑah compliant, justification for

its usage, the role of guarantee it plays to preserve the principal in the equity-based

ØukËk. This chapter aims to provide empirical and analytical evidence on actual

application of al-WaÑd al-Mulzim in equity-based ØukËk in the contemporary capital

market applications.

The chapter is organized into three major sections. The following section

describes the research methodology utilized in this research. Section Two provides

analytical evidence from the case studies and interviews conducted. The final section

provides conclusion of this chapter and suggestions for future in depth analysis.

5. 2 METHODOLOGY

We embarked on two techniques. Firstly, a detailed term sheet review was done on

selected case studies, and secondly, interviews were conducted with key ØukËk market

12 See: Shabnam MukhtÉr: 12-20
13 ibid
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stakeholders and SharÊÑah scholars.

5.2.1 Term Sheet Analysis (nashrat al-IÎÌÉr)

A term sheet analysis is important to provide mathematical evidence from actual cases to

answer whether a (PU) contradicts with MaqÉÎid al-SharÊÑah. The selected case studies

involve the time period before and after the AAOIFI pronouncement in 2008. We relied

on primary and secondary data (i.e. IFIS and research papers) as our main source of data

and term sheets. As of 13th January 2011 there were 1234 ØukËk (based on various

structures) listed on the IFIS Database. This is our main population. Of this population,

we only focused on the equity-based cluster, which had (as of 13th January 2011) 312

ØukËk worth USD$72 billion. We then applied a structured convenience sampling method

to select the cases to be studied. Tables 5.1 to 5.3 (in Appendix A) list the EBS issued up

until 2008. Year 2008 was chosen as the cut-off year for our sampling because in year

2009 the ØukËk market dropped back to the 2006 data again after the 2008 peak at

USD$48 billion and EBS represented 77% of ØukËk issued in that particular year. This

would have been misrepresenting to track.

We believe that having a detailed sampling specimen up until 2008 provides a

wider span and a symmetrical technique to our sampling specimen. For year 2008 we

applied non probability sampling14 without a detailed sampling specimen. The aim of this

sampling is to detect which EBS case first explicitly utilized (PU at PV) & (LF). Before

choosing the term sheet to analyze, we searched for the term sheets (from IFIS). Thus the

14 Non-probability sampling technique where subjects are selected because of their convenient accessibility
and proximity to the researcher: http://www.experiment-resources.com/convenience-
sampling.html#ixzz1L8oCTAoA (Accessed March 10, 2011).
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tables in Appendix A, also indicate if the term sheet is available and, if yes, whether (PU)

or (LF) at (PV) was explicitly used in the case. The criteria for our sampling are:

1. term sheet is available; and

2. (PU) or (LF) was either used or not used.

As long as the term sheet is accessible, an equity-based ØukËk qualifies to be

included in our sampling specimen. The objective behind this technique is that in order to

conduct a term sheet analysis the documents are a must. Whether or not the case utilized

explicit (PU) or (LF), we may still include it in our sample because that would enable us

to distinguish how an EBS (before the AAOIFI 2008 pronouncement) behaved with or

without the (PU) & (LF).

In Table 5.1 to Table 5.3, (in Appendix A) there are a total of 59 EBS cases. Out

of these, 17 cases did not have the term sheets on IFIS. Therefore, our sampling specimen

for years 2001-2008 consists of 42 cases. However, some of these cases (especially

Lingkaran and WCT Engineering, a total of six cases) involved receivables as the

underlying asset, so these were excluded due to the not allowed issue of bayÑ al-dayn

(selling debt) in GCC. Nonetheless, we have to mention that WCT Engineering was an

asset-backed ØukËk without the need to have any (PU) or (LF). The only sensitive

SharÊÑah issue in this case was the underlying receivable that was used. 15 Outside

Malaysia, this ØukËk would not be tradable.

After excluding Hong Leong and WCT Engineering from the sampling specimen,

we had 42 cases to select from. Out of these 42 cases, 33 cases were from 2008. Refer to

15 The structure itself did not have any SharÊÑah issues. It involved a true securitization model like an asset-
backed security (ABS), similar to SABIC. The SharÊÑah issue was due to the receivable that was used as the
underlying asset rather than a non-financial asset
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Table 5.4 (in Appendix A) for details of the sampling specimen. As mentioned earlier, the

main aim of this sampling is to try to track the earliest EBS cases issued. If we refer to

Table 5.1, it seems that IJN CAPITAL ØukËk MushÉrakah was the first EBS case issued.

Although the term sheet is not available publically,16 we could gauge from write-up on

the structure that the cases utilized a hybrid MushÉrakah- IjÉrah structure, and there was

no (PU) at (PV), nor (LF) used explicitly for the MushÉrakah portion.17 However, we

could not include it in the thesis due to non-availability of the term sheet. In 2003, IDB

also issued its first ØukËk al-IstithmÉr; however, the term sheet is also not available on

IFIS or ZAWYA.18 Nonetheless, we managed to obtain this term sheet, and thus we

included it in our thesis.

If we refer to the sampling specimen, the earliest case that is available for thesis is

Islamic Development Bank (IDB) 20th July 2005. Although the term sheet was not

available on IFIS or ZAWYA, we obtained it from Mr. Adel Ghassan, Global Capital

Market Director of HSBC (Dubai). Next on the list is [H. Rent a Car], issued in 2005. [H.

Rent a Car] did not use any (PU) at (PV). [H. Rent a Car] was also a true Islamic asset-

backed case. It will be interesting to learn how it is different from the normal asset-based

ØukËk . In 2006, there were seven cases available in the sampling specimen. We only

selected three cases, the earliest of them all. These were Mukah Power Municipal ØukËk

16 It was a private transaction; which we obtained from KFH through a training session during an internship
program.
17 F. R Kamsani, “Islamic Real Estate Finance & Middle East Opportunities”. Singapore,  January 11 th

2005

18 Zawya is the leading Middle East business information company serving the high-end business and
financial professional community. Zawya covers detailed information on the top 10,000 companies in the
Middle East with comprehensive live news coverage through the exclusive Zawya Dow Jones newswire
service. Furthermore, the service provides industry news, macroeconomic reports, country statistics, stock
market data as well as specialized databases such as IPO, Sukuk and Private Equity monitors.
http://www.zawya.com/about/about.cfm (Accessed January 10th 2011)
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MuÌÉrabah, [SCT] ØukËk DCC. and IDB 2006. Mukah Power Municipal ØukËk

MuÌÉrabah was the first non-Cagamas Malaysian case that utilized EBS. It did not have

the (PU).

The [SCT] ØukËk DCC, and IDB 2006 were amongst the earlier EBS cases that

explicitly utilized (PU) at (PV). We were fortunate because the IDB term sheet attached

the SharÊÑah pronouncement, thus sharing the SharÊÑah justification for applying the (PU)

at (PV). Thus, we included both [SCT] ØukËk DCC. and IDB in our sample. Although

there were more EBS in 2006 (IJN Capital, The Investment Dar & Vestal) we decided to

limit our sampling to only three in 2006 due to time constraints.

As for 2007, we only selected two cases, one in the beginning of the year:

Sarawak Power ØukËk MushÉrakah issued in January 2007, and one towards the end of

year: ADIB ØukËk MushÉrakah, issued in December 2007. We hope to capture any

change in the use of the (PU) (if any) by choosing one from the beginning of the year and

one towards the end. In addition, we also included E. CAM. Gas ØukËk, which was facing

default.

Notice that the EBS cases in Malaysia did not explicitly use (PU) in 2005 or early

2006. Based on the data in Table 5.1 to Table 5.3 (in Appendix A), it seems that KZNH

Nasional Capital was the first EBS case in Malaysia that utilized (PU) at (PV) in an

explicit manner in year 2007. However, based on other data, 19 we learnt that ASR

Chemical was issued before AAOIFI20 to KZNH Nasional and that it utilized put options

at (PV). Nonetheless, for this research we only include Rantau Abang.21

19 Based on SC’s website and confirmation with MARC and RAM in Malaysia
20 ASR. Chemical was issued on August, 26th 2005
21 ASR. Chemical has been analyzed in another project at ISRA titled, “A Critical Appraisal of SharÊÑah
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Since the number and value of EBS issued reached their peak in 2008, we did not

develop a specific sampling specimen for that year as it would have been too time

consuming. We selected two cases based on convenience sampling, nevertheless with

certain specific criteria. The cases selected for 2008 were KL STRL ØukËk MushÉrakah

issued in April 2008 and DP World ØukËk MuÌÉrabah issued in July 2008. KL STRL

was chosen as it utilized third party credit enhancement together with the (PU). DP World

had both the sale and (PU) in the case, a feature practiced by a number of ØukËk issuers.

Therefore, the pre-AAOIFI pronouncement structures that were studied include:

i. IDB ØukËk Al-IstithmÉr issued in July 2004.

ii. Caravan 1 ([H. Rent a Car]) ØukËk Al-IstithmÉr issued in February 2005

iii. Mukah Power Municipal ØukËk MuÌÉrabah issued in February 2006

iv. [SCT] ØukËk DCC. ØukËk MushÉrakah issued in May 2006

v. IDB ØukËk Al-IstithmÉr issued in June 2006

vi. Sarawak Power ØukËk MushÉrakah issued in January 2007

vii. KZNH Nasional ØukËk MushÉrakah issued in March 2007

viii. E. CAM. Gas ØukËk issued in June 2007

ix. Qatar Real Estate ØukËk MushÉrakah issued in December 2007

x. KL STRL ØukËk MushÉrakah issued in April 2008

xi. DP World ØukËk MuÌÉrabah issued in July 2008

As for post-AAOIFI ØukËk structures studied, refer to Table 5.5 (in Appendix A)

for the sampling specimen. Similar to the pre-AAOIFI structures, we first obtained for the

term sheet. Table 5.5 (in Appendix A) also indicates if the term sheets are available and,

Issues in ØukËk: Developing a Comprehensive ØukËk Database”.
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if yes, whether (PU) at (PV) was explicitly used in the case. The criteria for our sampling

for post-AAOIFI structures are:

1. term sheet of issuance; and

2. No (PU) or (LF) exist

Unlike pre-AAOIFI structures, in order to understand how the market segment

relevant to the AAOIFI pronouncement manages the issue of (PU) at (PV), we

specifically looked for cases that had term sheets and did not use (PU)s at (PV). As for

cases that still used (PU)s at (PV), they were still documented similarly to pre-AAOIFI

cases. Thus we only had four cases to work with, namely:

i. Ta´jeer ØukËk MushÉrakah, issued in KSA in May 2008 without a (PU).

ii. Saudi Hollandi Bank MuÌÉrabah ABS, issued in KSA in August 2008. This was

an ABS case. It had a (PU) at (PV), but the use of the (PU) was limited to the

availability of funds that the project had, i.e. a conditional (PU).

iii. WCT Engineering Berhad ØukËk MuÌÉrabah, issued in Malaysia in October 2008.

The ØukËk MuÌÉrabah used (PU) at market value or value to be agreed in future.

iv. BN. LDN. ØukËk MuÌÉrabah, issued in Saudi Arabia in September 2008, which

utilized a third-party guarantee. This case was privately placed, thus there is

limited public material available. We attempted to obtaine for case studies that

discuss this case and have managed to obtain the term sheet from other sources.

5.2.2 Structured Interview

We conducted interviews with different groups of participants in the ØukËk market,

including bankers, lawyers, rating agencies, investors, regulators and SharÊÑah scholars.
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A quota sampling method was used in this thesis to ensure we had views from different

market participants (Table 5.2.2.1). We targeted 30 samples, based on the sampling

distribution shown in Table 5.2.2.2 below. We allocated the largest quota for bankers (i.e.

managing underwriter), as they are directly involved in structuring and distributing

ØukËk, and as there are a high number of banks involved in the ØukËk market. Since we

are researching a pertinent SharÊÑah issue, we allocated slightly more than 20% of the

quota for scholars (second highest after bankers).

Class Participant Group
1 Regulators, Central Bank Supervisors, Managers

2 Bankers (practitioners)
3 Lawyers, Legal Advisors
4 Rating bodies (RAM, MARC, and Moody’s)
5 SharÊÑah scholars (Board members)

Table 5.2.2.1 Participating Classes

Class Sample %
1 5 13.5

2 15 40.5
3 4 10.8
4 4 10.8
5 9 24.4

Total 37 100%

Table 5.2.2.2 Average Target Sampling Distribution (1)

We targeted regulators from four jurisdictions that are active in the ØukËk space,

namely Malaysia, the UAE, Saudi Arabia and London. Malaysia, the UAE and Saudi
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Arabia are leading stakeholders in the ØukËk market. In 2008, Malaysia, UAE and Saudi

held 36%, 35% and 13% market share in the global ØukËk market, 22 London is an

increasingly popular listing destination for many ØukËk issuers. Lawyers and rating

bodies were allocated the remaining quotas.

We then administered the interviews using a convenience sampling technique to

achieve the quota. The bankers and the legal counsel were chosen based on their

involvement in the ØukËk market. The firms are easily determined via the IFIS ØukËk

Database, as IFIS tracks the managing underwriter and Lawyers that are involved. We

relied on our market contacts in Malaysia to identify the respective relevant individuals in

charge of the Islamic debt capital market for jurisdictions outside Malaysia. In other

words we used the technique of snowballing, beginning with the Islamic debt capital

market stakeholders in Malaysia. This was important to make sure we were contacting

the right individuals who would give relevant and valid feedbacks to the interview

questions.

As for regulators, if we were not able to obtain a formal feedback from the

respective regulators, we used the available online resources in order to understand the

ØukËk regulatory specimen work in the jurisdiction, or we referred to Lawyers and

managing underwriter to grasp the ØukËk issuance procedure. With regards to scholars,

we referred to those active in the ØukËk space. This included scholars who are external

SharÊÑah advisors as well as those in the internal SharÊÑah divisions of Islamic banks.

Altogether, we interviewed 42 participants. The final number of utilizable

22 Based on a report by (Global Investment House, 2009).
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participants was 37 people. Their institutions are listed in Appendix A. For

confidentiality reasons, we do not disclose the names of the participants, with the

exception of the SharÊÑah scholars. We do quote some participants by name in our

analysis section, after having obtained approval. At some institutions we met more than

one participant–usually a banker and a SharÊÑah-background individual (the Head of

SharÊÑah board most of the time). If their feedbacks were utilizable, we would

acknowledge them as two different participants.

Table 5.2.2.2 below compares the actual participants to our Average target

sample. We worked well within our planned Average target. Of the final utilizable

samples, most of the participants were bankers (40.5%). Included in the bankers’ group is

one transaction administrator. There were four Lawyers (10.8%) and four rating bodies

(10.8%) that participated in the interviews. So, we managed to obtain feedbacks from

nine scholars (24%). However, we should qualify that most of the scholars interviewed

shared the same view on the issue of (PU). We did not manage to obtain the views of

other scholars with differing opinions due to time constraints. Therefore, the results

should be read with this consideration in mind.

Class Actual Participant % Average Sample %
1 5 (13.5%) 4 (13%)

2 15 (40.5%) 10 (33%)
3 4 (10.8%) 5 (17%)
4 4 (10.8%) 4 (13%)
5 9 (24.4%) 7 (23%)

Total 37 30

Table 5.2.2.3: Average target Sampling Distribution (2)
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We utilized open-ended questions in the interview. This method was chosen

rather than a survey with a close-ended questionnaire because we wanted to gain rich

input from various market participants. Most interviews were conducted face to face and

recorded. Some interviewees declined to be recorded; thus, notes were taken to capture

their views. A few telephone calls and e-mail interviews were conducted as well.

The main focus of the interviews was to obtain the answer for our main

hypothesis: does (PU) (at (PV)) secure the principal in EBS? Since our hypothesis was

particularly looking into PU as a guarantee, after asking the participants their general

view on the function of PU, we followed up by specifically asking if the participants

considered PU to play the role of a guarantee. We asked this question to clearly identify

those who do not think PU is a guarantee. We also asked other questions in the

interviews; however, this thesis will only focus on the question asked regarding the

function of PU and whether it is a guarantee.

5.2.3 Evidence from Case Studies

In this section we will discuss our findings from the case studies and interviews. The

case studies will provide evidence on how (PU) was applied in actual ØukËk issued.

We will look at two important features: the trigger event and, most importantly, the

price of the (PU), as this well help confirm our hypothesis. The interview results

provide the views of different participants in the Islamic finance market regarding the

function of (PU) in equity-based ØukËk .
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5.2.3.1 Before AAOIFI 2008 ØukËk Pronouncement

We conducted a detailed term sheet analysis for 11 pre-AAOIFI ØukËk cases. Table 5.8

shows the application of Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim in these cases. 23 Out of 11 pre-AAOIFI

cases, 8 cases (73%) utilized Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim. The remaining three cases (33%) did

not utilize Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim. They were either asset-backed ØukËk (PLSC & E. CAM.)

or followed due diligence standards for asset-backed ØukËk (PG Municipal). Among the

cases that utilized Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim, three cases (40%) used both a sale undertaking

and (PU), while five cases (60%) used only a (PU). For the cases that used Al-WaÑd al-

Mulzim, we then did detailed tracking of the trigger event and the price of the (PU),

which is shown in Tables 5.9 to 5.11 (in Appendix A).

5. 2.3.2 Trigger Events of Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim

Let us first look at the trigger events in the purchase and sale undertaking. Table

5.2.3.1.1.1 below shows summary of the PU trigger events.

PU Trigger Event Count %
Periodic Distribution 1 ([SCT] ØukËk) 11%

Maturity 7 80%

Dissolution Event 8 100%

Conversion 1 (Sarawak Power)
POWER )

10%

Tax Event 1 (ADIB) 10%

Optional 2 (ADIB, KL STRL) 18%

Change of control 1 (DP World) 18%

Table 5.2.3.2.1: Trigger Event Analysis in (PU)

23 See in appendixes, Table 8: Pre-AAOIFISukËkDeals and Utilization of WaÑad
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The two main trigger events in which the PU will be exercised are the dissolution

event (default) and maturity. Although the table shows that only 7 cases (88%) used PU

for maturity, in our opinion this should actually be 100% because the [SCT] ØukËk DCC.

was an amortizing ØukËk , i.e. on each periodic distribution date, 10% of the principal

would be redeemed. It was a semi-annual distribution, thus each year 20% of the

principal would be redeemed. The final distribution date (i.e. at the end of 5 years) would

also be the maturity date. If we combine this periodic distribution with the maturity

trigger event, all 8 cases used maturity as a trigger event for PU. Other trigger events

include optional dissolution (due to a call option or early redemption at the discretion of

the obligor), conversion (when any Sarawak Power group goes for listing), tax event

(change in tax ruling that adversely affects the ØukËk-holders) and change of control

(when the Government of Dubai ceases to own/control 50% of Dubai World Ltd).

Next, let us analyze the trigger events for sale undertaking that are summarized in

Table 5.2.3.2.2 below

SU Trigger Event Count %
Tax Event 1 (DP World) 29%

Look Back 1 (Sarawak Power ) 29%

Maturity 1 (Rantau Abang) 29%

Dissolution Event 1 (Rantau Abang) 29%

Table 5.2.3.2.2: Trigger Event Analysis in Sale Undertaking

Only three cases (Sarawak Power), KZNH Nasional and DP World) utilized a sale

undertaking. However, unlike the trigger event for the PU, there wasn’t any leading

trigger event for all the SUs; each case utilized the SU for different events. DP World
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used a tax event as the trigger event for SU, whereby the trustee (issuer) will sell its

interest in the MuÌÉrabah assets to the obligor. On the other hand, Sarawak Power

(obligor) promises that it will sell a certain number of shares to the issuer during the look-

back period (12 months after maturity or dissolution event) if there was any listing of

shares. Both DP World and Sarawak Power utilized two unilateral promises (WaÑdÉn:

shirÉ´ wa bayÑ) because the PU and the SU had different trigger events. lastly, KZNH

Nasional utilized an SU with trigger events matched to those of its PU (i.e. maturity and

dissolution). Thus the PU and SU in KZNH Nasional are MuwÉÑadah (bilateral promise)

rather than WaÑdÉn.

5.2.3.3 PU before the AAOIFI 2008 EBS Pronouncement

As far as the price of the PU is concerned, all nine cases that used PU priced it at

principal outstanding plus unpaid profit. At first glance, the price of PU is usually

referred to as the exercise price. We conducted a detailed tracking of the definition of the

exercise price from various sections of the offering circular and term sheet to find that

the exercise price refers to outstanding principal plus unpaid profit. For most of the

cases, even the specific return could be traced from the term sheet. In KZNH Nasional

ØukËk MushÉrakah the term sheet did not mention the yield specifically because it was

determined based on demand when the ØukËk was issued.

Some cases ([SCT] ØukËk DCC. and KL STRL) utilized a formula for the

exercise price. However when we do a detailed tracking, the formula can be substituted

with principal plus unpaid profit. Let us look at [SCT] ØukËk DCC. as an example. The

price of the (PU) during the periodic distribution date was stated as U + (P-X).

Nonetheless a detailed tracking of the formula shows that it is actually referring to
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principal amortized (USD$ 20 million) plus the accrued return (LIBOR + 0.6%) on the

outstanding principal for the six-month period. This is illustrated in Table 5.2.3.1.2.1

below.

When Buy What        Detail of (PU) price
Periodic 10% of Exercise Price = {U + (P – X)}

distribution date Issuer’s unit = Principal amortized + unpaid Periodic Distribution

Profit Amount accrued =USD$20 m + {[(6m

LIBOR+0.6%)*Outstanding principal* n/360] – profit

paid}
Dissolution All of Exercise Price = Aggregate principal amount

Event Issuer’s unit outstanding + unpaid Periodic Distribution Profit

Amount accrued

= Outstanding principal + {[(6m LIBOR + 0.6%) *

Outstanding principal * n/360] – profit paid}

Table 5.2.3.3.1 : Price of (PU) in [SCT] DCC Case.

For KL STRL MushÉrakah ØukËk, the PU itself did not specify the exercise price

in detail. We had to rely on the redemption prices to determine the price of the PU. Table

5.2.3.1.2.2 shows the tracking of the redemption events and the price at which the

redemption will be done. We can observe that the price is outstanding principal (face

amount of primary ØukËk ) plus profit due (secondary ØukËk ) or “early redemption

amount (ERA)”. Let us analyze the ERA, as this an example of a formula that can be

tracked to outstanding principal plus profit. Box 2 shows the formula for the ERA. Please

note that, while KL STRL was chosen as a sample, there are also other cases that utilized

a similar technique.
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When Price

Maturity Face amount24 of matured
Event of default Face amount of all primary ØukËk and face amount for

secondary25 ØukËk maturing in 6 months
Optional Early Redemption Early redemption amount (ERA)
Mandatory Early
Redemption

1. Compulsory trigger •     Face amount of all primary ØukËk and the face

event of put option amount of the secondary ØukËk maturing within six
months of redemption date

2.   Non-compulsory •     Early redemption amount (ERA)
trigger event of
put option before
maturity

Table 5.2.3.3.2: Summary of Redemption Events in KL STRL ØukËk MushÉrakah

Early Redemption Amount (PB x ERP)

100

where:

PB = aggregate (PV) of the relevant tranche of the ØukËk to be redeemed

ERP = Early Redemption Price per USD100 of the (PV) of the ØukËk to be redeemed

(rounded to the nearest 5 decimal places), subject to a minimum of USD100, calculated

based on the formula set out below

Box 5.2.3.3.1: Formula for Early Redemption Amount26

24 Face amount is the outstanding principal.
25 Secondary ØukËk is the profit portion of the ØukËk while primary ØukËk is the principal portion.
26 Source: KL Sentral Term Sheet p. 45
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If we analyze the early redemption amount (ERA) formula, we will notice that the

amount repaid will depend on the early redemption price (ERP). It is further explained in

Box 2 that the ERP is the price per USD100 of the (PV) of the ØukËk to be redeemed

(rounded to the nearest 5 decimal places) subject to a minimum of USD100.

Please note that the ERP formula would play an important role only in case the

price is more than USD100. If the formula produces an amount below USD100, then the

minimum condition would kick in. What is the effect of this minimum USD100 amount?

Let us do a simple simulation to understand it:

Case 1: ERP = USD100, PB = USD720 million

If we plug in the information into the ERA formula, then the ERA would be:

= (PB x ERP)

100

= 720 million * 100

100

= USD720 million (which is the principal amount)

Case 1: ERP = USD100, PB = USD720 million

If we plug in the information into the ERA formula, then the ERA would be:

= (PB x ERP)

100

= 720million * 100

100

= USD720 million (which is the principal amount)
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This brings us to a question: what is this additional amount of USD36 million? If

we refer to clause 27.9, Condition on Early Redemption, in the KL STRL term sheet, it is

indicated that any early redemption must be done on a periodic distribution date. This

means that when the redemption is done, not only will the principal be redeemed, but also

the periodic distribution amount that is supposed to be allocated to the ØukËk-holders. So

the additional USD36 million would be the profit to the ØukËk-holders.

Simply put, although there is a formula in place for the early redemption amount,

it ensures that, at a minimum, the investors are paid back their principal. Tables

5.2.3.1.2.2 and 5.2.3.1.2.3 below provide examples of absolute (PU) prices in Sarawak

Power and ADIB ØukËk MushÉrakah. Although there are certain terms used to price the

(PU), a deeper tracking of the definition of these terms leads to a clear reference to

principal plus return to be paid.

Trigger Events                    Price of Purchase Implied amount from
Undertaking formula

QPO Redemption Date QPO Redemption Amount +

QPO Accumulated ØukËk

Return Amount

Outstanding principal +
(principal*7.125%*days)

Final Redemption (maturity) Relevant Exercise Price =

Outstanding ØukËk Amount

+ Scheduled Accumulated

ØukËk Return Amount

Outstanding principal +
(principal*10.125%*days)

Mandatory redemption:
(Dissolution Event)

Relevant Exercise Price =

Outstanding ØukËk Amount

+ Scheduled Accumulated

ØukËk Return Amount

Outstanding principal +
(principal*10.125%*days)

Table 5.2.3.3.3: Absolute Price of (PU) in Sarawak Power
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Dissolution Avenues in Formula for Price Absolute amount

USD$800 million series Payable by ADIB payable

1. Scheduled  dissolution
(i.e. maturity)

Final Dissolution Amount +

Periodic Distribution

Amount payable

Principal + (3 month LIBOR +

0.40% p.a accrued)

2. Early dissolution (tax) Early Dissolution Amount

(Tax) + Periodic Distribution

Amounts

Principal + (3 month

LIBOR + 0.40% p.a

accrued)

Table 5.2.3.3.4: Absolute Price of the (PU) in USD$800 million ADIB ØukËk

These findings provide observational evidence that the price of PU in pre-AAOIFI

equity-based ØukËk27 not only captures the outstanding principal but also any accrued but

unpaid profit. Notice that accrued profit is not necessarily actual profit earned. Profit

accrued is the expected profit that is earned by the investors as time passes by. If the

venture is not performing and the obligor fails to pay the expected profit, then the ØukËk-

holders have the option to exercise the (PU) and create an obligation for the obligor to

pay not only the outstanding principal but also any profit accrued up to that point of time.

Therefore, PU creates an element of indebtedness in the equity-based ØukËk.

Out of the nine pre-AAOIFI cases that utilized Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim, we managed

to obtain the SharÊÑah pronouncements for three of them (IDB 2003, IDB 2006 and KL

STRL). We were fortunate that these pronouncements discussed the issue of PU,

although in varying detail. This is summarized in Table 5.2.3.1.2.5 below.

27 Note that the same pricing is also present for lease-based ØukËk that are asset based (i.e. not asset-backed
ØukËk ), whereas in asset-backed ØukËk there are a few variations: no PU is used (Hanco, East Cameron,
Musharakah One, Cagamas MBS); PU is priced at par but the trigger is a non-default related event (like in
TamwÊl); or there is conditional PU priced at par (like SRH.). For Malaysian asset-backed ØukËk IjÉrah,
refer to (Mohamad Mokhtar, 2009).
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Cases SharÊÑah Pronouncement on PU
1. IDB 2003 The repurchase obligation is not a contingent obligation but will

occur on such date (pp. 11-12 OC)
2. IDB 2006 IDB is a third party, not the issuer or manager, although there is

special relationship as WakÊl (8 OC). As IDB is not the issuer or
the manager or the participant, IDB can enter into contractual
obligation which has the effect of guaranteeing the aggregate
nominal amount of the ØukËk and any periodic distribution
amounts (pp. 8-9 OC)3. KL STRL It is permissible for the partner to promise to purchase the shares of
the other partner (ØukËk-holders) whereby such promise is
considered as a unilateral binding promise. The promise is valid
from a SharÊÑah point of view. In the event that the managing partner
doesn’t fulfill its (PU), the first party (ØukËk-holders) has the right
to take relevant procedures to dissolve the joint via selling all assets
in the joint venture. (p. 2 of SharÊÑah pronouncement section in IM)

Table 5.2.3.3.5: SharÊÑah Pronouncement on (PU)

The IDB 2003 fatwÉ did not give much reasoning on the use or the effect of PU. It

only mentioned that the PU is not a contingent obligation. The IDB 2006 fatwÉ, however,

provides not only the effect of the PU but also the SharÊÑah justification for why it was

allowed. The fatwÉ clearly indicates that the PU has the effect of guaranteeing the

principal (aggregate (PV) outstanding) and the profit (periodic distribution amount). The

full fatwÉ on the (PU) section is shown in Box 5.2.3.1.2.2. From a SharÊÑah standpoint,

the IDB SharÊÑah Board viewed this case as a MuÌÉrabah arrangement (between the

ØukËk-holders and the issuer). 28 The SharÊÑah Board allowed PU with the effect of

guaranteeing the principal and profit in what it considered a ØukËk MuÌÉrabah because

28 Refer to p. 8 of the IDB 2005 offering circular (the SharÊÑah pronouncement section) where the SharÊÑah
Board identified the ØukËk as MuÌÉrabah; “Accordingly, the Trust Certificates are investment certificates
or MuÌarabah Sukuk and not merely a sale of debts under IjÉrah, Murabaha and IstiÎnÉÑ contracts…”
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IDB was viewed as an independent party from the issuer (IDB Trust Services Limited; a

Jersey-based SPV). The issue of independence of the SPV and the obligor is an area that

presents opportunity for future research.

KFH’s SharÊÑah Board allowed the PU on the basis of a unilateral promise and the

right of the ØukËk-holders to dispose of the asset if KL STRL doesn’t fulfill its promise.

In other words, as far as the SharÊÑah Board is concerned, the existence of PU should not

restrict the right of the ØukËk-holders to dispose of the asset. In a different piece of

research29 we have shown that there are restrictions in disposal in asset-based ØukËk. It is

beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the issue of restriction in disposal. Nonetheless,

an area for future research would be whether a security interest in the underlying asset

that allows the ØukËk-holders to sell the asset and get back the amount of debt due is

considered sufficient evidence of ownership from a SharÊÑah standpoint.

(8) Undertaking by IDB in Respect of the Aggregate Nominal Amount
of the Trust Certificates and the Periodic Distribution Amounts:

As it is not the issuer of the Trust Certificates and is not a manager or
participant, IDB can enter into contractual obligations which have the effect
of guaranteeing the Aggregate Nominal Amount of the Trust Certificates
and any Periodic Distribution Amounts in respect of the Trust Certificates.
This is achieved by:

(a) IDB undertaking to purchase the Portfolio on the Maturity Date or
Dissolution Date of the relevant Series of Trust Certificates for an exercise
price equal to (i) the Aggregate Nominal Amount of the relevant Series of
Trust Certificates and (ii) the amount of any payable but unpaid Periodic
Distribution Amounts on such date (including any additional amounts
payable pursuant to Condition 12 (Taxation) of such Series. This irrevocable
and unconditional undertaking will have the effect of a guarantee by IDB of
the payment of the Aggregate Nominal Amount of the Trust Certificates on

29 Done by Dusuki & Mokhtar, 2010
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the Maturity Date or Dissolution Date of the relevant Series of Trust
Certificates.

(b)IDB undertaking to extend an interest free loan (a (LF)) to the Trustee if
the Rentals and/or Installments are not collected or if the Rentals and/ or
Installments are not sufficient to pay in full a Periodic Distribution Amount
in respect of the relevant Trust Certificates payable on the relevant Periodic
Distribution Date. Extending such loans, however, does not preclude the
Trustee from appointing IDB as WakÊl to carry out certain functions for a
specified fee plus amounts remaining from the Profit after paying the
Trustee’s and the Transaction Administrator’s costs, fees and other
expenses, and any Periodic Distribution Amounts to the Certificate holders,
as an incentive for good performance, as long as there is no linkage between
the undertaking to extend the loan and performance of the functions, and as
long as each is cased within a separate document.

Box 5.2.3.3.2: Function of PU and the SharÊÑah Justification in IDB 2006.30

In summary, the main trigger events for PUs in pre-AAOIFI equity-based ØukËk are

maturity and default. With regards to price, the PUs in pre-AAOIFI equity-based ØukËk are

priced not only at principal but also include expected profit (not realized profit) that has not

yet been paid. The IDB 2006 fatwÉ clearly stated that the PU is, in fact, a guarantee of

principal plus profit, but allowed it because the obligor and the issuer were viewed as

independent parties.

5.2.3.4 After AAOIFI EBS 2008 ØukËk Pronouncement

Next, let us examine the post-AAOIFI cases. As per our sampling criteria, we only studied

four cases. Table 5.2.3.2.1 below shows the details on the application of Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim in

these cases

30 Source: The SharÊÑah Pronouncement, IDB 2005 Offering Circular, pp. 8-9
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Post AAOIFI Use ofAl-WaÑd al-
Mulzim

Trigger Price ofAl-WaÑd al-
Mulzim

SharÊÑah

Cases Events Pronouncement

1. VLMR. No NA NA NA

2. Saudi
Hollandi Bank

Yes, PU from Exercise date Outstanding SharÊÑah

Prop Co. -maturity, tax principal + pronouncement

event, early accrued but didn’t discuss

dissolution and
dissolution event.

unpaid profit.
Conditional PU

PU

3. PLSA Yes, PU from Maturity, Market Value, SharÊÑah

muÌÉrib EOD under net value of pronouncement

ijÉrah or assets, fair didn’t discuss

MuÌarabah value or price to
be agreed in
future

justification for PU
as it was not pre-
determined for
MuÌarabah

4. BN. LDN. No NA NA No SharÊÑah
pronouncement

Table 5.2.3.4.1: Application of Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim in Post-AAOIFI Equity-Based ØukËk

Out of the four post-AAOIFI cases, only two cases utilized Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim: Saudi

Hollandi Bank and PLSA. Both were ØukËk MuÌÉrabah. Saudi Hollandi Bank ØukËk

involved Saudi Hollandi Bank, a property developer in KSA, selling land plots to an SPV in

KSA, Prop Co. Titles on the land lots were re-registered in Prop Co’s name. These land plots

were sold (by Saudi Hollandi Bank) to sub-developers who will develop it. However titles will

only be transferred to the sub-developers once they have made the full payment of the sale

price.31 Prop Co then entered into a MuÌÉrabah with Sun Finance (an SPV in Jersey). The PU

in Saudi Hollandi Bank ØukËk MuÌÉrabah was given by Prop Co to Sun Finance, under

31 This is a conditional sale in which the seller will hold the legal title until full payment is made by the
buyer
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which Prop Co promises to purchase a portion of Sun Finance’s beneficial interest in the land

plots forming part of the MuÌÉrabah assets. The PU will be exercised upon maturity, tax

event, early dissolution or the dissolution event.

In the case of PLSA, the MuÌÉrabah was between PLSA (a toll operator in charge of

developing and maintaining expressways) and the investors. The PU was given by PLSA (the

issuer-cum-muÌÉrib) under which it promises to acquire the beneficial interest in the

MuÌÉrabah venture from the investors. The trigger events in PLSA include maturity and the

event of default. If we analyze the trigger events for the PU in both cases the main trigger

events are, similar to pre-AAOIFI cases, maturity and dissolution event. As for price, Saudi

Hollandi Bank was priced similarly (i.e. at outstanding principal plus accrued but unpaid

return); however, it was a conditional (PU) (which we will explain following this). In PLSA,

the PU was priced according to AAOIFI’s recommendation: at market value, net value of

assets, fair value or price to be agreed in future. The lead arranger for RHB Islamic clarified in

our interview32 that it did take time to educate the investor when the PU was priced in this

manner. The same experience was shared by Al-RÉjÍÊ, which did not use any PU in their case.

Let us analyze the (PU) in Saudi Hollandi Bank.33 Although the PU was priced at

principal plus unpaid profit (similar to pre-AAOIFI cases), it was a conditional PU. This

is highlighted in Box 5.2.3.2.1. A limited or a conditional (PU) means that Prop Co (the

undertaker) will only pay the price agreed on the PU if they earn enough money from the

venture. The investment plan in the MuÌÉrabah was to buy the plot of land from Saudi

Hollandi Bank and income will be generated from the payment by the sub-developers

32 Conducted on  October, 13th 2008 with RHB Islamic Capital Market team at 3-5pm
33 The author would like to record our appreciation to support given by Ali Ibrahim, Senior Credit Officer
for Asset-Backed and ØukËk Finance at Moody’s Dubai, in completing the case study for Sun Finance (SRH.)
ØukËk
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who bought the land.

Investors should note that the (PU) is not a guarantee by the Prop Co of the
face value of the MuÌarabah Assets. Funds available to the Prop Co to meet
its payment obligation under the (PU) are limited in recourse to any funds
which the Prop Co has earned (in its capacity as MuÌÉrib) as MuÌÉrib Profit.
Prop Co will only earn sufficient MuÌÉrib Profit to meet its obligations under
the (PU) to the extent that Sub-Developers have made sufficient payments
under the Sale and Purchase Agreements. To the extent that the Sub-Developers
have not made sufficient payments, it may therefore be the case that Certificate
holders will ultimately not receive all of the amounts which may be due to
them under the Sukuk Certificates.

Box 5.2.3.4.1: Conditional (PU) in Saudi Hollandi Bank34

The (PU) in this manner does not shift the risk from the underlying asset/venture to

Prop Co (the undertaker). Recall that in pre-AAOIFI cases, regardless of the performance of

the venture, the PU is exercisable. It doesn’t matter if the muÌÉrib doesn’t have the money; it

will still be his obligation to pay. On the other hand, in Saudi Hollandi Bank, Prop Co is

saying, in plain English, “If the venture fails, I cannot pay you, and you cannot then come and

chase me for payment.” We clarified this issue with Mr. Ahmad JarrÉr of S&P’s.35

Khalid said, “This (PU) is not a (PU) like in typical ØukËk which plays the role of

(PV) guarantee. Saudi Hollandi Bank’s (PU) is only effective to the extent that the project is

successful, i.e. the underlying developers will continue to pay for the land. If the sub-

developers default, the land must be sold in the market (by the servicer, which may incur

gain/loss). Therefore, only to the extent that enough cash is generated or available from the

land payment or sales can the muÌÉrib pay back the investors (via the undertaking). There is

34 Source The Saudi Hollandi Offering Circular: p. 23
35 An email interview on August, 24th 2009.
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no guarantee of (PV).” He also added that if the land has dropped in value then the muÌÉrib

will be unable to get the original price for the land and will not have enough to pay back all

the investors. There is real asset risk/project exposure in Saudi Hollandi Bank unlike almost

all other ØukËk.

This conditional PU is not viewed as a guarantee by the rating bodies because it does

not shift the source of payment from the MuÌÉrabah venture to Saudi Hollandi Bank or

Prop Co.’s creditworthiness. On the other hand, an unconditional PU as applied in the

pre-AAOIFI cases does shift the source of payment to the ØukËk-holders from the trust

asset to the obligor via the PU. Recall that in the Saudi Hollandi Bank case, when the

sub-developers have made the full payment, Prop Co., as the new owner of the land plots,

will have an obligation to transfer the land plots to the sub-developers. Therefore, the

(PU) in this sense plays a clear role as exit mechanism for the investors so that Prop Co.

can meet its obligation to transfer the title to the sub-developers when they have made

full payment.

Next, let us briefly discuss how PLSC ØukËk MushÉrakah and BN. LDN. ØukËk

MuÌÉrabah case with the issue of (PU) in equity-based ØukËk. In the PLSC case VLMR.

ØukËk Company (a Caymans Island SPV) issued the ØukËk and used the proceeds (USD$190

million) to enter into a MushÉrakah agreement with Residential South Real Estate Project

Company (RSRED, a residential property developer in Bahrain). RSRED contributed capital

in kind in the form of a license agreement and certain rights to land (worth USD$

110,000,000). The MushÉrakah venture was to construct, develop, complete, operate,

manage and maintain a real estate development known as the “PLSC” in the Bahrain

Financial Harbor. In this case no PU was used; however, there is redemption of the principal
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called an “additional amount” on each periodic distribution date (7th of February, May,

August and November). The clause about the additional amount is shown in Box 5.2.3.2.2.

Note that each additional amount (USD$19 million) is 10% of the principal amount

(USD$190 million). Nonetheless, similar to Saudi Hollandi Bank, the payment of this capital

redemption is dependent upon the success of the project (i.e., a conditional redemption).

The cash flows generated from the Project (through sales, leasing,
timeshare or other arrangements) shall be used for the purposes of making
payments under the Sukuk Certificates on a pro rata basis on ten (10)
Additional Payment Dates:

(A) 7 February 2011; and

(B) each Periodic Distribution Date thereafter until (and including)
7 May 2013 (“Scheduled Dissolution Date”),

in an amount (the “Additional Distribution Amount”) equal to nineteen
million Dollars (USD$19,000,000).

Certificate holders should note that the ability of the Issuer to pay any
amounts (including Additional Distribution Amounts) under the Sukuk
Certificates will ultimately be dependent on the success of the Project

Box 5.2.3.4.2: Redemption of Capital in PLSC ØukËk MushÉrakah36

Last but not lE., let us briefly analyze BN. LDN. ØukËk MuÌÉrabah. In this case

Purple Island Corporation (PIC)–a British Virgin Island SPV–issued the ØukËk and used

the proceeds (USD$268 million) to enter into a MuÌÉrabah agreement with Advance Al-

Bait Group for Development & Construction (AABG) - SPC in Saudi Arabia. The

investment plan required the MuÌÉrib (AABG) to lease properties37 from Saudi BN. LDN.

Group (SBG) for 10 years and sublease it to Al-Borj Alalmiah Real State Investment Co

36 Source: The Offering Circular,  p. 67
37 Thirteen floors of the Al-Safa Tower of the Abraj Al-Bait complex in Makkah
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(ABARSI)–another SPC in Saudi Arabia–for 5 years (and renewable for another 5 years).

Instead of using a (PU), SBG gave three performance guarantees in the case, as follows:38

i. A guarantee to the MuÌÉrib (AABG) as to the performance of the lessee under the

IjÉrah agreement and the offer to extend lease.

ii. A guarantee to the issuer (PIC) as to the performance of the MuÌÉrib under the

MuÌÉrabah.

iii. A guarantee to the ØukËk-holders as to the performance of the issuer under the

We should note that PIC (issuer) and AABG (MuÌÉrib) were owned by four BN.

LDN. family members. We could not find any information on the owner of the lessee

(ABARSI). Similar to the issue of an independent SPV in IDB 2006, this case could be

another interesting case for future studies in identifying an independent third party that is

allowed to give a guarantee in an equity-based ØukËk.

With the exception of BN. LDN. ØukËk MuÌÉrabah, we managed to obtain the

fatÉwÉ for the other three cases. However, the fatÉwÉ did not discuss anything specific on PU

because VLMR. provided no PU, only a conditional redemption. In Saudi Hollandi Bank, the

PU was conditional upon the performance of the MuÌÉrabah while in PLSA the price of the

PU was not pre-determined.

In summary, for the post-AAOIFI equity-based ØukËk that used PU, the trigger events

were similar to pre-AAOIFI cases; maturity and default. However the price of the PU

differed from pre-AAOIFI cases, as Saudi Hollandi Bank used a conditional PU priced at (PV)

while PLSA used a PU priced at market value or value to be agreed in future.

38 Latif & Thakur, 2009
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5.2.4 Observational Evidence from Interviews

Having understood how Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim is utilized in pre- and post-AAOIFI equity-

based ØukËk, let us examine the view of different market participants on the function of

PU. The question asked to bankers, Lawyers, regulator and rating bodies was the same:

“What is the function of PU?” We then followed up with another question: “Is PU a

guarantee?” For SharÊÑah scholars we asked the question in a slightly different manner:

“Does (PU) (PU) in EBS secure the principal?” Table 5.10 (in Appendix A) shows the

keyword from the answers of participants to the question of whether PU is a guarantee.

We then classified the answers into 5 main categories according to the most

frequently repeated keywords. The results are shown in Table 5.2.4.1:

Code Class Count %
1 Recourse to issuer 7 21%
2 An obligation to pay 6 18%
3 Reliability 2 6%
4 Guarantee (direct or indirect) 12 36%
5 Others 6 18%

Total 33 100%

Table 5.2.4.1: Frequency Count on Function of PU

Out of 32 participants that answered this question, fifteen people (36%) said that

PU at (PV) is a form of guarantee of the principal (either direct or indirect). This is the

highest Class of all the answers. Note that we included an answer in Class 4 (Guarantee)

only if they explicitly mentioned that it is a guarantee. If they just mentioned that it

creates recourse or creates an obligation to pay, we have provided a separate Class for

that. “Others” include stand-alone answers that are not repeated by other participants.
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Only three feedbacks were in this Class. The keywords that were included in “others”

were:

i. Protect investor capital and profit

ii. Undertake (PV) of investment

iii. Legally, not a guarantee, but bankers will say, “This is what we use to get back

principal”.

Take note that although the key words in Table 5.10 (in Appendix A) could be

easily interpreted as a guarantee, we did not lump them under the guarantee Class. We

created a separate Class for them altogether. The purpose of this technique is to ensure

that those who say PU is a guarantee surely meant it; it is not our own interpretation of

what they said.

Following Class 4 (guarantee), other categories that were frequently quoted as the

function of PU are Class 1 (recourse - 21%), Class 2 (An obligation to pay – 18%) and

Class 5 (others – 18%). Since we have participants from different groups, Table 22 shows

the keyword count according to the group of participants.

If we refer to the different groups of participants, it seems that the scholars (75%) and

the regulators (67%) are the groups that have the highest percentage of participants who say

PU functions as a guarantee. Among bankers, the largest single bloc view PU as a

mechanism to provide recourse to the obligor (31%), and the same view prevails among the

rating bodies; 50% (2) of the rating bodies interviewed consider PU an instrument that

provides investor’s recourse to the obligor. Lastly, the lawyers cite two main functions of the

PU: recourse (40%) and guarantee (40%). Let us now analyze the reasons cited by the

scholars and regulators for viewing the PU as a guarantee since these are the groups with the
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highest percentage that characterized it in this way. We interviewed nine scholars, but only

nine answered this question. Their answers are displayed in Table 5.2.4.3 as below.

Scholar 1 It does work to sort of guarantee capital because it does not leave the
capital to be subjected to the normal market forces, unless you have
(PU) to buy at market prices at the time of purchase

Scholar 2 1. If there is a guarantee to purchase the asset in MushÉrakah
MuÌÉrabah at nominal price or pre-determined price, it will
become a guaranteed debt, not MushÉrakah anymore.

2. If PU is at (PV), it contradicts with the concept of the
valuation of
the asset. Regardless of the value of the asset, you give me
your money and at maturity I will redeem back the asset with
principal & profit.

Scholar 3 If the Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim is at pre-determined value, it will be a
guaranteed ØukËk, and it is prohibited. If the Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim is at
MV or value to be agreed in future, it’s OK

Scholar 4 It does not directly guarantee the principal, but the element of
buying the asset at (PV) allows the investor to get back his capital
regardless of the performance of the venture. So if we look into the
effect (end result) of the PU, it allows the investor to get back his
principal

Scholar 5 Yes, because it’s stated clearly in AAOIFI Standard, p. 206:
Partners are trustees for each other and cannot be made liable for
loss of capital. PU is an indirect guarantee because you use the
proceeds from the sale to pay off the outstanding balance. Similarly
ZCB is also an indirect guarantee, because it’s issued at discount,
but at maturity the investor gets the full face value amount.

Scholar 6
In most cases, the undertaking is from one party. I do not argue or
debate so much on this; the risk is when it comes from both sides
because when both parties give Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim, it becomes a
contract and hence binding religiously. Anybody who gives a
promise, it makes it binding on him religiously. For example, when I
give you Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim to buy a particular item, you have the
option to provide it or not. You definitely look at your own benefit.
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Scholar 7 From a SharÊÑah standpoint, some scholars have allowed the
application of PU at (PV) for Shirkat al-milk that provides capital
and profit guarantee. In banking all are Shirkat al-Ñaqd.

Scholar 8,9 Initially when scholars allowed PU, it was viewed as an exit
mechanism and not a guarantee. If a third party can promise to
purchase, it can become the obligor. Later, some scholars realized
that to give a (PU) at face value is, in substance, like a guarantee. If
the price of the undertaking was at the face value of $100 and the
market price of the asset falls to $50 then it is almost like
guaranteeing the $100, i.e. the face value.

Table 5.2.4.2: Scholars’ Answers to the Query: Is PU a Guarantee?

Out of the nine scholars, only two did not specifically mention that PU is a guarantee

(Scholar 4 and Scholar 6). Scholar 4 said the effect of PU allows the investor to get back his

principal but did not specifically characterize this as a guarantee. Therefore, we let this

answer remain in Class 5 (others). Scholar 6, on the other hand, viewed PU as a unilateral

instrument, and thus, did not say whether it was a guarantee or not. For all other scholars,

they specifically mentioned that PU is a guarantee (either direct or indirect). Out of the

six scholars that viewed PU as a guarantee, three scholars gave clear reasons for their

view. These are summarized in Table 5.2.4.4

Scholar Legitimacy of PU as guarantee

1 Capital is not subject to market forces

2 Contradicts with the concept of SharÊÑah asset valuation (non interest
based). Regardless of the asset value, you get your money back.

5 Indirect guarantee because it uses the proceeds of the asset sale to pay the
outstanding balance.

Table 5.2.4.3: Reasons Given by Scholars Who Say PU Is a Guarantee
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Two other scholars (7 and 8) highlighted the reasons why some scholars allow the

PU in EBS. These include allowing PU (although it has the effect of a guarantee) in shirkat

al-milk and scholars who (in the past) allowed PU as they viewed it as an exit mechanism;

however, they later realized that PU at (PV) is a guarantee in substance because, regardless

of the market price of the asset, the investor will get his money back.

Readers should note that this is an issue about which scholars differ. The fairest

method to technique this issue is to examine why certain scholars view PU as a guarantee

while others do not. On the one hand, scholars who do not view PU as a guarantee cite

the reason that PU is only unilateral and is not a literal guarantee. On the other hand,

scholars who view PU as a guarantee say that although PU is not literally a guarantee, in

substance it does provide the effect of a guarantee, as the investors are protected from

losses.

We included four regulators in our interviews, but only three answered this

question. From the three participants, two were interviewed face-to-face while one more

regulator’s input was obtained from the available online resources. Their answers are

displayed in Table 5.2.4.5. The regulators that were interviewed said that the PU at (PV)

is a guarantee because it makes the EBS more debenture-like, i.e. it gives the investors

the Reliability of debt. The first regulator highlighted a clear distinction between the role

of PU at (PV) and PU at market value. If the PU is at (PV), it gives the investors the

Reliability of debt; whereas, if the PU is at market value, it does not change the nature of

the instrument; the EBS would still remain as an equity-like instrument; only, in this case

the PU would play the genuine role of an exit mechanism. If not (i.e. if the PU is at

(PV)), it doesn’t function merely as exit mechanism; it plays the role of guarantee.
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Regulator 1: Interview In general, the PU is used as an exit mechanism; however,
that would not in itself require the fixing of the term (price)
of the PU.
If the PU is at (PV), in effect it is to guarantee the return of
capital subject only to the counterparties’ credit-worthiness,
and that’s what makes it debenture like.

Regulator 2: Online
resources

Asset-based ØukËk may have underlying assets, but
essentially they require some form of guarantee or
contractual stipulation such as a “(PU)” from the issuer.

Regulator 3: Interview (PU) is a guarantee. It gives the investors the Reliability of a
debt instrument.

Table 5.2.4.4: Answers from Regulators Regarding the Function of PU

In sum, the top two functions of PU from the interview results are a guarantee

(36%) and recourse to the obligor (21%). The scholars (75%) and the regulators (67%)

had the highest percentage of participants who viewed PU as a guarantee. Rating bodies

(50%) and bankers (31%) had the highest percentage of participants who viewed PU as

recourse. The most common reason cited by the scholars who said that PU functions as a

guarantee is that the capital of the investors is not subject to market forces because,

regardless of the value of the asset/venture, the investors will get their original value back

if the PU is priced at (PV).

5.3. SHARÔÑAH ISSUES & OBJECTIVES OF “PU” IN EBS

In this section, we will provide an overview of SharÊÑah concerns of PU (at (PV))

in EBS. We will utilize a review of the relevant AAOIFI standard as well as the interview

results with the SharÊÑah scholars. Before going into the SharÊÑah analysis, let us recap

the application of Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim in EBS. In summary, the pre-AAOIFI case studies

provide clear evidence that in practice, the price of PU is at principal plus any accrued but
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unpaid profit. In addition, the profit element can always be traced to a predetermined

(expected) return. Although in some cases there are formulas given instead of an absolute

number, this formula can be transformed into an absolute number when we conduct

detailed tracking in the term sheet of the variable used in the formula.

In reference to the way the PU is priced, the PU then becomes an instrument to

create an element of indebtedness in the equity-based ØukËk. What does this mean? By

utilizing PU, the ØukËk-holders can be assured that they can claim not damages (i.e.

actual damages suffered if any), but the amount of the principal plus any accrued but

unpaid profit, from the other partner/agent (i.e. the obligor). Equity-based instruments

(MushÉrakah, MuÌÉrabah and WakÉlah) fall under the Class of trust-based contracts

(ÑuqËd al-amÉnah). AAOIFI SharÊÑah Standard No. 5 (guarantee) clearly indicates that a

guarantee is allowed in contracts of exchange (e.g., sales) but not in trust (fiduciary)

contracts. Refer to Box 5.3.1.

2/2/1 It is not permissible to stipulate in trust (fiduciary) contracts, e.g. agency
contracts (Wakalah) or contracts of deposits, that a individual guarantee or pledge
of security be produced, because such a stipulation is against the nature of trust
(fiduciary) contracts, unless such a stipulation is intended to cover cases of
misconduct, negligence or breach of contract. The prohibition against seeking a
guarantee in trust contracts is more stringent in MushÉrakah and MuÌarabah
contracts, since it is not permitted to require from a manager in the MuÌarabah
or the MushÉrakah contract or an investment agent or one of the partners in these
contracts to guarantee the capital or to promise a guaranteed profit. Moreover, it
is not permissible for these contracts to be marketed or operated as a guaranteed
investment.

Box 5.3.1: AAOIFI SharÊÑah Standard on Guarantee in Trust Contracts39

39 Source: AAOIFI SharÊÑah Standards, 2008, Standard No. 5, p. 59
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It is clear from the above that a guarantee in equity-based (or fiduciary) instruments is not

permissible in SharÊÑah because it contradicts the nature of the instruments. However, the

fundamental question is: is PU a guarantee? The observational evidence from our interview

shows that this was the main function cited by the participants. In our opinion, when PU is

priced at principal plus any unpaid profit, and it is unconditional, it may play a role of

guarantee in substance because PU creates the element of indebtedness in these trust-based

contracts. In other words, an unconditional PU at (PV) takes away the profit-and-loss sharing

nature of equity-based instruments. Furthermore, if we recall the IDB 2006 case, the SharÊÑah

Board40 clearly stated that the PU functions as a guarantee of principal and profit.

Nevertheless, a conditional PU, though at (PV) (like in Saudi Hollandi Bank), does

not take away the nature of profit-and-loss sharing41 in the equity-based instruments. In other

words, the payment to investors is still subject to project performance. Thus, it is not a

guarantee because it does not create an element of indebtedness to one partner in the

venture. This is our preliminary view, and it is subject to future in-depth thesis on the nature

of conditional PUs from a SharÊÑah standpoint.

We also asked the SharÊÑah scholars in our interviews why a guarantee in equity-based

instruments is not allowed. Four scholars provided answers to this question, which are shown

in Table 5.2.4.4.

40 The members of the Board at the time of issuance were Sh. ×ussein ×amid ×assan, Sh. Saleh al-×usayn,
Sh. Abdul SattÉr Abu Ghuddah, Sh. Mohammad Ali Taskhiri, Sh. Mohamed Mokhtar Sellami,
Mohamed Hashim Bin Yahya. (Refer to: IDB 2006 Offering Circular, p 9)

41 With special thanks to Mrs. Shabnam MukhtÉr, Ex-researcher at ISRA
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Scholar 1 In general because there is this basic fairness principle under Islamic law. We
have this maxim “Al-ghunm bil-ghurm” and “Al-kharÉj biÌÌmÉn”, meaning
that if you don’t take any liability then is not fair for you to actually
charge an additional amount. This would be comparable with the
prohibition of ribÉ. If you give a loan, you are not taking risk on the
capital, in a sense, because the borrower has to legally pay the full amount to
the lender. This legal obligation means you are not taking any liability on
the capital and so you are only entitled to get your principal amount. Since
you do not take any liability on your capital, it is not fair for you to
impose on the user of the capital to pay [something] additional. So in
MushÉrakah, the moment the partner guarantees the capital, then by
implication, it has turned into a loan contract. I give you $50,000 and you
guarantee to pay $50,000; in substance it is actually a loan contract. If you
charge additional profit, that would be considered ribÉ.

Scholar 3 In investment you must take risk. If you give guarantee, it will be treated as
a loan. You put an amount, and it’s guaranteed, and you will get additional
money on this. We must apply the rule “Al-kharÉj biÌÌmÉn”. You have to
take risk. It’s prohibited in SharÊÑah for the issuer or arranger to give this
guarantee.

Scholar 4 In ÑuqËd al-´ishtirÉk, the partners are considered as trustees to each other.
The same principle applies for WakÉlah. A trustee will not be responsible for
losses except due to negligence. Thus, guarantee in a trust contract
contradicts with the trustee principle.

Scholar 6 Based on the requirement of a partnership (Sharikah) contract, the law of
Al-ghunm bil-ghurm applies. Therefore, when one of the parties promises
to buy the portion in the case, he is in fact, protecting his fellow
counterparty from any potential loss (Al-ghunm). This is simply prohibited
and unacceptable.

Table 5.3.1: SharÊÑah Justification for Prohibition of Guarantee in Equity-Based Instruments

The common SharÊÑah reasoning cited by three scholars in Table 5.3.1 is based on

the legal maxims, “Al-kharÉj biÌÌmÉn” and “Al-ghunm bil-ghurm”. The first scholar

provided a clear explanation of these legal maxims. She mentioned that in a loan contract

there is a legal obligation on the borrower to pay back the principal. In other words, the
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inability of the borrower to pay back the loan (qarÌ) does not affect his/ her obligation.

Only if the creditor pardons the debt will the obligation be annulled. This legal obligation

means that the lender does not take any liability on his principal. Thus if we have a

guarantee in equity-based contracts, it means that one partner is not taking liability on his

capital. The equity-based contract now becomes like a loan. Thus the partner that enjoyed

the guarantee can only get back his principal and not any additional amount because any

additional amount will be ribÉ.

Scholar 3 noted that a guarantee in an investment contract takes away the risk;

thus it will be treated like a loan. This violates with the principal of “Al-kharÉj biÌÌmÉn”.

Scholar 6 discussed the application of Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim in light of the legal maxim “Al-

ghunm bil-ghurm”. He said, “When one of the parties promises to buy the portion in the

case, he is, in fact, protecting his fellow counterparty from any potential loss (Al-ghunm).

This is simply prohibited and unacceptable.”

If we refer to AAOIFI Standards, it discusses the effect of having guarantee in a

WakÉlah contract. Refer to Box 5.3.2 below:

2/2/2 ….a guarantee given by a party acting as an agent in respect of an
investments turns the transaction into an interest-based loan, since the
capital of the investment is guaranteed in addition to the proceeds of the
investment (i.e. as though the investment agent had taken a loan and repaid
it with an additional sum which is tantamount to riba)

Box 5.3.2: The Effect of a Guarantee in an Investment Contract42

42 Source: AAOIFI SharÊÑah Standard No. 5, 2008, p. 60
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If we diagnose the PU, it establishes the legal obligation of the buying partner to

pay back the principal and profit. Regardless of whether the partner has the money to buy

back or not, PU acts as a mechanism to establish this legal obligation. As a result, it

behaves very similar to a qarÌ. Recall the evidence from the interview conducted on the

function of PU. 18% of the participants said that the PU’s function is to secure the

obligation to pay. This obligation to pay means the ØukËk-holders are not taking any

liability on the capital. This may render the transaction similar to a loan transaction,

which entitles the ØukËk-holders to get back their capital only and nothing more. The way

PU is currently priced it includes not only the principal but also additional profit. This

additional profit may be considered ribÉ if we apply the maxim of “Al-ghunm bil-

ghurm”.43

Furthermore, we can also relate PU to what Scholar 6 said: by way of the promise,

the undertaker is protecting the counterparty (i.e. partner) from any potential loss. We can

relate this to the function of PU as recourse. Once the PU is at (PV), the ØukËk-holders

will not be exposed to any fluctuation of the market value of the asset. Regardless of the

market value of the asset, the obligor has promised to buy the asset at a predetermined

price. This contradicts with the principle of asset valuation (as highlighted by Scholar 2 in

Appendix A, Table 5.11). Scholar 8 gave a simple example to illustrate this point in

Appendix A 5.11 (in Appendix A). He said, “If the price of the undertaking was at the

face value of $100 and the market price of the asset falls to $50, then it is almost like

guaranteeing the $100, i.e., the face value.” PU provides recourse to the obligor and takes

away the asset risk from the ØukËk-holders. 21% of the participants agreed that PU

43 Shahatah, Hussain Hassan. Understanding Capital from an Islamic Perspective. Al-Majallah al-ÑIlmiyyah
li kulliyati tijÉrat. Al-Azhar, (1), December (1978): 34-56.
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provides recourse to the obligor. This recourse means the liability is on the obligor, not

the asset.

In conclusion, if we analyze Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim as a stand-alone component in

equity-based ØukËk, it fulfills the SharÊÑah requirement. However, when we look at the

binding effect of Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim at PV, it may be viewed as playing the role of a

guarantee because it provides the investors with recourse to the issuer, regardless of the

performance of the business venture. Furthermore, it creates an obligation for the issuer

(obligor) to pay not only the principal but also the accrued but unpaid profit. If we

compare EBS to lease-based ØukËk (LBS), for example, LBS requires the obligor to have

a tangible asset before he can obtain funding. The requirement to have a tangible asset in

order to issue the ØukËk is taken away in equity-based ØukËk, thus making it a very

“asset-light” structure. 44 That’s why we observe the increased popularity of EBS. It

provides an easy unsecured funding avenue for issuers. Nonetheless, in these asset-light

structures, the anchor was profit-and-loss sharing. However, with the application of an

unconditional Al-WaÑd al-Mulzim at (PV), this anchor (loss sharing) may have gone

astray. We should always keep in mind that this unconditional obligation to pay will be

subject to court interpretation of the undertakings.45 Thus actual testing of default cases

may bring new evidence that may change such analysis.

44 Rafe Haneef. From Asset Backed to Asset Light Structures: The Intricate History of ØukËk.  ISRA
international journal of Islamic finance, (2009):1 (1).
45 Shabnam Mokhtar. Application Of WaÑd In Equity-Based ØukËk: Empirical Evidence, ISRA  Research
Paper (No: 20/2011): 44-54.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE OUTLOOK

6.1 THE IMPACT OF SHARÔÑAH OBJECTIVES ON EQUITY- BASED
ØUKÕK

It is crystal clear that the time is ripe for a more solidified cooperation among SharÊÑah

scholars, practitioners, and researchers, which is fervently required to be very innovative

in its approach towards product development. GCC countries and Malaysia must

mutually understand that the new trend in international financial markets is a general

move towards the standardization and harmonization of best practices and SharÊÑah

standards, which has led to the establishment of certain regional bodies and intensive

ongoing forum and international discussions. AAOIFI as a respected and professional

source of SharÊÑah governance especially to the GCC countries; under which SharÊÑah

scholars from over 50 countries operate should spearhead a modern approach towards the

globalization of Equity-based ØukËk issuances based on SharÊÑah based products.   This

can be achieved through practical steps to integrate the different exchanges of the OIC

member countries and move a step forward towards innovating new SharÊÑah compliant

structures to be able to compete at the global level and attract more investors.
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6.2 EQUITY-BASED ØUKÕK OUTLOOK IN MALAYSIA AND GCC
CAPITAL MARKETS

This thesis has provided clear evidence from case studies on how Al-WaÑd Al-Mulzim (PU)

and the Liquidity Facility (LF) are applied and influenced by the AAOIFI equity-based

ØukËk pronouncement. I have studied 25 cases before AAOIFI pronouncement and 25

cases after AAOIFI. Ten out of twenty five cases pre-AAOIFI used Al-WaÑd Al-Mulzim

(PU), while another seven cases (i.e. IDB, East Cameron and PG Municipal) did not use

Al-WaÑd Al-Mulzim (PU), as they were asset-backed ØukËk. In the sample of the cases that

used Al-WaÑd Al-Mulzim (PU), three cases (PCFC, RTBG and DP World) used PU and

LF. The remaining five cases only used PU. For the post-AAOIFI cases, we studied

Cagamas, PLSC, PLSA and Bin Ladin ØukËk. In these cases, only PLSC and PLSA used

PU. Cagamas did not have PU, while Bin Ladin used a third-party guarantee.

With regards to the main trigger events for PU, both the pre- and post-AAOIFI

ØukËk that used PU had maturity and default as the trigger events. With regards to price,

the PUs in pre-AAOIFI equity-based ØukËk are priced not only at principal but also

include expected profit (not realized profit) that has not yet been paid. On the other hand,

the price for post-AAOIFI cases differed from pre-AAOIFI cases; PLSC used a

conditional PU priced at par while PLSA used a PU priced at market value or value to be

agreed in future.

Besides the case studies, we also conducted interviews with different market

players (bankers, lawyers, rating bodies, regulators and SharÊÑah scholars). The main

question covered in the analysis is about the function of PU. The top two functions of PU

identified from the interview are guarantee and recourse to the obligor. The scholars and
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the regulators had the highest percentage of respondents who viewed PU as a guarantee.

Nonetheless, we should highlight that there are other SharÊÑah scholars in the market who

have different views on this subject. However, due to the time constraint we were not able

to get their views through formal interviews. Thus readers should be mindful that there

are other segments in the market with a different view and which have obtained SharÊÑah

approval from their respective scholars.

To recap, in IDB 2005 ØukËk, the scholars clearly stated that PU functions as a

guarantee of capital and return. Nonetheless, in the deal, which was considered a ØukËk

MuÌÉrabah, it was allowed because the obligor (IDB) and the issuer (SPV) were viewed

as independent parties.

The most common reason cited by the scholars who said PU functions as a

guarantee is that the capital of the investors is not subject to market forces: regardless of

the value of the asset/venture, the investors will get their original value back if the PU is

priced at par. This unconditional obligation on one partner to pay means that the investor

is not taking any liability on his capital. This alters the equity-based ØukËk, making it loan

like. These scholars are of the view that the partner who enjoys the guarantee can only get

back his principal without any additional amount because any addition will be ribÉ.

Notwithstanding the above, with ØukËk default cases kicking in, we will be able to

empirically examine how extensive or strong is the effect of purchase undertaking. This

may provide new evidence that can be used to conduct further SharÊÑah analysis. Also, a

more rigorous SharÊÑah analysis can be conducted to analyze different types of Al-WaÑd

Al-Mulzim (PU) that have been applied in ØukËk, namely: conditional PU priced at par, as

in PLSC; non-default-related PU priced at par, as in TamwÊl ABS; and unconditional PU
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priced at par used in convertible and exchangeable ØukËk, for example. These different

types of Al-WaÑd Al-Mulzim (PU) have different functions and effects. A thorough

applied SharÊÑah analysis would produce a good SharÊÑah parameter that can be used by

scholars in the application of Al-WaÑd Al-Mulzim (PU) in ØukËk.

In addition, the independence of SPV (as issuer) and obligor is another area that

can benefit from applied SharÊÑah analysis. IDB 2005, Bin Ladin ØukËk, NakhÊl ØukËk,

PLSC and Dar al-Arkaan would be good case study candidates for this research. Finally,

another area that needs further clarification is the application of PU in Sharikah al-milk

and SharÊkah al-ÑAqd. This is still an area in which scholars differ in their views. Applied

SharÊÑah analysis that discusses not only the issue of Al-WaÑd Al-Mulzim but also the

damages that the investors are entitled to, would provide clarity to the market.

6.3 TOWARDS AN EQUITY BASED ØUKÕK PRICING MODEL

It is recommended for future researchers to go deeper in the calibration of the above

model which is the normal critical issue for quantitative methods of Islamic financial

engineering due to the fact of shortage of data, especially for asset backed ØukËk.

Among the challenges facing the Islamic banking and Finance industry; is the social

impact of bankruptcies and ØukËk defaults result in structural impairment of the economy.

The thesis presented a thoughtful methodology for pricing Asset backed ØukËk financing

projects while reducing their risk of default. Although the framework of the study is that
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of an Islamic banking system with limited data, it can also be implemented by

conventional intermediaries. These are applied to the cases of infrastructural project

financing.

6.4 CHALLENGES FACING EQUITY-BASED ØUKÕK ISSUANCE

We can therefore say that as long as the Asset-Backed ØukËk structure meets the AAOIFI

2008 pronouncement with the suggested modifications to the modern practices, in terms

of the credit enhancement tools utilized; namely Al-WaÑd Al-Mulzim (PU) and the

Liquidity Facility (LF); then will clearly fulfill the SharÊÑah requirements and dispel all

the contentious fundamental and technical issues above. Hence, there is a need to move

towards more Equity-Based ØukËk in both Malaysia and GCC capital markets. In our

opinion, the SharÊÑah scholars will be the main driving factor that will determine the

growth of this sector. If the scholars say that the SharÊÑah requirement and the legal status

of the ØukËk -holders must match, it will drive more issuance of Equity-Based ØukËk,

simply because it is the only evidence that makes all investors more encouraged and

comfortable about Islamic Finance instrument. Issuers who want to raise funding must be

ready to part with their asset, and investors who want to invest in accordance with

MaqÉÎid Al-SharÊÑah.
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APPENDIX A
Table 5.1

List of Equity-Based SukËk from 2001-2004
Year Date Obligor Domicile Type of SukËk Amount Term sheer Explicit

Issued (US$m) Available Purchase
Undertaking

at par

2001 15/6/2001 Majlis
Ugama Islam
Singapura

Singapore MushÉrakah 33 No No

2002 26/2/2002 Cagamas Bhd Malaysia MuÌÉrabah 13.15 Yes, but bayÑ
al-dayn

No

23/4/2002 Cagamas Bhd Malaysia MuÌÉrabah 131.57 Yes No

15/6/2002 Sitara Group of

Industries

Pakistan MushÉrakah 5.93 No Unknown

22/8/2002 Cagamas Bhd Malaysia MuÌÉrabah 15.78 Yes, but bayÑ
al-dayn

No

6/11/2002 PT Indosat Tbk Indonesia MuÌÉrabah 19.4 No Unknown

2003 27/3/2003 Cagamas Bhd Malaysia MuÌÉrabah 31.57 Ye s No

28/5/2003 PT Berlian
Laju Tanker

Indonesia MuÌÉrabah 6.89 No Unknown

10/7/2003 Bank
Bukopin

Indonesia MuÌÉrabah 5.2 No Unknown

15/7/2003 Bank Syariah
Mandiri

Indonesia MuÌÉrabah 22.97 No Unknown

20/7/2003 Islamic
Development
Bank

Saudi
Arabia

MushÉrakah
(Istithmar)

500 No Yes

26/9/2003 Ciliandra
Perkasa

Indonesia MuÌÉrabah 6.89 No Unknown

2004 15/2/2004 HANCO Rent
a Car -
Caravan I

Saudi
Arabia

MushÉrakah
(Istishmar)

25.12 Ye s No

26/3/2004 PTPN VII Indonesia MuÌÉrabah 8.71 No Unknown
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Table 5.2
Table 5.2: List of Equity-Based SukËk in 2005

Year Date Obligor Domicile Type of SukËk Amount  Term sheer Explicit
Issued (US$m) Available Purchase

Undertaking
at par

2005 28/2/2005 PG Municipal
Assets Bhd

Malaysia MuÌÉrabah 21.05 Ye s No

4/4/2005 Time
Engineering
(Musyarakah One)

Malaysia MushÉrakah 658.02 Yes, but
bayÑ al-
dayn

No

19/5/2005 Gold SukËk (Dubai
Metals &
Commodities
Centre)

UAE MushÉrakah 200 Ye s Yes

11/6/2005 Islamic
Development
Bank

Saudi
Arabia

MushÉrakah
IstithmÉr)

500 Yes Yes

1/8/2005 IJN Capital Sdn
Bhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 26.31 Yes No

1/8/2005 IJN Capital Sdn
Bhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 28.68 Yes No

8/8/2005 Cagamas Berhad Malaysia MushÉrakah 539.47 Yes, but
involved
bayÑ al-
dayn

No

24/8/2005 Sanctuary
Building SukËk

GB MushÉrakah 261 No Unknown

3/10/2005 The Investment
Dar Company
K.S.C

Bahrain MushÉrakah 100 No Unknown

23/12/2005 Vastalux Sdn Bhd Malaysia MushÉrakah 26.31 Yes No
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Table 5.3
List of Equity-Based SukËk in 2006

Year Date Obligor Domicile Type of SukËk
Issued

Amount
(US$m)

Explicit
Purchase

Undertaking
at par

2006 4/1/2006 Dubai Ports
Authority and DPI
Terminal (PCFC)

UAE MushÉrakah 3500 Yes

14/3/2006 Rantau Abang
Capital Berhad

Malaysia MushÉrakah 2029 Yes

15/3/2006 Rantau Abang
Capital Berhad

Malaysia MushÉrakah 789.47 Yes

21/3/2006 IJN Capital Sdn
Bhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 55 No

17/5/2006 Bukhatir Group UAE ØukËk al-
WakÉlah bil-

istithmar

50 Yes

2/6/2006 Aabar Petroleum
Investment Co.

Cayman MuÌÉrabah 460 Yes

15/6/2006 East Cameron Gas
Company

USA MushÉrakah 167 No (ABS)

11/7/2006 Saudi Basic
Industries Corp
(SABIC)

KSA MushÉrakah 800 Yes

14/8/2006 Rantau Abang
Capital Berhad

Malaysia MushÉrakah 394.73 Yes

17/9/2006 Investment Dar Cayman
Island

MushÉrakah 150 Yes

18/9/2006 Qatar Real Estate
Investment
Company (QREIC)

Qatar MushÉrakah 270 Unknown

20/9/2006 A’Ayan Leasing &
Investment Co.

Bahrain MushÉrakah 100 Yes

29/9/2006 Khazanah Nasional
Bhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 750 Yes

3/10/2006 Mukah Power
Generation Sdn
Bhd

Malaysia muÌÉrabah 175 No

3/10/2006 Sarawak Power
Generation

Malaysia MushÉrakah 56.57 No

6/10/2006 Sharjah Islamic
Bank  (SIB)

UAE MushÉrakah 225 Unknown

8/10/2006 Projek Lebuhraya
Utara Selatan
Berhad (PLUS)

Malaysia MushÉrakah 184.21 Yes

9/10/2006 National Industries
Company for
Building Material

Cayman MushÉrakah 100 Yes
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9/10/2006 Projek Lebuhraya
Utara-Selatan
(PLUS)

Malaysia MushÉrakah 177.63 Yes

11/10/2006 Projek Lebuhraya
Utara-Selatan
(PLUS)

Malaysia MushÉrakah 1184.21 Yes

23/11/2006 OCBC Bank Malaysia MushÉrakah 52.63 Unknown

7/12/2006 Abu Dhabi Islamic
Bank

UAE MushÉrakah 800 Yes

8/12/2006 Khazanah Nasional
Bhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 564.9 Yes

2006 18/12/2006 PLUS Malaysia MushÉrakah 52.63 Yes

20/12/2006 PLUS Malaysia MushÉrakah 15.78 Yes

20/12/2006 PLUS Malaysia MushÉrakah 52.63 Yes

20/12/2006 PLUS Malaysia MushÉrakah 52.63 Yes

20/12/2006 PLUS Malaysia MushÉrakah 52.63 Yes

20/12/2006 PLUS Malaysia MushÉrakah 52.63 Yes

21/12/2006 Am Islamic Bank
Berhad

Malaysia MushÉrakah 105.26 Yes, but
restricted PU

26/12/2006 Serawak Power
Generation

Malaysia MushÉrakah 56.58 Yes

27/12/2006 Lagoon City ØukËk Kuwait MushÉrakah 200 Yes

27/12/2006 Mukah Power
Generation

Malaysia MuÌÉrabah 250 No
(MuÌarabah +

IstiÎnaÑ)
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Table 5.4
Sampling Frame for Years 2001- 2006

Year Date Obligor Domicile Type of SukËk
Issued

Amount
(US$m)

Explicit
Purchase

Undertaking
at par

2003

2004

2005

2006

20/7/2003 Islamic
Development Bank

(IDB)

KSA MushÉrakah 500 Yes

15/2/2004 HANCO Rent a
Car (Caravan I

LLC)

KSA MushÉrakah 25.12 No (ABS)

28/2/2005 PG Municipal
Asset Bhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 21.05 No

19/5/2005 Gold ØukËk
(DMCC)

UAE MushÉrakah 200 Yes

11/6/2005 Islamic
Development Bank
(IDB)

KSA MushÉrakah 500 Yes

1/8/2005 IJN Capital
SdnBhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 26.31 No

1/8/2005 IJN Capital
SdnBhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 28.68 No

23/12/2005 Vastalux Sdn Bhd Malaysia MushÉrakah 26.31 Yes

4/1/2006 Dubai Ports
Authority (PCFC)

UAE MushÉrakah 3500 Yes

14/3/2006 Rantau Abang
Capital Berhad

Malaysia MushÉrakah 2029 Yes

15/3/2006 Rantau Abang
Capital Berhad

Malaysia MushÉrakah 789.47 Yes

21/3/2006 IJN Capital Sdn
Bhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 55 No

17/5/2006 Bukhatir Group UAE wakÉlah 50 Yes

2/6/2006 ÓbÉr Petroleum
Investment Co.

Cayman muÌÉrabah 460 Yes

15/6/2006 East Cameron Gas
Company

USA MushÉrakah 167 No (ABS)

11/7/2006 Saudi Basic
Industries Corp.

KSA MushÉrakah 800 Yes

14/8/2006 Rantau Abang
Capital Berhad

Malaysia MushÉrakah 394.73 Yes

17/9/2006 Investment Dar Cayman MushÉrakah 150 Yes
20/9/2006 A’Ayan Leasing &

Investment Co.

Bahrain MushÉrakah 100 Yes

29/9/2006 Khazanah Nasional
Bhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 750 Yes

3/10/2006 Mukah Power
Generation Sdn Bhd

Malaysia muÌÉrabah 175 No
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3/10/2006 Sarawak Power
Generation

Malaysia MushÉrakah 56.57 No

8/10/2006 Projek Lebuhraya
Utara Selatan

Malaysia MushÉrakah 184.21 Yes

9/10/2006 National Industries
Company for
Building Material

Cayman MushÉrakah 100 Yes

9/10/2006 Projek Lebuhraya
Utara-Selatan

Malaysia MushÉrakah 177.63 Yes

11/10/2006 Projek Lebuhraya
Utara-Selatan

Malaysia MushÉrakah 1184.21 Yes

7/12/2006 Abu Dhabi Islamic
Bank

UAE MushÉrakah 800 Yes

8/12/2006 Khazanah Nasional
Bhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 564.9 Ye s

18/12/2006 Projek Lebuhraya
Utara Selatan

Malaysia MushÉrakah 52.63 Yes

20/12/2006 Projek Lebuhraya
Utara Selatan

Malaysia MushÉrakah 15.78 Yes

20/12/2006 Projek Lebuhraya
Utara Selatan

Malaysia MushÉrakah 52.63 Yes

20/12/2006 Projek Lebuhraya
Utara Selatan

Malaysia MushÉrakah 52.63 Yes

20/12/2006 Projek Lebuhraya
Utara Selatan

Malaysia MushÉrakah 52.63 Yes

21/12/2006 Am Islamic Bank
Berhad

Malaysia MushÉrakah 105.26 Yes, but
restricted

26/12/2006 Sarawak Power
Generation

Malaysia MushÉrakah 56.58 Yes

27/12/2006 Al-Ahlia Gulf
Holding (Lagoon
City

Kuwait MushÉrakah 200 Yes

27/12/2006 Mukah Power
Generation Sdn Bhd

Malaysia muÌÉrabah 250 No
((MuÌarabah

+ IstiÎnaÑ
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Table 5.5
Sampling Frame for Post-AAOIFI Structures

Date Obligor DomicileSuSukËk Type Amount
(US$m)

Term
Sheet

Purchase
Undertaking

at par

22/1/2008 Sistem Lingkaran
Lebuhraya Kajang

Malaysia muÌÉrabah 229.9 NoUnknown

24/1/2008 Tamweel PJSC UAE MushÉrakah 300 Yes Yes

30/1/2008 Gamuda Berhad Malaysia MushÉrakah 73.58 Yes Yes

30/1/2008 Pace (Pakistan)
Limited

Pakistan MushÉrakah 31.87 No Unknown

5/3/2008 Khazanah Nasional
Berhad

Malaysia MushÉrakah 550 Yes Yes

7/3/2008 Wesport  Malaysia Malaysia MushÉrakah 77.53 Yes Yes

7/3/2008 Wesport  Malaysia Malaysia MushÉrakah 31.64 Yes Yes

7/3/2008 Wesport  Malaysia Malaysia MushÉrakah 31.64 Yes Yes

16/3/2008 Tajeer KSA MushÉraka 66.84 No Unknown

26/3/2008 WCT Engineering
Berhad

Malaysia mushÉrakah 31.54 Ye s Yes

26/3/2008 WCT Engineering
Berhad

Malaysia mushÉrakah 31.54 Ye s Yes

26/3/2008 WCT Engineering
Berhad

Malaysia mushÉrakah 31.54 Ye s Yes

27/3/2008 Salam
International
Investment

Qatar mushÉrakah 137.5 Ye s Yes

14/4/2008 Lingkaran Trans Kota
Holdings Berhad

Malaysia MushÉrakah 95.02 Yes Yes

14/4/2008 Lingkaran Trans Kota
Holdings Berhad

Malaysia MushÉrakah 362.68 Yes Yes

15/4/2008 Muhibbah Engineering
(M) Bhd (WCT)

Malaysia muÌÉrabah 126.18 Yes Yes

2/5/2008 Hong Leong Industries Malaysia MushÉrakah 15.84 Yes Yes

2/5/2008 Hong Leong Industries Malaysia MushÉrakah 15.84 Yes Yes

7/5/2008 Gulf Holding
Company
(Villamar)

Bahrain MushÉrakah 190 Yes No

11/5/2008 Mohammed H. Al
Mana Group

Qatar muÌÉrabah 163.4 Yes Yes

15/5/2008 Tanjung Langsat Port
Sdn Bhd

Malaysia mushÉrakah 1.53 Yes Yes

15/5/2008 Tanjung Langsat Port
Sdn Bhd

Malaysia mushÉrakah 9.17 Yes Yes

15/5/2008 Tanjung Langsat Port
Sdn Bhd

Malaysia mushÉrakah 13.78 Yes Yes

15/5/2008 Tanjung Langsat Port
Sdn Bhd

Malaysia mushÉrakah 13.78 Yes Yes

15/5/2008 Tanjung Langsat Port
Sdn Bhd

Malaysia mushÉrakah 13.78 Yes Yes
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15/5/2008 Tanjung Langsat Port
Sdn Bhd

Malaysia mushÉrakah 12.25 Yes Yes

26/5/2008 Saudi Basic Industries
Corporation

KSA mushÉrakah 1333.2 Yes Yes

27/5/2008 Matang Highway Sdn
Bhd

Malaysia mushÉrakah 4.64 Yes Yes

27/5/2008 Matang Highway Sdn
Bhd

Malaysia mushÉrakah 8.18 Yes Yes

27/5/2008 Matang Highway Sdn
Bhd

Malaysia mushÉrakah 10.82 Yes Yes

28/5/2008 Bumiputera Commerce
Holding Berhad

Malaysia mushÉrakah 4.64 Yes Yes

28/5/2008 Eden Developers Ltd Pakistan MushÉrakah 3 No Unknown

3/6/2008 Toyota Motor
Corporation

Malaysia MushÉrakah 30.8 Yes Yes

5/6/2008 Mayora Indah Tbk, PT Indonesia muÌÉrabah 21.7 No Unknown

26/6/2008 PLUS Expressway Bhd Malaysia MushÉrakah 322.8 Yes Yes

10/7/2008 Bank Muamalat Indonesia muÌÉrabah 34.2 No Unknown
20/8/2008 Islamic Development

Bank

Malaysia muÌÉrabah 89.87 Yes Yes

28/8/2008 Sitara Group of
Industries (SGI)

Pakistan mushÉrakah 18.2 No Unknown

28/8/2008 Sorouh Real Estate
Company

UAE muÌÉrabah 68.31 Yes Yes, but
limited

28/8/2008 Sorouh Real Estate

Company

UAE muÌÉrabah 751.49 Yes Yes, but

limited
28/8/2008 Sorouh Real Estate

Company

UAE muÌÉrabah 273.27 Yes Yes, but
limited

17/9/2008 Binladin Group,
Saudi Arabia

KSA muÌÉrabah 267 No No

31/10/2008 Projek Lintasan Shah
Alam (PLSA)

Malaysia muÌÉrabah 27.9 Yes No

31/10/2008 Projek Lintasan Shah
Alam (PLSA)

Malaysia muÌÉrabah 13.9 Yes No

31/10/2008 Projek Lintasan Shah
Alam (PLSA)

Malaysia muÌÉrabah 8.4 Yes No

31/10/2008 Projek Lintasan Shah
Alam (PLSA)

Malaysia muÌÉrabah 8.4 Yes No

31/10/2008 Projek Lintasan Shah
Alam (PLSA)

Malaysia muÌÉrabah 5.6 Yes No

21/11/2008 Tanjung Langsat Port
Sdn Bhd

Malaysia MushÉrakah 5.52 Yes Yes

24/11/2008 OCBC Bank Malaysia muÌÉrabah 54.9 No Unknown

28/11/2008 Chemical
Company of
Malaysia

Malaysia MushÉrakah 41.43 No Unknown

30/12/2008 Saudi Hollandi
Bank

Saudi
Arabia

muÌÉrabah 206.7 No Unknown
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Table 5. 6
Pre-AAOIFI SukËk Deals and Utilization of WaÑad

Pre-AAOIFI Deals                                Short Deal Name          Used WaÑad?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8

9.

10.

11.

IDB SukËk Al-IstithmÉr issued in IDB 2003

July 2003.

Yes. PU only

Caravan 1 (Hanco) SukËk Al-

IstithmÉr issued in February 2004

Hanco No (asset-backed

ØukËk )

Pasir Gudang Municipal SukËk

MuÌÉraba issued in February 2005

PG Municipal No (followed

asset-backed due

diligence)

Gold SukËk DMCC SukËk

MushÉraka issued in May 2005

Gold SukËk DMCC Yes. PU only

IDB SukËk Al-IstithmÉr issued in June

2005

IDB 2005 Yes. PU only

PCFC SukËk MushÉrakah issued in

January 2006

PCFC Yes. PU and SU

Rantau Abang SukËk

MushÉrakah issued in March 2006

Rantau Abang Yes. PU and SU

East Cameron Gas SukËk issued in

June 2006

East Cameron No (asset-backed

ØukËk )
Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank SukËk

MushÉrakah issued in December 2006

ADIB Yes. PU only

KL Sentral SukËk MushÉrakah issued

in April 2007

KL Sentral Yes. PU only

DP World SukËk

MuÌÉrabahissued in July 2007

DP World Yes. PU and SU
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Table 5.7
Trigger and Price for IDB, Gold SukËk DMCCDeals

Type of WaÑd PU by Obligor (IDB) PU by obligor (DMCC) PU by obligor (IDB)

PU trigger event

Periodic

distribution

V

Maturity

(Scheduled

dissolution)

V V

Dissolution Event √ √
√Conversion

into equity
Tax Event

Optional

Dissolution
Change of control
Price of PU Principal + Unpaid

Profit

Principal +

Unpaid Profit

(LIBOR+0.6%)

Principal + Unpaid

Profit

SU trigger event

Tax event
Look Back
PeriodMaturity

(Scheduled

dissolution)

Dissolution

Event
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Table 5.8
Trigger and Price for PCFC, Rantau Abang and ADIB SukËk

Note: ** Matched PU and SU trigger

\

PCFC                 Rantau Abang ADIB
Issuer PCFC

Development

(SPV)

Rantau Abang

Capital Bhd (SPV)

ADIB SukËk Co

Ltd (SPV)

Obligor PCFC                      Khazanah                      ADIB
Type of WaÑd PU by obligor

(PCFC) and

PU by Obligor

(Khazanah)

PU by obligor

(ADIB)
SU by obligor for

look back period

SU by Trustee

(matched with PU)
PU trigger event

Periodic

distribution
Maturity

(Scheduled

dissolution)

V y** V

Dissolution Event √ √** √
Conversion into

equity

V

Tax Event √
Optional

Dissolution

V

Change of control
Price of PU Principal + acrrued

return (7.125% if

convert, 10.125%

if not)

CP: Cost + YTM

MTN: Cost +

YTM-Periodic

Distribution

Principal +

Unpaid Profit

(LIBOR+0.4%)

SU trigger event

Tax event
Look Back Period V

Maturity

(Scheduled

dissolution)

y**

Dissolution Event y**
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Table 5.9
Trigger and Price for KL Sentral and DP World SukËk

KL Sentral DP World
Issuer KL Sentral Bhd DP World SukËk Ltd (SPV)

Obligor KL Sentral Bhd DP World Ltd

Type of WaÑd PU by obligor (KL Sentral) PU by obligor (DP World) and

SU by issuer (tax event)

PU trigger event

Periodic

distribution

Maturity V V

(Scheduled

dissolution)

Dissolution Event V V
Conversion into

equity

Tax Event
Optional V

Dissolution

Change of control V
Price of PU No specific price on PU Principal + Unpaid Profit

itself, but the redemption
prices are at face amount
plus profit. In case of early
redemption, the minimum
price of principal is implied
in the formula

(6.25%)

SU trigger event
Tax event V
Look Back Period
Maturity

(Scheduled

dissolution)

Dissolution Event
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Table 5.10
View on Function of Purchase Undertaking

Category     Respondent Key word Coding

Bankers 1 Recourse 1

2 Credit (recourse) 1

3 Comfort because if obligor bankrupt, PU

has no value

3

4 Recourse (how far can deal with asset) 1

5 Guarantee because it gives recourse 4

6 Crystalize obligation to pay 2

7 Obligation to buy 2

8 Legal instrument for recourse 1

9 Protect investor capital and profit 5

10 Comfort – because it restricts risk to

credit risk

3

11 Creates obligation to pay 2

12 Sense of guarantee because obligor is

obliged to buy back

4

13 Undertake nominal value of investment 5

Rating
Bodies

1 Mechanism to pay principal by creating
payment obligation

2

2 Shift focus from asset to entity (recourse) 1

3 Shift credit assessment to obligor not asset
(recourse)

1

4 Form of guarantee because PU gives
recourse to obligor

4

Regulators 1 Guarantees the return of capital 4

2 contractual stipulation 5

3 Guarantee - comfort of debt instrument 4

Scholars 1 sort of capital guarantee coz capital is not
subject to normal market forces

4

2 guarantee 4

3 guarantee 4

4 allows investor to get back capital 5

5 indirect guarantee because you use the
proceeds from the sale to pay off the
outstanding balance

4

6 Unilateral undertaking 5

7 capital and profit guarantee 4

8 in substance like a guarantee 4
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Table 5.11:
Function of PU According to Respondent Groups

Code        Keyword            Bankers              Legal               Rating           Regulators
Scholars
Counsel Bodies

1
2

Count %
31%

23%

15%

15%

15%

Count %
0%

40%

0%

40%

20%

Count %
50%

25%

Count
0 0

%
0%
0%
0%
67%
33%

Count
0 0

%
0%
0%

Recourse 4 0 2

Crystallize
Obligation to
pay

3 2 1

3 Comfort               2 0 0 0%        0 0        0%

4

5

Guarantee
(direct or
indirect)

2 2 1

25%

2
1
3

6
2
7 75%

25%

others 2 1 0
13 5 4
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APPENDIX B

AAOIFI ØUKÕK
PRONOUNCEMENT

رب العالمین والصالة والسالم على رسولھ الكریم وعلى آلھ وأصحابھ أجمعین..الحمد

أما بعد،

نظراً )AAOIFIفإن المجلس الشرعي بھیئة المحاسبة والمراجعة للمؤسسات المالیة اإلسالمیة  (

بحث العام علیھا ومایثار حولھا من مالحظات وتساؤالت،التساع تطبیق الصكوك عالمیاً واإلقبال 

:موضوع إصدار الصكوك في ثالثة اجتماعات

2007یونیو 27ھـ الموافق 1428جمادى اآلخرة 12(أوالً) بالمدینة المنورة بتاریخ 

2007سبتمبر 8ه الموافق 1428شعبان 26(وثانیاً ) بمكة المكرمة بتاریخ 

،2008فبرایر 14و 13ه الموافق 1429صفر 8و 7لبحرین بتاریخ (وثالثاً) بمملكة ا

بمملكة البحرین 2008ینایر 15ه الموافق 1429محرم 6بعد ما اجتمعت اللجنة المنبثقة منھ بتاریخ 

وقدمت تقریرھا إلى بحضور عدد كبیر من ممثلي مختلف البنوك والمؤسسات المالیة اإلسالمیة

المجلس الشرعي.

فإن المجلس د النظر فیما دار في ھذه االجتماعات، واألوراق والبحوث التي قدمت فیھا،وبع

یوصي المؤسسات المالیة الشرعي_ إذ یؤكد على ما ورد بشأن الصكوك في المعاییر الشرعیة _

اإلسالمیة وھیئات الرقابة الشرعیة أن تلتزم عند إصدار الصكوك بما یأتي:

في وك القابلة للتداول ملكیة حملة الصكوك بجمیع حقوقھا والتزاماتھا،یجب أن تمثل الصكأوالً:

موجودات حقیقیة من شأنھا أن تتملك وتباع شرعاً وقانوناً، سواء أكانت أعیاناً أم منافع أم خدمات

ویجب 2-1- 5) وبند 2) بشأن صكوك االستثمار، بند ( 17وفقاً لما جاء في المعیار الشرعي رقم ( 

الصكوك إثبات نقل ملكیة الموجودات في سجالتھ وأال یبقیھا في موجوداتھ.على مدیر 
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إال إذا باعت جھة تجاریة أو الیجوز أن تمثل الصكوك القابلة للتداول اإلیرادات أو الدیون ،ثانیاً:

ع ودخلت الدیون تابعة لألعیان والمنافمالیة جمیع موجوداتھا، أو محفظة لھا ذمة مالیة قائمة لدیھا

) بشأن األوراق 21وفق الضوابط المذكورة في المعیار الشرعي رقم ( غیر مقصودة في األصل

المالیة.

أن یلتزم بأن یقدم ال یجوز لمدیر الصكوك، سواء أكان مضارباً أم شریكاً أم وكیالً باالستثمارثالثاً:

وز أن یكون احتیاطي ویجإلى حملة الصكوك قرضاً عند نقص الربح الفعلي عن الربح المتوقع،

وال مانع لتغطیة حالة النقص بقدر اإلمكان، بشرط أن یكون ذلك منصوصاً علیھ في نشرة االكتتاب.

8/8) بشأن المضاربة، بند 13من توزیع الربح المتوقع تحت الحساب وفقاً للمعیار الشرعي رقم ( 

أو الحصول على تمویل مشروع على حساب حملة الصكوك

ال یجوز للمضارب أو الشریك أو وكیل االستثمار أن یتعھد بشراء األصول من حملة رابعاً:

ویجوز أن یكون التعھد عند إطفاء الصكوك في نھایة مدتھاالصكوك أو ممن یمثلھم بقیمتھا االسمیة

بالشراء على أساس صافي قیمة األصول أو القیمة السوقیة أو القیمة العادلة أو بثمن یتفق علیھ عند

) بشأن الشركة (المشاركة) والشركات الحدیثة 12وفقاً لما جاء في المعیار الشرعي رقم ( الشراء،

علماً بأن مدیر 2/2/2و بند 1-2-2) بشأن الضمانات، بند 5وفي المعیار الشرعي رقم ( 6-2- 3-1

سواء لشروط،الصكوك ضامن لرأس المال بالقیمة االسمیة في حاالت التعدي أو التقصیر ومخالفة ا

أما إذا كانت موجودات صكوك المشاركة أو المضاربة كان مضارباً أم شریكاً أم وكیالً باالستثمار.

إجارة منتھیة بالتملیك، فیجوز لمدیر الصكوك أو الوكالة باالستثمار تقتصر على أصول مؤجرة

بإعتبارھا األصول،التعھد بشراء تلك األصول _عند إطفاء الصكوك_ بباقي أقساط األجرة لجمیع 

تمثل صافي قیمتھا.

یجوز للمستأجر في التعھد في صكوك اإلجارة شراء األصول المؤجرة عند إطفاء الصكوك خامساً:

على أال یكون شریكاً أو مضارباً أو وكیالً باالستثمار.بقیمتھا االسمیة
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بل یجب أن یتعین على الھیئات الشرعیة أن ال تكتفي بإصدار فتوى لجواز ھیكلة الصكوك،سادساً:

وتتأكد من أن العملیة تلتزم في جمیع تدقق العقود والوثائق ذات الصلة وتراقب طریقة تطبیقھا،

كوك وأن یتم استثمار حصیلة الصمراحلھا بالمتطلبات والضوابط الشرعیة وفقاً للمعاییر الشرعیة،

وفقاً للمعیار الشرعي وماتتحول تلك الحصیلة إلیھ من موجودات بإحدى صیغ االستثمار الشرعیة

ھذا ویوصي المجلس الشرعي المؤسسات المالیة 5-1-8-5) بشأن صكوك االستثمار، بند 17رقم ( 

لى قسمة األرباح وتكثر من المشاركة الحقیقیة المبنیة عاإلسالمیة أن تقلل في عملیاتھا من المداینات،

والخسائر ، وذلك لتحقیق مقاصد الشریعة

رب العالمین.وآخر دعوانا أن الحمد

المصدر ھیئة المحاسبة والمراجعة للمؤسسات المالیة االسالمیة

ENGLISH

The Shari'ah Board of the Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial
Institutions (AAOIFI), in view of the increased use of sukuk worldwide, the public
interest in them, and the observations and questions raised about them, studied the subject
of the issuance of sukuk in three sessions; first, in al-Madinah al-Munawwarah, on 12
Jumada al-Akhirah 1428 AH (27 June 2007), second, in Makkah al-Mukarramah, on 26
Sh'aban 1428 AH (8 September 2007), and third, in the Kingdom of Bahrain on 7 and 8
Safar 1429AH (13 and 14 February 2008).

Following the meeting of the working group, appointed by the Board, which met in
Bahrain, on 6 Muharram 1429AH (15 January 2007), which was also attended by a
significant number of representatives from various Islamic banks and financial
institutions, the working group presented its report to the Shari'ah Board.

After taking into consideration the deliberations in these meetings and reviewing the
papers and studies presented therein, the Shari'ah Board - while re-affirming the rules
provided in the AAOIFI Shari'ah Standards concerning Sukuk - advises Islamic financial
institutions and Shari'ah Supervisory Boards to adhere to the following matters when
issuing sukuk:

First: Sukuk, to be tradable, must be owned by the sukuk holders, with all the rights and
obligations of ownership, in real assets, whether tangible, usufructs or services, capable
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of being owned and sold legally, as well as in accordance with the rules of the Shari'ah, in
accordance with Articles (2) and (5/1/2) of the AAOIFI Shari'ah Standard (17) on
Investment Sukuk. The Manager issuing the sukuk must certify the transfer of ownership
of such assets in its (sukuk) books, and must not keep them as his own assets.

Second: Sukuk, to be tradable, must not represent receivables or debts, except in the case
of a trading or financial entity selling all its assets, or a portfolio with a standing financial
obligation, in which some debts, incidental to physical assets or usufruct, were included
unintentionally, in accordance with the guidelines mentioned in AAOIFI Shari'ah
Standard (21) on Financial Papers.

Third: It is not permissible for the Manager of sukuk, whether the manager acts as the
mudharib (investment manager), or sharik (partner), or wakil (agent) for investment, to
undertake to offer loans to sukuk holders, when actual earnings fall short of expected
earnings. It is permissible, however, to establish a reserve account for the purpose of
covering such shortfalls to the extent possible, provided the same is mentioned in the
prospectus. It is not objectionable to distribute expected earnings, on account, in
accordance with Article (8/8)3 of the AAOIFI Shari'ah Standard (13) on Mudaraba, or to
obtain project financing on account of the sukuk holders.

Fourth: It is not permissible for the mudharib (investment manager), sharik (partner), or
wakil (agent) to undertake {now} to re-purchase the assets from sukuk holders or from
one who holds them, for its nominal value, when the sukuk are extinguished, at the end of
its maturity. It is, however, permissible to undertake the purchase on the basis of the net
value of assets, its market value, fair value or a price to be agreed, at the time of their
actual purchase, in accordance with Article (3/1/6/2) of AAOIFI Shari'ah Standard (12)
on Sharikah (Musharaka) and Modern Corporations, and Articles (2/2/1) and (2/2/2) of
the AAOIFI Shari'ah Standard (5) on Guarantees. It is known that a sukuk manager is a
guarantor of the capital, at its nominal value, in case of his negligent acts or omissions or
his non-compliance with the investor's conditions, whether the manager is a mudharib
(investment manager), sharik (partner) or wakil (agent) for investments.

In case the assets of sukuk of al-mushÉrakah, mudarabah, or wakÉlah for investment are
of lesser value than the leased assets of ‘Lease to Own’ contracts (Ijarah MuntahÉ
Bitamleek), then it is permissible for the sukuk manager to undertake to purchase those
assets - at the time the sukuk are extinguished - for the remaining rental value of the
remaining assets; since it actually represents its net value.

Fifth: It is permissible for a lessee in a sukuk al-ijÉrah to undertake to purchase the leased
assets when the sukuk are extinguished for its nominal value, provided he {lessee} is not
also a partner, Mudarib or investment agent.
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Sixth: Shari'ah Supervisory Boards should not limit their role to the issuance of fatwa on
the permissibility of the structure of sukuk. All relevant contracts and documents related
to the actual transaction must be carefully reviewed {by them}, and then they should
oversee the actual means of implementation, and then make sure that the operation
complies, at every stage, with Shari'ah guidelines and requirements, as specified in the
Shari'ah Standards. The investment of sukuk proceeds and the conversion of the proceeds
into assets, using one of the Shari'ah-compliant methods of investments, must conform to
Article (5/1/8/5) of the AAOIFI Shari'ah Standard (17).

Furthermore, the Shari'ah Board advises Islamic financial institutions to decrease their
involvements in debt-related operations and to increase true partnerships based on profit
and loss sharing, in order to achieve the objectives of the Shari'ah.

In the end, all praise is due to Allah, Lord of all the Worlds!

DRAFT RESOLUTION TO THE DISTINGUISHED ACADEMY ON
SECURITIZATION

[It was] decided as follows:

First: Securitization is a financial instrument to convert debts of the same type with
their attendant interest into tradable paper securities through a Special Purpose Vehicle
(SPV). Securitization by this definition falls within the prohibited debt securities about
which Resolution No. 60 (6/11)1 was issued. It makes no difference to the ruling if the
transfer of debts to the SPV occurs by the transfer of a right (ÍawÉlah) or by debt renewal
or sub-participation.

Secondly: TaÎkÊk, which is mentioned in Resolution No. 13 (3/15), is the SharÊÑah-
compliant alternative to securitization. It is done by the issuance of ÎukËk, which are
based on muÌÉrabah for a project, or a particular investment activity, or on the basis of a
mushÉrakah contract. The owners of the ÎukËk in this project do not receive interest or a
fixed profit; rather, they will get a percentage of the profit generated from this project,
according to the parameters mentioned in the Council’s Resolution No. 30 (4/5) issued on
qirÉÌ (muÌÉrabah) bonds. Another alternative is ÎukËk based on an ijÉrah contract or
some other permissible contract which can be the basis for a ÎukËk project with its special
regulations for issuance and trade.

1 Cf: Majallat MajmaÑ al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ, issue no. 6. vol. 2, p.1273; issue no. 7, vol. 1, p. 73.
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APPENDIX C

List of Major Malaysia and GCC Islamic Banks in ØukËk issuance
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APPENDIX D

Specialized ØukËk Structuring & Documentation Courses Attended
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APPENDIX E

Interview Questions for Bankers & SharÊÑah Scholars
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APPENDIX F

Selected Interviews on Al-WaÑd Al-Mulzim in EBS
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APPENDIX G

Selected Equity-Based ØukËk Term Sheets
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APPENDIX H

Standard Equity-Based ØukËk Structures
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APPENDIX I

Analytics and Calibration Procedure for the Proposed ABS Model
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